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FISHERIES OF THE NORTH
SEA

CHAPTER I

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

THIS
little book is written in re-

sponse to the request of some
friends who, knowing very little

of the fishing industry and having many
misconceptions of its nature, desired a

plain account of the subject. The average

Englishman knows little of our fisheries,

and what information he has generally
comes from the popular articles printed
in the daily press. Such Press accounts are

usually written by people who are wholly

unacquainted with the matter. There will

be no attempt in these pages to be pictur-

esque at the expense of truth or accuracy.
The writer desires, if possible, to make the
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reader understand the ramifications of a

business which is not easily understood

by the interested spectator ;
for conditions

are constantly changing, and there is no

resemblance between our modern methods

of fishing and those in vogue thirty years

ago. In this account there is necessarily

much that will not be new to those who
are engaged in the industry ;

but so great
are the possibilities and opportunities for

future development, and so pressing is the

need for taking full advantage of our

magnificent heritage of the sea, that the

public ought to be better informed, or

many grave mistakes will be made.

Already several pronounced politicians

have inaugurated a body called the Empire
Resources Development Committee. These

men would like to see the State control

the industry, with a view to making it a

Government monopoly and diverting the

profits into the Treasury. Anyone who
understands the industry knows this to

be both impracticable and unjust. The
seas do not belong to the British Empire
any more than they do to Germany or

Norway. By international agreement we
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can only claim a three-mile limit from

the coast, and in this belt of water it is

not, in peace time, desirable to trawl, since

the coastal waters are recognized as a

reservation for immature fish. The out-

side waters are international. How can

the Empire Resources Development Com-
mittee claim that the British State should

control the fisheries in those areas ? To
control the work of British fishermen and

trawler-owners with a view to State profit,

is tantamount to levying a tax on home

products, and food products at that, for as

our fish supplies are not imported from

any other country they surely should

rank as home manufactures. The project

stands in the same category as a tax on

home-grown wheat, and this proposal
emanates from Imperialists ! It is argued
that the fisherman or trawler-owner has

no rent to pay for the waters in which he

procures his harvest. Granted that the

waters are rent free, have these gentlemen
considered the difficulties and hardships
which have to be overcome in fighting
Nature in her wildest moods. Let them

pause to think of the arduous journeys
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into the Arctic seas in a fishing trawler,

to imagine winter time off the coast of

Iceland, when most of the day is night and

most of the water is ice. Who can with

justice object to the freedom of the seas ?

And if a rent should be paid, who should

receive it ? Not the British Government
;

for many, and the most important, of

these seas adjoin the coasts of Iceland,

Norway, and Russia. If the Government

interferes with the present progressive

condition of our fisheries, the industry

might soon be in the plight in which the

home French fisheries find themselves as

a result of the care of their State. The

individual British fisherman produces five

times as much fish as the French fisherman.

Let us rather profit from our neighbour's

example, and avoid interference with an

industry which is almost entirely de-

pendent on the individual effort and

technical knowledge of the workers. No
State bounties are required, for the British

fisherman is sufficiently independent ;
no

taxes are wanted, for the consumer of the

product would eventually have to pay
them. If, in the future, the industry is
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profitable, it will result in extensions of

catching power, in increased exploitation,

and by the enterprise of the workers the

nation's food supply will be augmented at

a very anxious time. If people would use

more of this splendid food the supply
would increase, and ultimately the price
to the consumer might, by the enlarge-
ments of the delivery channels, be lowered.

The British fisheries can be best developed

by the vast populations of our manu-

facturing centres. The driving force of an

industry is the demand for the product.

Remember, the average price of fish,

when landed, in peace time, taking all

kinds, was three-halfpence per pound. It

is not an ordinary question of supply and

demand; the supply, taking the North

Atlantic and Arctic Seas as a whole, is

unlimited
;

it is the demand that is needed

to stimulate effort. When the war is

over and the fishing fleets are demobilized,

it will be found that the quantity landed

in the British Isles will be greater than

ever before. Immense shoals of countless

billions of fish have been for ages constantly

moving in these North European waters,
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particularly round the British Isles and
the Iceland banks. They were making
their periodic migrations when Caesar

landed and conquered Britain
;

uninter-

rupted by the devasting wars of European
Powers and the ravages of the human race,

they have continued their evolution. But
it is only within the last few decades that

mankind has in any large measure taken

advantage of these splendid sea prairies

with their teeming life. Unlike meat,

cereals, and other foods, fish supplies are

not diminished but increased by a great
war. The best fishing areas are neglected
in war-time, and no toll is taken of vast

supplies of marine life. Consequently they

go on from increase to increase, and num-
bers are only limited by the fertility of the

ocean. In considering the possibilities of

development of our fisheries, one should

realize that the ocean covers five-sevenths

of the earth's surface, its average depth
is 11,000 feet, the volume of water in this

space is 3,000,000,000 cubic miles. This

water contains a quantity of living matter

far exceeding that on the land-surface of the

earth. The problem for man's future con-
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sideration is how to increase his exploita-

tion of these enormous reserves and so

get the utmost advantage of the innumer-

able products which the seas provide. At

a time when the supply of food from the

earth is insufficient it should be one of the

first efforts of peace time to take toll of the

sea's supplies of guanos in order to fertilize

our soils, to obtain the raw materials, the

oils, glues, whalebones, isinglass, etc., the

products of the different ocean animals
;

but, above all, to procure as much food

as possible from our seas. There are

10,000,000 square miles of shallow water

of less than a hundred fathoms surrounding
the land on this globe. In this area are

sea-meadows of great productivity, prairies

fed and fertilized by ocean currents bringing

daily and hourly the food on which fish

subsist. This continental shelf of the

ocean is a productive tract presenting

great possibilities to the future endeavours

of mankind. We have every advantage,
and should lose no time in exercising our

utmost powers to exploit those districts

most conveniently situated near th British

Isles.
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With the advent of the war the first or

experimental age of our modern fisheries

was completed : at that time British

fishing had taken its position as one of our

great industries, and had attained a place
of unchallenged supremacy in the world's

maritime efforts of food production. In

the usual course of events we should have

continued on a path of gradual progress,

and in the stress of work the changes would

have passed by without notice. The war
cut in. With the almost complete stoppage

through war conditions, the curtain has

fallen on the empirical stages, and when

peace comes it will rise on a new act and

perhaps disclose quite a different drama.

Changed conditions, different methods, in-

creased supplies and demands will operate ;

the cost of all materials required will be

advanced, wages will be higher ;
the

workers, a great proportion of whom will

be fresh to the industry, will attack old

problems in a new way ; many of the old-

abandoned fishing banks will again become

profitable. All are changes of great im-

portance and require to be carefully

examined before the period of recon-
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struct!on comes. It is difficult to prophesy
the future, but it is apparent that of all

British food industries the fisheries are in

the enviable position of having received

the least permanent damage by the war, in

spite of the fact that fishing operations
have been almost suspended. The old

fears of depletion of our home fisheries

are silenced, and, when the time comes, it

will be of exceptional interest to see how
far the fertility of the seabed has re-

covered and how long the recovery will

last. Many important facts bearing on

this question will be settled, and these

facts should supply much data for future

legislation for protecting the fisheries from

wasteful exploitation.
The war has given abundant proof that

the importance of our fisheries is not only

economic, but is also of supreme value in

times of national danger. Over two
thousand fishing trawlers and drifters have

been mobilized into an auxiliary navy.
The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries

state :

" The importance of the British

fishing industry has been demonstrated

by the war. It is, in effect, a subsidiary
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arm of the Navy from which both ships

and men are drawn for naval services,

largely of special, and, as events have

proved, of most important and invaluable

character. . . . The Navy has claimed for

naval duties more than 75 per cent of the

first-class fishing vessels, and more than

50 per cent of the total number of fisher-

men of all ages, including boys, engaged
in the fishing industry. ... As a result of

the demands of the Navy, combined with

necessary restrictions of fishing operations,

the quantity of fish landed by British

fishing vessels is now about 30 per cent of

the normal/'

The following chapters are written with

a view to giving the salient features of the

industry, avoiding all detail, and making
the account as short, simple, and uncon-

troversial as possible. It is hoped that

those at present unacquainted with the

nature of our fisheries will acquire some
interest and information from this effort

to explain a constantly misrepresented
and often much maligned industry. Those

who desire fuller and more scientific know-

ledge of the ocean and its conditions of life,
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I would refer to Sir John Murray's various

works on the subject, to the Reports of the

Fishery Board of Scotland, to the admirable

French work on the Fisheries by M. Herubel,

and the marine biological investigations of

Mr. James Johnstone.



CHAPTER II

HISTORY

FISHING

is one of the oldest and

until recent years one of the least

progressive of our industries. Pre-

historic man hunted and fished long before

he tilled the soil or knew the use of metals.

Thousands of years ago our ancestors made
an advance from cave-dwelling by erecting

rude huts, supported by wooden piles, near

the shores of lakes and inland waterways.
This gave them more security against
wild beasts and other foes, and provided
them with a more certain supply of food,

procured by fishing the waters surrounding
their dwellings. Proof that the North Sea

attracted primitive man is found in the

Kitchen Middens of Denmark, where vast

heaps of shells, which are simply the re-

mains of the daily meals of prehistoric

man, testify to his voracious appetite and
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the assimilative power of his stomach.

The sumptuous dinner of a single family
would often leave a heap of shells a foot

high, a monument of a dining capacity
which cannot be equalled by our pre-war
aldermanic banquetings. The rudeness of

the implements found in these shell heaps

points to people of very ancient, if low,

civilization, and provides a convincing

proof that mankind was a fisher before the

dawn of history.

Many of our ancient cities were founded

by fishermen, who selected the sites on

account of their proximity to fishing

grounds, and also for the favoured position

they offered for sheltering their frail craft

from the weather. From this beginning
world-famous cities like Tyre, Byzantium,
Venice, Marseilles, and Amsterdam have
had their foundation. So famous have

many of these cities become, that the reason

why the site was chosen to-day appears
almost incredible. The glories of Tyre and
Sidon have faded long ago, and they are

again small villages, object lessons in the

rise and fall of empires. Venice was saved

from the barbarians by her security in the
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waters, and later this security -gave her the

maritime power which made her the mis-

tress of the seas until the discovery of the

Cape of Good Hope passage to the East.

The favoured maritime position of Con-

stantinople, Marseilles, and Amsterdam

gave those cities great opportunities to

benefit gradually by the improvement and

progress of sea trade, until the early fishing

occupation was eclipsed by the rise of more

important industries.

There is very little historical evidence

of the early progress of fishing. The early

Vikings who inhabited the coast belt of

Norway had the prolific fishing grounds of

the North Sea close at hand, and were

probably driven to fish for food by the

barren nature of the land and the im-

possibility of sustaining life by agriculture.

Becoming in consequence the most able

men of that time in seacraft, they gradually

acquired the roving nature which resulted

in the discovery of Iceland and Greenland.

They soon found it more interesting and

profitable to forsake fishing and embark
in expeditions of plunder. The East Coast

of Britain presented a fertile field to the
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marauders, and with fire and sword they

continually ravaged the coast districts,

where they finally made settlements.

Many of the Lincolnshire place-names

testify to their occupation. Scores of

names of villages in the East of England
have exactly the same pronunciation and

meaning as those to be found in Norway
and T)enmark : the

"
bys,"

"
thorpes,"

"
tofts/' and "wicks

"
are still the termina-

tion of many of the names of our fish-

ing towns and villages : Grimsby, Whitby,
Lowestoft, Cleethorpes are all of Danish

or Norwegian origin, and probably the

inhabitants of these fishing ports derive

much of their love and skill for a seafaring

life from their Norse ancestors.

Later, there is little evidence of any
other than shore and river fishing 'on a

small scale for white fish, although the

herrings could not fail to attract attention,

for .the huge dimensions of the shoals and

the ease with which the fish could be

captured offered a settled occupation to the

people of Yarmouth, where herring fishing

was carried on as far back as the period
of the Saxons. In the Middle Ages the
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Southern Swedes, the Danes, and the

Dutch made organized efforts to procure
the herring, and this soon became a con-

stant industry with these people, who
discovered that by hanging the herrings

over the cabin chimneys or salting them,
the fish would keep wholesome for a long
time. Improving upon these methods,

they were soon able to make salted and

smoked herrings a great article of commerce

among the interior population of Germany
and Russia, and this trade contributed

more than a little to the prosperity of the

Hanseatic League. For in those days the

Church greatly increased the demand by
encouraging the consumption of fish on

fasting days. With the gradual decline of

the power of the Hansa League the traffic

fell more and more into the hands of the

Dutch, who caught most of the fish, chiefly

the herring, off the coast of Norfolk during
the annual migration of the shoals. In-

deed, it is authoritatively stated that the

supremacy of the Dutch was founded on

the herring. There is no doubt that the

herring fishery is a good training ground for

seamen, and at that period its commercial
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importance was also very great. Until the

nineteenth century, practically the whole

of this trade was in their hands except for

the participation of the Scots, who also

systematically carried on the work from

early times. With the Reformation the

demand for fish fell off, and the trade

gradually declined in importance until the

wars of Napoleon. War conditions, besides

upsetting European industries generally,

increased difficulties of fishing operations
and still further lessened the demand.

The English were encouraged to take up

fishing |as a livelihood by Elizabeth, who
desired to fit men for a seafaring life so

that their maritime experiences and abilities

could be called upon in an emergency in

defence of the country. To support this

object people were required by law to eat

fish. Trawl-fishing, however, was not a

settled industry in England until the

middle of last century. Until then, fisher-

men generally used small open boats quite
near to the coast, and sold their catches

themselves in the streets of the towns where

they landed. The trade was confined to

the coast districts
; for, with bad roads, no

2
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railways, and no means of preserving fish,

their catches very seldom reached the

interior in fresh condition, and, when they

did, were regarded as a great luxury.

Progress in the industry was best developed
in the counties of Devonshire and Cornwall,

where the splendid harbourage favoured

fishing operations. Trawling most prob-

ably originated at Brixham, where, as far

back as a hundred years ago, fish were

caught by aid of the beam trawl. A net

was towed along, the mouth being kept

open by the 'use of a long beam of wood

(hence the name). This method is still in

use in some of the smaller fishing ports.

The great disadvantage, however, in those

days was the* heed of a population to con-

sume the product and by its demands to

support the work. Devonshire and Corn-

wall were very sparsely populated, and if

a large catch came to hand it could not

all be consumed, the surplus having to be

spread on the land as manure. In search

of markets the fishermen gradually deserted

Brixham and the neighbouring villages and

migrated to Ramsgate and Margate. Off

these places they could still find fish and
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could take their catches by road, or up the

Thames, to London, where they found a

ready sale. The small open boat gradually

gave place to the smack, a two-masted

vessel, running up to about 80 feet in

length, which was supplied with a cabin

and fish room, giving more security and

comfort to the fishermen and enabling them
to sail farther out and work on the Dogger
Bank. The newly-discovered Silver Pit,

a valley in the North Sea then containing
abundance of soles, especially in the winter

time, was at the same period discovered.

The smack-owners then found Hull to be a

better centre, for, with the advent of the

railways, they were able to run the fish up
to London and also avail themselves of the

demand from the Yorkshire towns. In

addition, they were still nearer the North

Sea banks, which at that time abounded in

fish in such quantities that the fishermen

only troubled to save the more valuable

varieties. The discoveries of these fruitful

pits and banks in a very short time attracted

further numbers of fishermen from the

South Coast. Their success was extra-

ordinary. The quantities of magnificent
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fish were so great that often the prices

obtained barely reached a penny per pound,
and yet the fishing was highly remunerative.

The port of Grimsby, then recently recon-

structed by the opening of the docks, was

still more suitable for the London traffic,

and, as soon as its unrivalled position

was discovered, the trade developed very

quickly until the majority of the smacks

used this port. At Grimsby they were

still nearer to the Dogger Bank, and had

the use of the sea water for preserving the

cod-fish in floating chests, for line fishing

was still to a great extent in vogue, and the

smacks brought their catches to -port in

welled holds from which the fish were

transferred to the floating chests tuntil

wanted for market. The trawl net, how-

ever, gradually supplanted the use of

lines and hooks, for the fishermen were

then able to catch the
"
prime

"
fish, such

as the sole, turbot, and brill, which are

found exclusively at the bottom. The
method then adopted was to fish in fleets

with a
"
cutter

"
or fast going smack to

take the result of each smack's endeavour,

which was transferred at sea, and sail
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with all speed to London, thus liberating

the others to continue fishing operations.

The cutter when improved by the use of

steam became more independent of the

weather, and made more regular arrivals

at Billingsgate. This carries us up to the

eighties, when steam began to prove its

value for trawling, and the introduction

of the use of ice as a preservative gave a

great impetus to the trade. At this time

the smacks had an engine and boiler for

heaving up the bag or net when full of fish.

The engine worked a winch and made the

task very much less laborious. The ad-

vantages of machinery were immediately
seized upon and extended by the intro-

duction of steam for towing the net. This

soon became a success, so that in 1900 the

steamships far out-nurnbered the smacks.

At this period there were at least 1500 on

"the East Coast of Britain alone. Their

length was only about 95 to 105 feet at this

time, but such was their capacity that one.

steam trawler could do the work of half a

dozen sailing trawlers, whilst the steam

trawler only needed twice the number of

crew. With the opening of the present
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century still further progress was made,
until to-day the tonnage of the steam

trawler has doubled, and the modern vessel

is a ship costing from 10,000 to 16,000,

of 120 to 150 feet in length, and able to

travel a thousand miles to the prolific

breeding grounds off Iceland or the north

coast of Russia. Such a journey often

necessitates the ship being away from port
for a month at a time: Consequently a

large quantity of coal and ice has to be

carried, and the crew need to have comfort-

able quarters to enable them to withstand

the rigours of an Arctic climate. The use

of the steam trawler has revolutionized

trawl fishing ;
its success has proved its

great advantage over line fishing. The

quantity of white fish landed in the British

Isles is almost six times what it was forty

years ago. For instance, at Grimsby, where

this method has had the greatest success,

the tonnage of fish landed, taking each

tenth year, is as follows :

1860 . . . 4,537

1870 . . . . 26,324
1880 , . . 46,931
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1890 . . . 71,382

1900 . I33.791

1910 . . . 179,792

The increase in value is much greater
than the increase in tonnage, for the price
of fish has, for a number of years, steadily

risen. The advance in price of all foods

since the war began has, of course, its

effect on this industry. But whereas grain
and cattle are scarcer, fish, owing to our

inability to continue operations on a large

scale, are multiplying on the banks so much
that as soon as peace comes figures of

annual landings will be greatly enlarged ;

for the fishing expeditions will be shorter

owing to the greater ease with which these

increased supplies can be obtained.



CHAPTER III

NORTH SEA IN RELATION TO
ITS FISHERIES

THE
North Sea proper is a huge

bay, for, with the exception of its

northern opening, it is almost en-

tirely surrounded by land. Although on

the whole extremely shallow, it contains

very few islands. Its greatest depth is in

the north; where, off the Norwegian coast,

200 fathoms is the average, and depths of

300 and 400 fathoms are quite common.
South of this deep channel, which runs

into the Skagerack and forms the entry
.to the Baltic, the level gradually rises,

and nowhere else is the depth more
than 100 fathoms

;
farther south the

bottom is still shallower, until on the

Dogger Bank soundings show only 8 to

15 fathoms; so that if a church were

situated in the middle of the North Sea
4
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its' spire would be seen. Just below the

Dogger are the Sole and Silver Pits, where

we again run into deeper water of 50
fathoms. With the exception of these

pits the bottom is again shallow and

sandy down to the Straits of Dover. If

we average these soundings we find the

average depth of the North Sea is only
about 350 feet. The seabed is almost

flat, so that if the bottom were raised

400 feet we should have a great plain

joining. England to the Continent, a land

watered by great rivers. The Rhine, Elbe,

Ouse, Trent would continue a meandering

journey to the northern depths, the Dogger
Bank would be a plateau of about 300
feet high, the whole would probably
be of a great fertility and capable of sup-

porting a large population.
Examination of the sands on the East

Coast of Britain will give an idea of the

sea bottom of this area. It will Be found

that quartz, mica, and felspar predominate,
but that there are many varieties of other

minerals. In the more northern and

deeper waters the sand gives place to a

mud containing a large percentage of the
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above-named minerals. In addition to

these there are often huge stones, remnants
of the glacial period, which the fisherman

knows to his cost, for they often destroy
the nets.

First we must consider how this shallow

sea was formed
;

it is important to under-

stand this, because our fisheries are de-

pendent on the fertility of the seabed,
which is the cumulative result of various

active forces. We all know that the

atmosphere acts chemically on the earth's

surface. Its action consists mainly in

oxidisation of the minerals containing

oxygen, and in the production of carbon-

ates ; this action separates the integral

parts of the rock. Changes of temperature,

by causing expansion and contraction,

also have a loosening and pulverizing
effect. This is particularly noticeable after

a heavy frost. Rain, by wetting and

rotting rock, has the same disintegrating
result

;
it also washes the smaller frag-

ments from higher to lower levels. Again,

plants in their growth and decay convert

rock into soil by keeping the surface damp
and allowing water to penetrate and soften
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them
;

their roots insert themselves into

crevices and detach fragments. In tem-

perate climates, such as those of the

countries surrounding the North Sea where

there is much rain, the -disintegrating

effect is greatest. The rock at higher

levels is always being converted by nature

into soil and brought down to lower land.

Hence the most fertile lands are almost

always in the valleys, or are those tracts

nearest the sea-level. The soil is continu-

ally washing
'

down. Watch a mountain

torrent after a heavy rain. The water,

which before was limpid, soon becomes

turgid and yellow with the enormous

quantity of sediment which the rain has

washed into the stream. A good pro-

portion of this sediment "will eventually
be deposited in the bed of the sea. In

this way the soil is always travelling

towards the sea bottom. The rivers bear

the transported matter and it is deposited
when the force of the current diminishes

;

the heavier particles fall first, the finer

matter is carried farther. When the river

reaches level country and the current

becomes slow these minute particles of
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rock and soil are deposited and become
the alluvial land at. the mouth of the

river. This often extends into and under

the sea for many miles and forms such

deltas of very fertile land as we see for

instance at the mouth of the Nile, Rhone,
and Rhine. The bed of the North Sea is

partly the result of this action going on
for countless centuries. For this reason it

is a sea prairie of great fertility and is the

prime cause of our wonderful fisheries.

The Oder, Vistula, and scores of other

rivers descend into the Baltic
; the Rhine,

Elbe, Weser flow direct into the North
Sea. As these rivers wash down a water-

shed of one quarter of Europe, it will be

seen how great must be the effect of their

sediment on the seabed. The Thames,
Trent, Ouse, -and other English streams do
the same work on a smaller scale, but

sufficiently large to have a considerable

effect. In addition to the huge quantity
of detritus which these rivers have brought
down in past ages, the moraines of the

glacial period have left their mark in

filling up the bed
; glacial action has also

assisted in fertilizing the sea bottom, and
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has given it a surface, rich in many of the

essentials for marine life. These different

agents have almost filled up the North

Sea : in some places where the currents

have assisted in depositing the detrital

matter, the banks are so high as to be

dangerous to navigation.
The European stream, a drift of sub-

tropical Atlantic water (often called the

Gulf Stream) which breaks in two parts

on the British Isles, runs in by the

Dover Strait on the south and between

'the Shetlands and the Faroe Isles on the

north
;

this incoming water affects the

salinity and temperature of the North Sea

and gives another essential to marine life,

movement. These currents, together with

the rivers flowing in, bring in live water

laden with all 'kinds of the minute animal-

culse which fish require. The great amount
of fresh water entering the area from the

Baltic and North Sea rivers carries the

nitrogenous substances from the earth so

necessary to rapid growth of plant and

animal life. Consequently the numbers
of Diatoms, Peridinians, Copepods in these

waters are so enormous as often to discolour
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the surface. These minute organisms mul-

tiply so greatly and with , such rapidity,
that they form a constant source of food

supply for the millions of small fry. Every-
where are forms of life so minute as to be
invisible to the naked eye, but in such

quantities that, if a square mile of the

North Sea water could be properly

filtered, these invisible microscopic live

substances would by their remains supply
several tons of lime. In addition, there are

incalculable millions of white-fish eggs in

the surface waters, the eggs of the herring
and larvae of all kinds on the bottom,
and almost all forms of marine flora in

abundance.

We have just seen how nature transforms

the barren rocks of the earth into soil

suitable for growing all the food that man
requires. -This process is continued under
the sea. The soil brought down by the

rivers and eroded by the tides is carried

in suspension and spread over the sub-

marine bottom. The temperature and

salinity of the water, which are agents in

circulating the currents, act beneficially on
the soil. Plants spring up and in their
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growth and decay transform the inorganic

soil into life. To the algae, larvae, and

eggs of fish, both large and minute, in fact

to all the misroscopic living substances,

both vegetable and animal, which are

brought into life by these causes, we give
the name Plankton; and all fish, large

or small, are nourished directly or in-

directly by plankton.
It is of interest to understand how the

countless millions of the oceans exist, and

on what food they live. It must be appar-
ent to all that fish cannot find subsistence

on pure water, the water must contain

nutritive food of some sort. It is a com-
mon belief among fishermen that fish live

entirely on one another, and there the

matter ends. This is not possible. If this

were so it would not take long for the

fish to consume themselves, and in a few

weeks at most they would become extinct.

There must be a basal supply of food : this

base is called Plankton. The fauna of the

ocean can be divided into two sections,

those forms which are self-propelling and
are in an advanced form of life, such as

all well known fish
;

this group is called
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Necton. The other form -of marine life

which is grouped under the name of Plank-

ton, includes those forms of live substances

most of which drift passively on the cur-

rents. It includes starfish, jellyfish, fish

-eggs, plants, as well as those transparent,
delicate animals so small that millions

can be contained* in a pint of water. The
latter are of varying sizes, shapes, and
colours. Some, although invisible indi-

vidually, collectively supply the phos-

phorescent light which is so often a fea-

ture of sea travel. It is the quantity and
colour of the plankton which gives different

seas their tinge. The Red Sea owes its

name to the presence of reddish plankton ;

other waters are of other colours chiefly

through plankton of different hue being

present on the surface. Sunlight pene-
trates the shallow 'depths and. reaches the

seabed of the submarine plateau surround-

ing the British Isles, and, in conjunction
with incoming currents of suitable tern-,

perature and salinity, is favourable to

constant accumulations of plankton. As
small fish fatten on these foods and supply
themselves in turn food for bigger fishes,
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we find that in every part the North Sea

is peculiarly favourable for fish life. In

every small bay on the coast the water

literally teems with small crustaceans and

other minute living creatures : these sup-

ply the means of existence to other small

fish, and as they in their turn are swallowed

up by larger fish, wre.see that plankton is

the base of marine life. Where there is no

plankton we find no fish
;
when there is

abundance of plankton the fish are found

in greatest numbers. The millions of

herrings which annually move down our

coast are migrating with two objects inti-

mately connected, to spawn and to find

food in the form of plankton.
To recapitulate : the causes which have

made the North Sea an extraordinarily
valuable and fertile fishing ground are

its extreme shallowness, the average depth

being 60 fathoms (which is only one-

thirtieth of that oi the Atlantic), and
its consequent abundance of vegetable

plankton owing to sunlight and the action

of waves reaching the sea bottom.: its

position favourable to a great influx of

currents laden with plankton ;
its low
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specific gravity and suitable temperature ;

its situation amidst countries of dense

population, which by their demand en-

courage the exploitation of fisheries.

On the land adjacent to this area there

are approximately 160,000,000 people cap-
able of drawing their fish supply from the

North Sea and Icelandic fishing grounds.
The countries having a coast-line on the

Baltic and North Sea are Great Britain,

Germany, Holland, Belgium, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Russia, and part of

Northern France. Taking the people who
live on the coast, or within such reasonable

distances as to be able to obtain fish in

fresh condition if proper facilities were

available, we realize the enormous potential
demand there must be for the produce of

the surrounding sea. If only i were

spent by each individual per annum on

purchasing the produce from this area,

fish to the value of 160,000,000 would

have to be landed in order to satisfy the

demand. This could be done if efficient

arrangements were made to organize the

fishing, protect the breeding grounds, and

improve the transportation of the fish
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after capture. When one considers that

on this sea are cities like London, Ant-

werp, Amsterdam, Hamburg, Copenhagen,
Christiania, besides many other cities with

a population of above 100,000, one realizes

the possibilities of the full exploitation of

these fisheries. The fishing grounds of

British Columbia, Nova Scotia, and New-
foundland are perhaps just as fertile, but

the incomparable disadvantage of those

grounds is the absence of the masses of

people within reasonable reach of the

product. The North Sea has this advan-

tage in a greater degree than any other

sea. It has a market ready to hand for

the product of its prolific fishing grounds.
In relation to its fisheries the North Sea

naturally includes the Baltic arm and the

surrounding waters as far as the Faroe

Islands and Iceland, with a boundary line

drawn from Iceland to the North Cape of

Norway. This area will include the chief

fishing grounds, the Dogger Bank, the

Icelandic and Faroe grounds, the famous
Lofoten cod fishery, as well as all the banks

of lesser importance.
Between the British Isles and Greenland
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there is a continental shelf of high land

under the Atlantic. With the abysmal

depths of the ocean on either side, this

ridge runs from the North of Scotland to

the Faroe Islands, intercepted by only one

narrow passage of deep water the Faroe

Channel. The high land continues to the

north-west, where the shelf again broadens

and sustains Iceland and the Iceland

banks. This submerged mountain chain is

called the Wyville-Thomson ridge, after

the discoverer who found it during the

famous Challenger expedition. On the

higher regions of these banks the British

trawler has developed a prolific fishery

during the past thirty years. Originally

the trawler could fish only in a depth of

about 40 or 50 fathoms the North Sea.

With the introduction of steam it was

possible to increase the size of the trawl

and the depth at which it could be. used,

and when the Dogger Banks showed signs

of being over-fished the ships went farther

north. Going through the Pentland Firth

in a north-westerly direction they followed

the bed of the Wyville-Thomson ridge and

found on the sandy banks, in the shallow
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water adjacent to the Faroe Isles, -great

quantities of beautiful light-coloured fish,

especially cod-fish, haddock, lemon soles,

and halibut. The plaice were particularly

good, being of great size
;
but these have

since become almost extinct. Farther along
the ridge, which sinks a little to rise again
farther north, the trawlers about twenty

years ago opened up the Iceland banks,

where the predominant kinds were of the

cod-fish family, the haddock being especi-

ally fine and large, to be followed by plaice,

dabs, and vast shoals of herrings at certain

seasons. All the fish are much darker, the

plaice being almost black on the upper
side, denoting a' seabed of darker hue.

This fishing has constantly increased in

importance and no doubt will continue

to do so, for the herring fishery is by no

means fully exploited yet. To the north-

west of Iceland this high submerged land

is again of wide extent, and forms a shallow

sea between Iceland and Greenland. This

bed is at present unfished, but should, in

the near future, be properly explored ; for,

considering the seasonal increases of cod-

fish at Iceland, it is probably along this
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shallow seabed that the fish travel; and
there is every likelihood that on the shore

depths of Greenland there are varieties of

halibut, haddock, and cod-fish in great
abundance. The increased values of fish,

which without doubt will be maintained
in future years, should make the fishing
of these areas a profitable industry of great

magnitude. It would take a week for a

Grimsby or Hull trawler to reach these

grounds, but this is not too great a length
of time when one remembers that not

many years ago the journey to Iceland was
of the same duration. South of this area

are the banks of Labrador, where annually
800 or 900 Newfoundland schooners follow

the cod-fish in the season.

Continuing possible extensions in future

years we reach Baffin Bay. Who knows
what this enormous waste of water con-

tains ? Of an area twice that of the North

Sea, and open to navigation for only a short

season in the year, its possibilities are

unknown, and we can only infer by deduc-

tions from conditions prevailing in other

northern areas that there are favourable

indications of the presence of food fishes
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of great utility on the shallower beds of

this inland sea.

Turning to the south we enter Hudson

Bay, a land-locked and, until June, an

icebound sea of vast extent. Half a

million square miles of shallow water

three times the size of the North Sea of

an average depth of only 70 fathoms
;
in

this almost unexplored region there should

be untold wealth of cold-water fish

haddock, cod-fish, sturgeon and salmon,

for we must not forget that ideal conditions

for life in the sea are exactly opposite from

those prevailing on the land. In the

colder climate, conditions for fish life are

better, and the quantities increase, the

amount of plankton is greater, hence the

presence of whales in these Arctic regions.

Hudson Bay will have a great advantage
over other northern seas, inasmuch as

with the opening up of Northern Ontario,

railways will reach the southern coast of

Hudson Bay and carry off its products
to the 50,000,000 inhabitants of Eastern

United States, only about 700 miles

away. Little did its discoverer, Hudson

(of whom nothing is known except that
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between the years 1607 and 1611 he made
some discoveries of far-reaching extent in

his little 6o-ton ship whilst looking for a

North-West passage to China) imagine
when he sailed into this inland sea wherein

lay its commercial possibilities.
1

Let us now turn to the other side of the

North Atlantic. Deep water runs almost

parallel to the Norwegian coast far too

deep for trawling." A bank rises, however,
about latitude 67 and supports the Lofoten

Isles, and on this high ridge great shoals

of cod-fish annually migrate and form the

spring fishery of northern Norway. To
the .north of the Scandinavian peninsula

1
Failing in the attempt, he recommended his patrons to

turn to the whale fishing around Spitzbergen ; and so successful

did this become that the merchants of Holland seized eagerly
on the industry, and seventy years later 14,000 Dutch were

employed in the fishery. These wonderful creatures, as

essentially a mammal as a cow, by their great numbers at

that date should give us some idea of the fertility of the

northern seas. They support their huge bulk by straining
off the plankton from the water: the mouth being so

adapted that the water passes through the balleen plates the

whalebone and leaves the pteropods, crustaceans, etc., to

be swallowed ; and thus the largest of the world's animals

lives on the smallest insects. If the quantities of these

living substances are so great that a whale can support life

on them, it is very probable that there are edible fish living
in the same manner in the Arctic Ocean. Unfortunately
the whale is threatened with extinction in northern latitudes,

and the fishery has greatly decreased in importance.
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is the shallow Barentz Sea. Larger than

the Mediterranean, the ocean bed is a

plateau connecting Spitzbergen with Nor-

way. This sea, considering its latitude, has

a relatively mild climate in the autumn.

It is then invaded by the European
Stream which raises the temperature of

the water, and with the disappearance of

the ice there is a great entry of fish,

especially plaice, cod, and haddock. In

late autumn the stream of warmer water

ceases, and with the re-entry of Arctic

water the region is icebound and fishing is

made impossible. It is in the Barentz

and Greenland seas that future extensions

of our fishery will develop when the nearer

grounds are fully exploited.

In these areas there are thousands of

different species of fish, each species con-

taining millions of individuals, and each of

these individuals capable of reproducing
itself in millions. The cod-fish, turbot,

conger, haddock, plaice, and hake spawn
each 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 of eggs

annually ; other fish, such as the sole, hali-

but, and mackerel each produce anything
from 100,000 to 1,000,000. So stupendous
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is this reproduction that it would be useless

to try to give correct figures ;
sufficient to

say the numbers involved are almost in-

calculable. As soon as these fry emerge
from the egg, the first and last problem

they have in life is to eat and avoid being
eaten. That is the first law of nature

in the ocean. The voracity of fish is extra-

ordinary ; often they will swallow other

fish until their stomach is distended to

such an extent that they fall an easy prey
in turn to larger fish. Many can eat other

fish bigger than themselves
; others, if

they cannot manage the whole of their

prey will swallow half, and when that is

digested draw in the other half, which in

the interval was sticking out of the mouth
of the victor. To protect themselves they
move about with the utmost rapidity, or

hide by mimicking the waving sea grasses

or disguising themselves as part.of the sea-

bed. The sole adopts the colour of the

sand in which it lives
; plaice and dabs are

darker when caught on the Icelandic banks,

where the bottom is black and muddy ;

in the North Sea, where the bottom is sandy,

they are lighter. The haddock and herring
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are darker on the back than underneath,
so that light falling from above makes
them almost invisible. The catfish is

striped on one fishing ground and spotted
on another, reminding one of the tiger

whose stripes make it almost indistinguish-
able from the long grasses ;

and the

leopard, which by acquiring its spots, is

able to hide among the leaves of the trees.

The long jaws, muscular body, and mimetic

colouring of fish amply prove its one object
in life, which is by its low visibility to be

able to surprise and eat weaker fish and to

hide from more powerful opponents. If

one visits the landing stage at any of our

fishing ports and examines the fish, seldom

will it be found that specimens show signs
of old age : the smaller varieties never do.

Fish almost always come to a catastrophic
end before senile decay sets in. When the

period of fullness of power is passed and
the fish loses some of its vitality, it is not

long before it is vanquished. The battle

is constant and remorseless, yet victory is

not always to the strong : many species
use extraordinary cunning, and often an

unwary fish is lured to a premature end
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in the capacious stomach of an invisible foe.

For instance, the monk fish, an ugly beast

with a head four times the size of its body,
lies on the sea meadows and is hidden by its

greenish colour. On the top of its head is a

small elongated fin, a filament which it

allows the current to waft to and fro.

This tempting bait is seen by the unsus-

pecting haddock or cod-fish, but just as the

morsel is about to be seized the capacious

jaw of the monk opens. By this action

the
"
tickler

"
is, of course, thrown back

and the fish gulped in.

The variety of more useful edible fish

inhabiting the North Sea is greater than

in any other sea : this variety gives an

additional value to these fisheries. The

herring, cod-fish, and haddock predominate,

supplying perhaps 90 per cent of the

quantity landed : still, of the scarcer and
more costly varieties the assortment is

extensive. The sole, turbot, and brill,

the most delicious of flat fish, are fre-

quently met with in the North Sea, but are

unknown on the banks farther north.

The different banks are, comparatively

speaking, more or less specially suited for
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different species. As these grounds vary
in formation, fertility, and depth, so they

vary in suitability for the advantageous

growth of different kinds of fish. The

experienced' fisherman has a much better

geographical knowledge of the bottom of

the North Sea than he has of the counties

of England, and knows exactly when and

where to go for the different varieties.

For although the different species do not

confine themselves altogether to certain

districts in particular seasons of the year,

yet the trawling captain knows when and

where the special kinds he wants will

predominate. He also knows the periods,

of migration, and when a particular bank
will have the

"
fish setting in." The

bottom of the North Sea can well be com-

pared with land that supplies our grain,

meat, etc.
;

some parts are more fertile

than others, one part is capable of sup-

porting a particular species more than

another. The harvester of the sea does

not sow or plough, but the produce re-

quires collection, which is the great ex-

pense of fishing. The fisherman has to

know where to find the fish
;

to steam to
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that spot, which might be a hundred or

might be a thousand miles away from his

market
;

to get there he has to contend

with the dangers of wind, fog, mist, with

which the North Sea is well provided ;
to

navigate his ship clear of other craft

trawling the same grounds ;
he has to

fix the trawl-net in a suitable position and
steer a course in trawling which will

sweep the fish into the net : all these

things require technical knowledge, which

has to be gained in the hard school of

experience. Unlike the produce of agri-

culture, the fish have to be caught before

they can be brought to market, and here

fortune is often fickle : two ships may
trawl the same ground within a few fur-

longs of each other
5

one heaves a trawl

laden with fish, the other may draw a

blank or find his trawl bag cut open by
some huge boulder. Notwithstanding all

these disadvantages, fishing has proved
itself to be, on the whole, more profit-

able than agriculture. The fisherman or

trawler-owner has no landlord owning the

waters he fishes in, bad weather does not

ruin his crops although his prospective
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harvest may migrate or disappear in a

night ; yet when luck comes his way he

finds that after gleaning a space of ground
he can go again the next day with pros-

pects generally of meeting with the same
or better fortune. With a bad season the

farmer has to wait another year to re-

coup his loss, the harvester of the deep
can change his farm with every voyage.
The skipper of a British trawler, given a

fair average of ability, often has an in-

come equal to that of the captain of. the

ocean-going liner, yet the dangers he has

to brave, the uncertainty of fortune he

will meet, the fluctuating prices he will

obtain for his catch, all tend to give the

fisherman a gambling, generous nature,

and also to make him exceedingly super-
stitious. There is no industry in which

fortune plays so great a part, and this factor

no doubt is almost essential to the life, for

the hardship and monotony of a calling in

which for nine-tenths of the year the worker

is out of touch with the world, have the same
effect on human nature as the occupation of

the gold miner, and the relaxations of the

two callings generally run on parallel lines.



CHAPTER IV

VALUE OF NORTH SEA FISHERIES

THE
area of the North Sea is about

150,000 square miles, or rather

more than that of the British Isles.

It contains the richest fishing banks
in the world. The Baltic, with rather

less than this area, is not of much
value for fishing : its waters are too

brackish to be suitable for fish breeding
on a large scale; and although there

are good quantities of herrings, which

being of the pilchard, sprat, anchovy,
and shad family can exist in water of

less salinity much better than the average
salt-water fish, there is not much else to

make fishing in those areas a profitable

industry. We can therefore exclude this

inland water in our inquiry on the value

and possibilities of the North Sea Fisheries.

If we include the fishing banks of Iceland,
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Faroe, and the Lofoten Isles (for as these

grounds are fished mainly by ships which

belong to and carry the cargo to North Sea

ports they cannot well be excluded) we

have approximately another 150,000 square

miles, making an area 300,000 square miles

of possible fishing grounds. The fertility

of this seabed varies, and probably not

more than one-sixth is fished regularly;

but as the currents circulate the food over

the whole, no fixed line of demarcation can

be made. It is difficult to estimate the

tonnage of food which this area supplies

to the adjacent countries, chiefly Britain,

Norway, Holland, and Germany; but

Britain received about 1,200,000 tons in

1913, so that as an estimate of the whole

output, nearly twice this amount, say

2,200,000 tons, would be well within the

mark. Taking an average price at the

port of landing, which would be somewhere

near three halfpence per pound, we get a

total of 30,000,000. With efficient or-

ganization and exploitation this amount

is capable of being greatly extended.

Food prices have so increased of late years

that, considering the probability of in-

4
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creased fishings when peace time comes,

this amount is quite likely to be trebled.

Surely an industry which is able to

produce 90,000,000 value of food per
annum is well worth the attention of the

nation at a time when food in the form

of cereals and meat will be inadequate
for the needs of the countries emerging
from famine.

The capital expended by the different

countries in this industry might be esti-

mated roughly at 50,000,000, which is

very inadequate in view of what might be

done if the opportunities were fully ex-

ploited. In England there is remarkably
little invested in the shore industries. Tak-

ing the possible output of 90,000,000 in

this area of 300,000 square miles we get

about 300 value of fish per square mile

fished per annum, or los. an acre, whereas

prior to the war this was only about 100

per square mile, or a little over 35.

an acre. In other words, mankind took

about 24 Ib. of fish from every acre of

water in the North Sea and Icelandic

banks. There is little doubt but that the

fertility of the sea meadows could support
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and supply a much greater quantity of

food. When one thinks of the huge

quantities of good wholesome food swim-

ming in the waters adjacent to the British

Isles, surely los. an acre is a conser-

vative estimate of the possible annual

production of these areas : and yet this

valuable source of food supply is re-

ceiving hardly any attention from our

Government.

Taking an annual output of 90,000,000
as being not only possible but highly prob-
able as soon as peace comes, we get, if

capitalized on a twenty years' purchase

value, the sum of 1,800,000,000, or

9, 75. 6d. per acre, as being the capital

value of the fisheries in these northern

seas.

When in 1872 the Challenger left Ports-

mouth on its epoch-making expedition
our fisheries, other than for herring, were

quite unimportant and confined to the

belts and estuaries of water adjacent to the

East and South Coast. The steam trawler

was unknown, and the possibilities of fishery

development were insufficient to make

quantitative investigation of edible fish of
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national importance. Times have changed.
It might be of great interest to our Govern-

ment to fit out a trawler of large size for

the special purpose of investigating new

grounds and making a systematic survey
of the commercial possibilities of their ex-

ploitation. Taking voyages into the Arctic

shallow waters and bringing back a cargo
of fish with each journey, it might be

possible to make ten such voyages into

different areas each year. The cost of

running such expeditions need not exceed

20,000 per annum, and this might be

recovered in a great measure by the

sale of the fish caught. A table of

expenses might be made and the com-

mercial possibilities of trawling virgin

banks fully explored. The result of

these investigations should give invalu-

able data for opening out new routes

and new grounds and thus greatly

extending the industry.
In comparing agriculture with aqui-

culture let us imagine that while harvest-

ing the produce of the British Isles we can

drain the water off the North Sea, leaving,

of course, all the suspended matter. We
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should find more food on the seabed than

the British Isles could supply ; pelagic and

demersal fish of all kinds, mature and

immature, their small fry, larvae, fish eggs,

crustaceans, molluscs , starfish, etc., would

literally cover the bottom, and all would

be coated with vegetable matter and a thick

cream of plankton. Compare this with

the land products of the British Isles.

We have fertile soils producing heavy

crops of food, but we have also bleak

mountain pastures useless for food pur-

poses rocklands, moorlands, and boglands.
The fertility of the North Sea is more

equal, there are few if any waste places.

The plankton, from jelly-fish to the

smallest diatom, of great importance
as furnishing the food of fish, would

compare with the land crops on which

we feed our cattle
;
the edible fish, from

the whale to the oyster, would compare
with cattle and sheep. We should find

that the productivity of these northern

fishing grounds is greater than the pro-

ductivity of the whole of the British

Isles. We do not avail ourselves of this

productivity as yet. The science of agri-
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culture has been progressing for ages,

aquiculture is only in its infancy. Given
the impetus of a world for many years
faced with an acute food shortage, it is

more than probable that, by discovery
and invention, the resources of the seas

will some day be harnessed to the

service of mankind. There is no reason

why the quantity of fish landed should

not be greater than the quantity of

cattle pastured and fed in this country
at great expense. Our fish supply
could be made greater than our meat

supply, and the nation would profit

physically, mentally, and economically

by the change.

Voluntary, and perhaps compulsory,

rationing of bread and meat will continue

for some years after the war
; every ounce

of fish consumed will take the place of an
ounce of bread or meat. With scarcity
of other foods there will surely be a huge
demand for fish to make up the supply.
If nations are to dip into this reservoir

with consideration only for their own
immediate requirements, immature fish

will be taken and a disregard for the
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ultimate welfare of the supply will deplete
the source, and eventually the quantity
will diminish in proportion to the amount
of injury which has been done. If each

country is agreed that the North Sea,

being an international waterway, is at the

disposal and for the welfare of all, there

is no reason why the fisheries should suffer,

no matter how much the ground is fished

nor how much mature fish is taken out.

The North Sea is a shallow bay ; tempera-
tures, currents, abundance of light on the

sea-meadows, and the inflow of so many
rivers, are all factors conducive to the

growth of enormous masses of the animal

and vegetable food on which these in-

calculable numbers of fishes found their

existence. These fish do not leave the

North Sea, for the surrounding Atlantic

is so deep that they cannot find existence

there. Consequently, if we take the North

Sea, bounded by the Channel on the south,

the Faroe Islands, Iceland, and the Lofotens

on the north, we have an enormous lake

of shallow water bounded by the adj acent

land and the precipitous descents into the

deep water of the Atlantic. If the neigh-
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bouring countries are prepared to work

harmoniously together, the fisheries can

be protected and made continuously pro-
ductive. Thirty years ago this area was
much more fertile in fish than it is to-day,
which proves conclusively that the plankton
or ultimate base for the food of fish is in

sufficient quantity to support far more life

than it does to-day. In the exploitation
of the seas our methods are like those of

the farmer who expects to reap a crop
when he allows his cattle to graze on his

sprouting seed or neglects to manure the

land. It would be much more profitable
to encourage the young fish to grow in

the North Sea than exhaust the ground
and go thousands of miles away in search

of others. Many years ago the fishermen

working the small boats in the inshore

waters said the trawler was depleting the

fishing grounds. It must be conceded

that one trawler is capable of bringing in

as much edible fish as 500 fishermen

would catch in small boats with small

mesh nets fishing inshore. But scientific

research has proved that the blame was
on the inshore fishermen more than the
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trawlermen
;

the inshore beds are the

grounds on which immature fish live, and

they should be absolutely reserved for

breeding purposes. In some areas vast

quantities of valuable small fry perish

owing to the use of the small mesh nets.

Recently our Government started a cam-

paign to assist the small inshore fisher-

men, which is like encouraging fifteenth-

century methods against twentieth-century

improvements. No doubt it is a very

picturesque sight to see their small boats

sailing in and out of our watering-places,
but the method is not economical, pro-

gressive, or lucrative, compared with proper

deep-sea fishing. The young fish have

their habitat near the coast, and on reach-

ing maturity go into the deeper waters

and are caught by trawlers. The small

boat when fishing with nets usually gets
millions of immature specimens which

are destroyed, and only the fish of edible

value are selected for the market
;

their

work is continually intercepted by bad

weather, absence of demand in the little

coast villages, or other vagaries. On the

other hand, the trawler can almost
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always fish, and the danger is less
;

trawling requires no bait, and if fish

are not in abundance in one quarter the

ship can steam hundreds of miles to

another spot.

Another way of improving the supply
is to reduce the quantities of por-

poises and dogfish : these do incredible

damage. A bonus paid to the fisher-

men on the weight of these creatures

captured would go a long way towards

destroying them. To support its pon-
derous body a porpoise consumes

about 100 tons of fish per annum, the

value of which, at a low estimate,

would be a thousand pounds. By syste-

matic extermination of these creatures

millions of pounds might be saved annually,
besides which their carcases, when con-

centrated, would provide a good cattle

food as well as a valuable oil. These

remarks also apply to the seal, which,

though more useful for commercial pur-

poses, is equally destructive. It is probable
that voracious fish of little or no edible

value account for the destruction of

10,000,000 of our best mature fish per
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annum in the North Sea area alone. 1
Dog-

fish are now, owing to the war, used ex-

tensively as food, and are found to be a

useful substitute for other fish at present

unprocurable. Fishermen are pursuing
these fish with profit ;

a bonus granted

by the Government on the landings would
be a great inducement for them to con-

tinue and to increase this fishing. The

myriads of gulls which live on the small

inshore fish are also much more destructive

than people imagine, the amount of young
fish they consume is surprising; yet owing
to their picturesque appearance on the

coast every marine artist considers his

pictures unfinished until a few of these are

painted in the background they have the

protection of the Wild Birds Act
; perhaps

rightly so.

Although the amount of fish caught in

the North Sea has continuously increased

since the introduction of steam, it is un-

deniable that the amount of fish left on

1 This amount is perhaps exceeded in some of the Canadian
banks. It is estimated that seals consume many million

tons of fish per annum in the North Pacific. In the St.

Lawrence Gulf, porpoises destroy far more fish than are landed

by the fishermen.
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the banks is in a decreasing ratio. The
cessation of. fishing caused by the war will,

of course, correct this tendency in some
measure. Before the war period, however,

ships were compelled, in search of better

cargoes, to go farther and farther away,
to Faroe, Iceland, and the White Sea. A
possibility of improving supplies would be

to make reservations of known breeding

grounds. The British closed the Moray
Firth for this purpose, but it was left

open to other nations, and thus the

incomplete nature of the protection

totally defeated its object. To cope 'with

this problem properly, it is absolutely

necessary for all nations to co-operate.

The advantage of an international

alliance of control, with wide views and

its distant object the ultimate welfare

of the industry to all nations, would soon

manifest itself. For instance, the coast

fjords of Denmark are nursery places for

small plaice ; if, instead of exterminating

supplies by marketing immature fish, an

arrangement could be made with the Danish

fishermen to transplant the small fry to the

Dogger Bank where they would quickly
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grow to maturity, all nations would reap
the advantage. Some years ago this trans-

planting process was conclusively proved
to be a success, and the Danes already often

transplant from one fjord to another.

Transportation to the North Sea would

not be costly if it were done on a large scale.

To be successful, these projects should have

the consent and co-operation of all the

countries bordering the North Sea. This

international waterway requires inter-

national agreement in its exploitation, and

the utmost freedom of the seas for us and
the surrounding nations. All people have

the right to participate. Nations have

hitherto looked on the sea simply as a

means of cheap freights, or it has been the

object of world powers to get the mastery
of the sea in order to dominate other powers.
From the time of Greece, Carthage, Rome,
Genoa, and Venice, the mastery of the

seas meant the mastery of the world.

With the advent of the submarine and

airship such mastery is no longer

possible for any one nation, and it

must eventually be perceived by all that

the ocean is an international waterway
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and every nation has a right to its use.

This question must receive increased

attention when the world cultivates the sea

for its food : its inexhaustible treasures

should be open to every one, and inter-

national law should be supreme in the

fisheries. Every nation must co-operate
in protecting its fertility, or the sea's

production will be damaged ;
and here is

another reason why tariff and trade wars

should cease.

It is remarkable that this huge reservoir

of food should be almost ignored by the

State, and only receive an academic in-

terest from the general public. Britain

lies in the centre of the world's richest

fishing grounds, and its numerous harbours

make admirable centres for carrying on the

industry with every advantage. Its plenti-

ful supply of 'coal reduces the expense of

fishing ;
a network of railways enables

the workers to supply the commodity to the

dense centres of population in a few hours
;

the temperate climate in which we live

lengthens the period during which fish can

be kept in fresh condition. These are all

advantages which no other nation possesses
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in the same degree : in addition to these

benefits we possess a seafaring population

peculiarly adapted to the arts and crafts

necessary to a successful prosecution of the

industry. Why does not the country avail

itself to the fullest extent of this great food

within such easy reach ? The banks in

these seas are far more valuable and fertile

than the best agricultural land
;
the produce

is considered by all eminent authorities as

one of the finest foods procurable. Rich

in protein, low in price, delicious in taste,

fresh fish to an island situated like Great

Britain should receive every attention in

the coming years. There is a harvest at

hand without sowing or tilling, the grounds
are free to all : the food is ready for con-

sumption, much of it requires little or no

manufacturing when landed; only the

domestic tasks of cleaning and cooking
are necessary : and yet, strange to say,

the country so far has hardly begun to

realize the productivity of these areas.

The only great expense is collection and

marketing no doubt a formidable one,

but vast improvements .are possible that

would result in decrease of cost of produc-
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tion and more remunerative employment of

workers. An acre of good land will nourish

one ox or two sheep ;
bleak mountain

pasture will hardly maintain one sheep :

the fishing banks will often provide ten

times this amount of food per acre
;

the

natural fertility of these banks is, com-

paratively speaking, a permanent quality,

and can only be injuriously affected by
marketing immature fish to an exhaustive

extent. The British Government does not

need to spend money on exploiting these

amazing supplies -of food. What is re-

quired is that the British people should

realize the possibilities, and should be

stimulated by using fish foods in greater

proportion, to demand that this splendid
reserve should be utilized. As soon as the

demand is created, as soon as proper

organization among the railway companies
results in reducing carriage rates to the

lowest possible scale and improving railway

services, the aptitude of the British fisher-

men will be encouraged, and the resultant

profitable nature of the business will soon

enlarge commercial undertakings and in-

crease the catching power. The industry
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needs to be better known, and here the

State can help ;
if only people knew

that a plentiful supply of fresh fish is

beneficial for health, economical for the

purse and, in view of the training our

fishery gives to seamen in fitting them for

naval work, of exceptional advantage to the

State, the industry would soon be recon-

structed and move ahead with renewed

vigour. Before the war the average price of

herrings when landed in Scotland was one

penny per pound, and yet by far the greater

proportion was exported to Germany. Sur-

rounding the Western Isles of Scotland is

a sea of wealth, yet the people inhabiting
those islands are the poorest in Britain.

If the nation took advantage of these food

resources, the increased demand would soon

encourage the fishery, create adequate
harbour and transport facilities, and thereby
raise the standard of life to those people.

Of all fish the herring is* the highest in

food value, the most prolific in propagation,
the most inexhaustible in quantity. As a

food it is probably equal to double its

weight of cod-fish or .haddock, so that in

considering prices the householder should
< 5
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realize that the herring at the same price
as any other white fish is in reality only

costing half as much. As a rule the price
of herring, whether cured or fresh, is only
half that of cod-fish or haddock, so that if

food value be considered, its real price is

only a quarter. Of all fish it is the poor
man's dish, and in the autumnal herring
season it is perhaps the cheapest food sold

in our country. If the demand were

double what it is and it ought to be

the increase in fishing to satisfy the re-

quirements would cause no depletion in the

quantities available, the supply in the ocean

would not be materially lessened. The
increase of this fish is almost incalculable :

an average 100 in spawning season will

deposit 4,000,000 eggs. Collectively, its

spawn supplies many millions of tons of food

for other fish, typically the haddock. Its

foes are innumerable, man is only one of

hundreds ;
its only means of defence lie in

its enormous numbers. At the period
of migration it advances in serried shoals

of countless millions followed by hosts of

cod-fish, porpoises, seals, hake, coal-fish
;

all of which consume it. Man intercepts
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the flowing hosts with nets each extending

2, 3, or 5 miles in length. Collectively the

British herring fleet, when fishing, uses

1000 miles of nets; these are arranged so

that the herring runs into the wall of the

nets, the mesh of which is large enough to

allow the head to penetrate but not the

body, thus the herring in its struggle is

fastened at the neck until the fishermen

haul them into the boat and shake

them off. In a single season 3,000,000,000

herrings are landed in the British Isles

alone. This quantity is only a tiny frac-

tion of the supply in the ocean, so that

if ever there was safety in numbers it

applies to the migrating herring. Nearly
all fish are its enemies

;
in larval, post-

larval, immature and mature stages, it is

the food of other fish, and probably
not one in 10,000 lives to maturity ; yet
the adult fish are so inexhaustible in

quantity that no matter how much the

fishing is extended the quantity does not

diminish. Herrings themselves feed on

plankton, that wonderful material in which

the sea abounds, and this is perhaps the

chief reason for its migrating habit. Some
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seas, especially those of shallow depth,
low temperature, and swift currents, con-

tain more plankton than other waters ;

the submerged North European plateau is

especially rich in it, and therefore attract

these fish to our coasts in such amazing
numbers.

The herring usually swims in or hear the

surface waters, where it finds a greater
abundance of these minute organisms on

which to feed. Although this food is

generally so minute as to be invisible

to the naked eye, the fish, by working
their gill rakers, which act "as- a sort of

filter, sifts the material, and the living

substance is retained as food. It will

at certain seasons resort to swallowing

young pilchard, sprats, its own young,
or other small fry. It deposits its eggs
on the gravel or stones on the seabed,

and the young take two or three seasons

to attain maturity. So prolific is this

fish that the quantity taken from the

North Sea is greater than the total of all

other kinds.

The future problem is how to improve
the system of curing, smoking, and pre-
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serving this food so as to increase the de-

mand. The processes of marketing the

fish at present in vogue in Britain are

exactly the same as they were fifty or a

hundred years ago. There is no variety.

In Germany there are innumerable methods

of dealing with the fish after they are

landed, and by adopting some of these

methods progress might be made. With
an inexhaustible supply of such good,

wholesome, nutritious food coming in at a

time of high prices and great scarcity of

other foods, it is imperative that as soon as

peace comes no delay should occur in bring-

ing the industry up to the modern level of

efficiency and presenting the article in an

attractive form to the people. The North

Sea herring fishery was before the war

mainly in the hands of the British
;
in the

years of reconstruction great care will have

to be taken or we may find that much of

the traffic may be lost to continental

nations, for the scarcity and increase in

price of other foods will make this cheap
and popular fish very attractive there.

Consequently continental nations will be

keen participators in its fishery. Before
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the war Germany imported the greater

proportion of these fish from us. Much of

it they tinned and cured and re-exported
to all parts of the world, including Great

Britain. Why cannot we take up some
of this work ?



CHAPTER V

FUTURE TENDENCIES AND
POSSIBILITIES

WITH
the increase in size of steam

trawlers and the resulting increase

in costs, the tendency has been for

the industry to come gradually uncjer the

control of joint-stock companies. This is

especially so in the English section of the

industry ;
in Scotland, where the herring

fishery comes first in importance, the

fishermen themselves hold a greater share

of the ships, and often the crew own their

vessel entirely. This, no doubt, gives

great encouragement for individual effort
;

but, on the other hand, where the captain
is owner of his vessel, he is apt to be over

careful of his property and will not hazard

the risks of damage to his nets, etc., often

necessary in making a successful voyage.
All things considered, it is not surprising
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that the system in vogue among the steam-

trawler owners of Grimsby and Hull, of

giving the master and crew a percentage
of the profits, has been proved to be the

most successful. Also the advantages
which a joint-stock company has in running
a large number- of vessels are considerable

;

the company are able to compare the work
of different crews and ships, and thus safe-

guard themselves against inefficient skippers

and crews. If in twelve months one ship

brings in fish to the value of 10,000 and

another of the same type can only produce

8000, it reflects upon the abilities of the

captain producing the lesser quantity.
The competition results in the owners ob-

taining the maximum of effort. This is

particularly marked in Grimsby, where the

quantity of ships, being larger than that

of any other port, make for a greater regu-

larity of supply. The shopkeeper knows

that no matter how bad the weather might
be, or .how great the scarcity of fish, it can

be obtained, if he is prepared to pay the

price, at Grimsby. It is a well-known fact

that the market with the greatest and most

constant supply will eventually create the
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most concentrated demand and thus obtain

the highest prices. With regular supplies

the market price is less fluctuating ;
there

is no glut to bring prices down to an un-

remunerative figure, and therefore the

tendency is for the values to be on the

whole higher in a market well and regularly

supplied, since people find it advantageous
to deal there, and a keen, regular demand,

supports the market. A proof of this is-

found in ,the decay of the thousands of

small fishing villages on our coasts, where,

owing to irregular supplies, the inland

buyers are constantly disappointed. The

more the fishing industry is centralized the

more efficient, successful, and profitable it

will become. Great progress has been made
at our large fishing ports : little can

result from the dispersal of effort as we
find it in the small' coast villages. It is

for this very reason that the French home

industry is so unprogressive. In a large

centre there are many great advantages,
for instance in engineering and repair

works, in curing factories
;
in supplies of

coal, ice, and other stores
;

in a greater

regularity of supply and demand, and in a
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readier labour supply. There is more
of action, control of effort

;
the cost of

production decreases with the increased

quantity of traffic
;

the time factor is

speeded up, and nowhere is this so im-

portant as among manufactures of com-

modities of a highly perishable nature.

Take the map of Britain and mark the ten

largest fishing ports; note the distances

between the fishing grounds on the one

hand and our large centres 'of population
on the other

;
their positions are admirable,

the railway connections direct.

The fishing port is the
*

channel between

the source of supply and the ultimate con-

sumer of the produce ; it is the depot where

the huge heterogeneous niass of sea produce
is sorted out for our different cities. It

necessarily follows that if the ten chief

channels are enlarged and improved, and

all efforts centralized there, the transport

and delivery of the produce will be much more

efficient than if the effort were dispersed

over a hundred smaller places. For success,

efforts should be concentrated 'in a small

number of large ports, and not, as in the
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early unprogressive stages of the industry,

in a large number of small ports.

In the future the tendency will be for

trawlers to be built of larger dimensions ;

they will be less subject to ^weather con-

ditions, and of necessity more regular in

their voyages. * Wireless will probably play
a great part,and purchaserswill know better

what the future supplies are likely to be
;

consequently the fluctuations in prices
will not be so great. There will never be

gluts of fish to be thrown away as manure,
for if the supplies are known beforehand

arrangements can be made to control the

traffic. If ever again supplies are so

abundant that prices fall below the cost

of railway carriage, the State should take

the surplus at a fixed minimum price
and arrange for its delivery to workhouses,

asylums, and other national institutions
;

fish should be made a ration in the Army
and Navy. It must be remembered that at

times of plenty, fish is always of exceptionally

fine quality. The low prices which some-

times rule are owing to absence of demand,
occasioned by hot weather or a plentiful

supply of fruit. This is no reason why
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the surplus should be condemned and

destroyed. It is the duty of the State to

prevent this occurring.

There will be another outlet for enormous

supplies ;
. when quantities are too great

the more inferior qualities can be con-

centrated into fish-meal as food for cattle :

the higher prices of meat, which are likely

to be maintained for a number of years

following the war, will give a great impetus
to the demand for fish-meal. The intro-

duction of filleting, a process whereby the

best parts of the fish are used for human

consumption and the inferior parts for

concentration into cattle food, has made a

big difference to prices on a heavy supply,
and the fishermen's fear of an overloaded

market is a thing of the past, at least in

all our large fishing ports ;
in the smaller

centres there are not these channels to

drain off the' surplus supplies. It would

be an advantage if as much as possible

of the inedible parts of fish, such as the

heads, bones, skins, etc., could be cut away
before the food was sent inland : the

expense of carriage would be halved ;

the waste products, which have a high
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value, could then be used
;
as it is they are

worse than useless, for they are thrown

away to become offensive and an active

agent in propagating disease.

It is probable that short-time refrigeration

or chilling may enter the fishing; industry

very largely in future. Foreign frozen

fish will never become as popular with the

British public as frozen meat and other

produce, for the freezing process, if con-

tinued for any length of time, has some

deteriorating effect on the flavour of the

fish. This has been proved with the

arrivals of quantities of fish from Canada,

particularly British Columbia, for which,

although the war gave a great opening for

an entry into our markets, the demand was
not encouraging. Even frozen salmon and

halibut, which are best adapted to stand

the freezing process, have not created the

demand that might have been expected.
The consumer can always tell the difference

between frozen and fresh, and is usually
much prejudiced against the former. To
ensure full flavour the temperature in the

refrigerator should be about zero, and the.

fish should not be kept longer than a few
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days. Fish which are caught on any of the

North Sea banks must be iced pending
arrival in port, and, with the exception
of the herring boats, which usually make
for port the day following their fishing, it

is mainly the custom for trawlers to take

large quantities of broken ice to sea with

them. In case of long distance voyages,
where 2000 miles have often to be traversed

in order to trawl the fishing banks arid to

return, it is possible that "fleeting."
will again come into vogue, but on a much

larger scale. If a vessel capable of carrying

700 on 1000 tons became the centre of

the activities of say a dozen trawlers, each

day their night's catch could be trans-

ferred to the large vessel and the fish

could be placed in cold storage in live

condition. Before the war the cost of

bringing chilled meat from the Argentine
was approximately three-farthings a pound :

if fish is brought into this country from the

northern banks under the same conditions,

the expense should not be any greater, for

Iceland is only one-sixth the distance of

the Argentine. Before the war Grimsby
trawlers often found it lucrative to fish
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Icelandic banks and land their catches in

Iceland for about 4 or 5 per ton. If a

carrying ship gave 8 or 12, per ton for the

fish and then added the cost of the trans-

portation and a mild form of refrigeration,

it could be landed at English ports at a

little over twopence halfpenny per pound.
This fish would be of good quality, for after

being put into cold storage 'in absolutely
fresh condition and turned out again in a

few days, it should merit as high a price as

the ordinary iced fish which, being iced

en masse, is often very much marked by
indentations which are not pleasing to the

eye. These carrying ships could go out

laden with coal for the trawlers and thus

save them a voyage of 2000 miles. But

perhaps this is looking ahead too far, for

one has always to remember that chilled

or frozen fish loses some of its flavour
;
and

if for this reason alone, the supplies from
Canada and Newfoundland should be sold

as colonial produce. The shopkeeper
should not be allowed to pass off. the com-

modity as the production of the North
Sea.

For several years after the war, food will
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be scarce and dear
; consequently every

possible attention is now being given to the.

cultivation of both fertile and waste lands."

Stern necessity will compel the world to

develop waste places. Why not cultivate

the sea? Why confine* ourselves to agri-

culture when the possibilities of aquiculture
are so apparent and of such vital import-
ance ? Here is a harvest which has hardly
been touched as yet. Wheat is grown on

the top of the soil only, the harvest comes

only once a year ;
fish is found not only on

the ocean meadows, but often in the surface

waters as well
;
the ground is harvested not

once a year, but often once a week. The

meat yield of our fishing banks is very much
more than the meat yield obtained from our

most fertile pasture land. If we continue

to neglect this splendid heritage, other nations

will be there before us and reap the first

benefits. Already the United States spend
over a million pounds per annum in scien-

tifically fostering the industry by the use

of hatcheries
;

the British Government do

not spend one-twentieth this sum on our

entire fisheries.

In 1913,1,200,000 tons of fisti were landed
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in the British Isles. This, taking weight and

food values, is equal to 10,000,000 sheep.

The value was just over 14,000,000, or

three halfpence per pound when landed.

Surelythis wholesome, nutritious,and cheap
food is well worth the attention of a mari-

time nation. It should be the object of

our people to promote and extend this im-

portant industry. A trawler fishing regu-

larly can bring 1000 tons of fresh fish,

one of our best foods, to the market per
annum. This strong little vessel can go to

Iceland and in three weeks return with at

least 100,000 Ib. weight of beautiful fresh

fish, given suitable weather conditions.

Since the beginning of the war the fish

have been breeding with hardly any
molestation from trawlers, for nearly all the

boats have been taken by the Government
for war purposes, whilst the German vessels

have been captured or interned : four

breeding seasons have passed, and when one

considers that fish multiply a thousand
times faster than the Australian rabbit, one

can realize what huge quantities are await-

ing the catchers. Our food supply is

likely to become an extremely urgent ques-
6
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tion, and for this reason alone full exploita-
tion of the different sources of this valuable

food are essential.

In the period of reconstruction a new
era will begin. Are the old disputes and

wranglings to recommence ? It is prob-
able that 5000 to 8000 tons of edible

fish will reach Great Britain each day at

a time when the country will be almost

at the limit of its food resources. If

one day's arrival were thrown back into

the sea or otherwise destroyed we should

call it criminal folly, and yet one day's

stoppage through disputes amounts to

just the same result. If Labour and

Capital, instead of assisting, are to continue

to oppose each other, a great wastage of

time, or, in other words, food and material,

is going to occur : if mutually assisting to

increase the output, even perhaps whilst

disputing about their differences, will these

differences be any more difficult to settle ?

In the fishing industry there is room for

everybody engaged in it, and the oppor-
tunities for a contented existence for the

workers are surely greater if production
is increased and transportation and dis-
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tribution quickened. More than in any
other industry the time factor operates,

for the commodity when caught is perish-

able, and the conditions of its capture are

dependent on seasons and weather. The

essence of progress in the fishing industry
is the saving of time ; if the production be

increased only 10 per cent it might mean
a doubled income for everybody. A saving
of time is nearly always all profit to the

persons engaged. The wages of the sea

labourer are twice those of the labourer of

the soil, but this is no reason why they
should not continue to increase if only the

proper spirit prevails.

If those engaged in the industry do not

rise to its possibilities, there is perhaps a

possibility that the State may step in as

buyer and distributor, for in a period of

famine it is the right of everybody to par-

ticipate in the food supply or demand that

an efficient control shall be operating.
Some may consider this desirable. In

theory, perhaps, it is better to have co-

operation and to eliminate the wasteful

part of competition ;
but the industry is

peculiarly unsuitable for State manage-
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ment, for in no trade does individual

effort count for so much. There is, how-

ever, not much danger of State interven-

tion, since by the time the war comes to an

end everybody will probably agree that the

less of British industries the State controls

the better it will be for those industries.

Nevertheless, if interference is to be

avoided, a more progressive and harmoni-

ous spirit must predominate among all

sections of workers.

Various possible improvements may be

suggested. In the chief centres of opera-
tions a council composed of the more

progressive and experienced leaders of

the industry should insist on a standard

of quality ;
an inferior cargo of fish does

infinite harm to the whole of the industry,

for a consumer who buys a fish of second-

rate quality for the table does not want

fish again for quite a long time. They
should fix a price at which any inferior

fish landed should be bought in in order to

take it off the market, so that it shall not

be used for human. consumption and thus

damage the demand. The loss occasioned

should be borne by the trade at large. If
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distribution of second-rate fish could be

avoided, it is quite likely that the pe'ople

of England might spend i per head per

annum on fish instead of ios., which,

after all, is not sixpence a week. If

they did this, the demand would be

doubled. A doubled demand would be

incomparably better than reaping the

price that inferior cargoes would make
when foisted on the market. The Nor-

wegians have agents representing them

in the chief centres where their products
are consumed ;

these agents watch over

the interests of the trade as a whole
; they

see that the quality is up to standard, and

when fish is sold on a commission basis

the agent sees that the sender gets the

price the commodity realizes. When

peace comes and the trawlers fish up the

4,000,000 tons of fish which the war has

caused to be left in the sea untouched, the

necessity of giving every consideration to

this question will be apparent.
The essence of the successful prosecu-

tion of our fishing industry lies in pro-

duction and distribution. There is no

industry of its size in this Empire with
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such possibilities. All progress depends

upon the intelligence and co-operation of

those who take part in bringing these vast

resources of nature to the utility of man.
In the past the wastage has been phe-

nomenal, the distribution and transporta-
tion defective. Nature was too generous,
and in the early days the fisherman was

easily contented, he would take just those

kinds that would find a ready sale and

fling the rest back dead. The North Sea

banks have been almost ruined of flat fish

by the murder of immature specimens.
It remains for future workers to organize
the industry with some semblance of

intelligence. So inarticulate have the pro-

ducers and distributors been through dis-

organization and discord, that at the

present time, with these abounding supplies

of food surrounding our islands, the popula-
tion of Britain does not spend individually

los. per annum on what everybody agrees
is one of the finest of foods. This is not

entirelythefaultof the Englishpeople; much
of it is the fault of the industry ; many of

the methods, especially of distribution, are

inadequate and inefficient. In many of
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the rural districts the people eat no fish

whatever, for by the time it reaches the

consumer its good appearance is gone and

its flavour is also lost. A great pro-

portion of people are so little used to fish

that they do not know the method of

preparing if for consumption. The interior

population of Germany at one time did

not taste fish from one year to another.

Then the Government taught the people
how to prepare and cook the commodity,
and in a decade the use of fresh fish became

fairly general.

Thirty years ago, when steam trawlers

were first introduced, the value of fish

taken from the North Sea and adjacent
areas and landed in the different countries

was probably under 10,000,000 at the

port of landing ;
in 1913 the value was

approximately 30,000,000. Does this in-

crease, which is nearly all by net, suggest

trawling to be a failure ? And
. yet it is

probable that the fisheries are still in their

infancy. The demand for this cheap
article of food will be very much increased

when cereals and meat are so much dearer
;

and when transportation and distribution
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are perfected there will be no reason why
the increase should not continue at a much

greater rate.

In the home fisheries the trawler has

not decreased appreciably the quantity of

round fish (i.e. fish like the herring,

haddock, cod-fish, mackerel, whiting), for

we can readily see that the immature

specimens of these torpedo-like fish can

get away through the meshes of the net
;

with flat fish, such as plaice, turbot, sole,

brill, the smaller fry, being flat and wide,

do not pass through the meshes, and there

is little doubt that here trawling has caused

a great diminution in the quantity. (This

is especially marked among halibut ; this

fine fish is now practically extinct in the

North Sea.) Banks 'which once swarmed
with these valuable edible fish have now
to be -trawled carefully to obtain a profit-

able catch in spite of the high prices which

their scarcity has produced on the market.

Scientific breeding and protection are re-

quired to re-stock the grounds. The cost

of conveying the live immature fish from

the inlets of Denmark on to the North Sea

banks should not be very great if done on
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a large scale. Last year the United States

took up 8,000,000 immature fish stranded

in the coast pools and transplanted them

on their fishery banks. If the nations

around the North Sea could agree to con-

struct hatcheries for the high-priced prime

fish, there is no reason why the banks

should not grow soles, turbots, and halibuts

in the same quantities as in the old days.

It is all a question of cultivation. The

time will surely come when, if fashion

demands a certain kind of fish, that fish

will be produced by cultivation, just as

now when the potato is fashionable the

potato is grown. Only the time limit

would have to be longer in the case of fish

than in the case of the potato, for fish do

not grow to maturity in one season.

The difficulties caused by the war have

cut out many of the old prej udices. Hitherto

more than in any other industry the in-

dividual thought only of his own private

profit, his own little province as a preserve
of which the outside world should know as

little as possible. He was afraid of new-

comers bringing new ideas and by greater

efficiency successfully competing with him.
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He had no distant thought of the ultimate

welfare of the whole industry; the im-

mediate grist to his own mill was always
the great soul-absorbing object. The in-

dividual businesses, generally speaking,
were many and of small extent

; probably
in the future there will be fewer businesses

engaged in the work, but those fewer busi-

nesses will be of much greater size. At

present there is not a single million pound
business engaged in the industry. There

is far more capital engaged in the manu-
facture of British soap than is used in the

exploitation of the British fisheries. A
large business can afford to experiment

greatly, can test new ideas, can build a

ship of a new type, can explore a new

fishing ground, can adventure with oil and

electricity, motors and turbines. A private
individual with^a small-scale business cannot

afford to do this. To-day scientific research

in our fisheries is almost absent
;

it is in

fact probable that there are not three

chemists employed in the whole industry :

little is known of the food values of different

fish or the constituents of the by-products,
or the most efficient and economical pro-
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cesses whereby the fullest advantage can

be obtained from those values. In the

past there has been little co-ordination

among the different branches, and the

competition among the small-scale busi-

nesses has been perhaps more wasteful in

time, labour, and material than in any other

industry. Even to-day, for example, in

spite of the extreme shortage of foods, the

inedible immature fish which the fishermen

catch are thrown overboard to rot instead

of being brought into port and manufac-

tured into a very valuable fertilizer. On

questions such as these the Trade Associa-

tions should assist, by forming wise laws,

by speeding up transport, by promoting
the erection of inland markets and cold

stores, and, above all, by insisting on a

standard quality of the product right up
to its ultimate destination.



CHAPTER VI

MIGRATION OF FISH

THE
phenomenon of migration

among birds has engaged the atten-

tion of mankind ever since White
dealt with it in his History of Selborne.

Migration of fish, although of much greater

importance to commerce, has not yet re-

ceived the attention which the subject
merits. Fish move about at different seasons

on a system which is more or less certain.

A knowledge of these periodic migrations is

essential to successful operations in fishing ;

for a change in direction, or a failure of the

annual migration, would make a difference

of millions of pounds to the industry. The
instinct of migration in the herring is in-

herited, and neither smell, sight, nor

hearing can be proved to account for this

instinct. Their sense of direction is un-

failing. Every year they pursue the same
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pilgrimage down the coast of the British

Isles : they appear at a definite time off

the different ports, and the fishermen of

Scarborough, Grimsby, or Lowestoft know
to a week when the herrings will appear off

those ports.

The fish, most of which have probably
never travelled the journey before, congre-

gate in shoals composed of countless millions

of individuals. They have no landmarks to

guide them, for the North Sea bed does

not present a surface over which they can

take definite valleys or hills as a guide.

Also the sight of the fish is not sufficient to

give it a view of the sea bottom
; for, unlike

that of birds, the eye of the fish is so formed

that it cannot see more than a few yards
in any direction. The senses of smell

and hearing are also very poor. We can

only account for their ability to make this

definite journey of many hundreds of miles

on a constant course by their having ac-

quired by heredity a mental faculty which

mankind does not possess and of which we
have no knowledge.
The herring is the chief migrating fish

to be considered, both on account of the
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distance it covers and of its numbers. Its

annual journey down the East Coast of

Britain has been a great source of profit to

the British and Dutch for hundreds of

years. In spring it is found off the North

of Scotland, where Stornoway is the centre

of operations. As the shoals move down,
the fleets work successively from Wick,

Peterhead, Fraserburgh, Shields, Scar-

borough, Grimsby, Yarmouth, and Lowes-

toft. Always the centre is moved south

as the season advances. The reasons for

this great annual movement are intimately
connected with feeding and breeding. The

great oceanic currents, the changing

temperatures of the waters, the presence
or absence of plankton, aie all factors in

the cause of the journey and the direction

it takes.

The study of these inter-relating move-

ments would probably be amply repaid in

commercial profit, for a proper knowledge of

the dependence of migrations on currents

and temperatures may perhaps point out

new routes and fishing grounds at present
unknown. As the industry gains in im-

portance, the fisheries will extend farther
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north into seas at present uncharted. Who
knows but that the North-West Passage

may, after all, become an important sea,

although perhaps in a way Franklin little

imagined ! Cool temperatures and shallow

waters are most conducive to the growth
of fish, and these Arctic seas perhaps abound
in unknown treasures. In springtime
thousands of tons of cod-fish are landed in

Britain from the shoals which congregate
on the Icelandic banks at that season.

These enormous shoals arrive with the

object of depositing their spawn, and are

at the end of a long migration. In future

years, as the fishing increases in intensity
with the enlargement of the industry, these

banks will perhaps sHow signs of depletion.
If by that time migration is properly under-

stood in its relation to moving masses of

plankton and the annual or cyclical change
of temperatures and currents, we may be

able to trace this migration to its source

and find further prolific grounds in the

northern seas perhaps far richer than any
so far discovered.

Other kinds of fish have periodic seasons

when they "set in
"

on certain banks.
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This movement is occasioned by rise or fall

of temperature in the ocean currents, but

more often predatory instinct is the chief

cause. For instance, cod-fish migrate in

huge quantities and follow the herrings,

on which they feed. The haddock "
sets

in
"

in numbers where the herrings leave

their spawn, and on these huge masses

of fish eggs, often covering the sea bottom

for hundreds of square miles, they live

almost entirely at this season. Plaice at

different ages move to different depths,

the young always preferring the shallow

waters, such as the coastal banks off

Holland and Denmark. On reaching larger

sizes they move farther into the North

Sea, where they mature and are in the best

condition for the market. The wintry
weather is often very severe in the North

Sea. The temperature of the air is then

lower than that of the water, and the sur-

face waters, by proximity to the cold air,

become cooler in turn until the deep water

is warmer than the shallow, and the small

bottom fish, such as the sole, then creep into

lower depths of the pits to the south of the

Dogger Bank. Hence fishermen know that
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in frosty weather they ought to be more
fortunate in working the trawl in those

areas.

The greatest compelling motive in the

migration of fish is the necessity of find-

ing a suitable place in which to deposit
the spawn. We see that the herring, a

pelagic or surface-water fish, migrates into

the shallow North Sea waters so that the

eggs will have a suitable habitat for develop-
ment. Nature by supplying eggs in count-

less quantities to each fish does away with

the need for parental care
;

if one in 10,000
reach maturity it will be sufficient. It does

not follow that because fish spawn a

great number of eggs the mature reproduc-
tion will be great. The skate deposits

only a- few eggs, but these are so protected
that the young have a much greater chance

of survival. The salmon would have no
chance of surviving if its eggs were laid on
the seabed, for the number is so small

20,000 that with the decreased chances

of survival in the ocean, the fish would soon
become extinct

;
hence the need for its

journey into rivers where greater protec-
tion is afforded,

7
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At spawning time most fish migrate to

the land, but spawn at a sufficient distance

so that the eggs shall not be drifted by
winds or currents on to the land, but shall

be wafted during embryonic development
in such a direction that the larvae arrive

and undergo metamorphosis in shallow

water where they will find food in abun-

dance. This brings us to the ground where

greatest destruction by man takes place.

In these inshore regions the immature fish

are developing. As they grow to large

size, they migrate into deeper waters.

In these shallow bays and creeks the people
who take prawns and shrimps and other

small fish kill off at the same time countless

thousands of small fry, which left alone

might have had a chance of development
into good useful fish : this waste is more

apparent with those bottom fish, such as the

sole, turbot, and brill, high-priced varieties,

the fry of which are often destroyed daily

in millions by these wasteful methods of

fishing. The food value of prawns and

shrimps is negligible ;
the methods adopted

for their capture depopulate the sea more
than does the steam trawler. The trawler
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travels over the deeper seabeds where

there are few eggs except those of the

herring, and where the sea-meadows soon

recover from the onslaught of the trawl,

since, like the plough, it fertilizes the sea-

bed by stirring up the soil or sand, although
the trawler does not plough the seabed as

much as some people would imagine.
Often we are told that when the war is

over the debris of wrecks at the bottom of

the North Sea will be so great that the

trawls will be continually destroyed.

Considering the area of the North Sea and
the 600 trawlers sailing out of Grimsby
by far the largest centre it will be found

that, allowing a width of 70 feet for the

trawl, and a continual trawling period of

say 300 days per annum, the vessels will

cover the full area of the North Sea only
once a year, although those fishing banks,
of course, receive greater attention which

by the greater quantities of fish attract

the fishermen most. Thus unless a wreck
is in the midst of a heavily fished

bank, it will seldom be touched by the

trawl.

It is a mistake to imagine that the
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North Sea fish migrate to the depths of

the Atlantic. The submerged continental

plateau of the North- Sea is peculiarly
suitable to the life of shallow-water fish,

and they never leave it. A deep-sea fish,

with few exceptions, such as the eel,

cannot live in shallow waters, and a

shallow-water fish, such as is found in the

North Sea, cannot live in the depths of the

Atlantic. The constant occupation of fish

is pursuit of prey. A North Sea fish will

not descend into the depths of the Atlantic

where, owing to the absence of light, there

is no plant food
; moreover, the weight

of water is so great in these depths that

the ordinary fish cannot live under the

pressure, which at 1000 fathoms is one ton

to the square inch
; besides, its eyes are

not adapted to the absence of light in the

cavernous depths of the ocean. There,

all is absolute darkness and stillness.

There are no diurnal or seasonal changes,
no currents

; everything is uniform, con-

stant, horrible, and only a fish specially

adapted with enormous eyes by which the

phosphorescent glow radiated by other

fish is dimly perceived, can see.. For the
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same reason the carnivorous denizens of

the deep cannot live in shallow water
;

release from the enormous pressure for

which they are fitted would cause their

vertebrae to loosen, and would produce
the same effect that a man would feel

if he were able to ascend to a height
of say 56 miles above the earth the

air pressure would be absent, and his

limbs would consequently be light and

loose.

Naturalists have found on dredging the

greatest depths of the Atlantic that the

fish, which at the bottom are powerful
and hardy, are, upon reaching the surface,

likely to fall to pieces on being handled.

Fishermen who catch hake from the

Atlantic middle depths find the vertebrae

loose, and the fish have to be handled with

great care on being landed
;

whereas the

hake when found in the North Sea (which
is rare, for these fish usually live in deep

water) is more compact. This disproves
the idea that the North Sea and Iceland

fish descend into the depths of the Atlantic,

for shallow- and deep-water fish seldom or

never come into contact with one another.
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In their fight to eat and avoid being eaten

the battle of life would be too unequal ;

in such a contest the only hope the surface

fish would have would be to drag his deep-
water opponent up into surface depths,
when the absence of pressure would alone

kill it.

The Canadians in their search for halibut

catch immense quantities of a species of

cod-fish. This fish, although not a true

cod-fish, is a fine food; but they have as

yet no demand for it, and it is thrown
overboard as soon as caught. Although
alive, these fish die on the surface; for,

having come out of the deep water, the

gases in their swim bladder, which at a

depth are compressed, expand and render

the fish lighter than the water. The
result is that they are imprisoned on the

surface and die. (This not only illustrates

the fact that shallow- and deep-water fish

keep to their own habitat, but also the

great wastage which goes on in some of the

fisheries.)

One of the exceptions to this rule is the

eel, which annually descends to the deep
sea in autumn and winter to breed, and
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whose young come back in millions from

the Atlantic up the Bristol and other

estuaries in the form of "elvers." These

minute transparent fishes gradually creep

up every river and stream in England.

They also enter the Baltic, and it is on the

return journey in autumn, when the fish

wriggle through the belts and inland

fjords of Denmark, generally selecting a

moonless night on which to journey, that

the Danes capture them. They are then

sent to Germany, and sometimes in a single

season fish to the value of 250,000 are

landed. In England at times of flood

during the storms of autumn a great

number of these fish are intercepted on

their way to the sea. Sometimes, if

obstacles are in the way, they will even

cross fields such is the unfailing instinct

of migration. The London market is

always well stocked at this time, and

prices are consequently lower than usual.

There are just as great opportunities in

England as in Germany, France, and

Denmark for developing this fishing, and if

proper traps were built into the streams,

which would cost a very small sum and
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require no attention, a great quantity
would be captured in the period of migra-
tion. To illustrate this, a case was brought
to the writer's notice of a small eel trap
fixed in a tributary of the Ouse. While

exhibiting this simple, inexpensive cage
fixed in the weir, the owner explained that

in a flood a short time ago he found fish

to the value of 17 in one morning. If.

these fish had been kept a few days in the

water in captivity they would perhaps have

realized twice this amount. They would

then have been in better condition for the

market, for during flood they are generally
full of food and die quickly if not properly
looked after. But another reason for

.keeping them awhile is that when the floods

occur so many are caught and sent to

market that the supply depresses the

price, and it is therefore better to wait until

quantities are normal. To keep them it

is a good plan to put the fish in a strong,

heavy box which would sink in the

stream. Plenty of holes should be bored

in the wood to allow the current to wash

through. This cleanses the fish and im-

proves their appearance, and they can
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be kept alive in this way for days,

weeks, or even months. The value of

eels marketed in Germany, Denmark, or

France is considerably over 1,000,000 a

year.



CHAPTER VII

THE LANDINGS

BRITAIN.

In 1913 the value of

fish landed in the British Isles was

14,230,000, the great bulk of which

was landed on the East Coast. The herring
is individually the most important fish,

and its pursuit is mainly prosecuted

by the
"

drifters.
"

Almost all fish

other than herring are caught with the

trawl, and trawling is now the chief

industry, the herring fishery being quite

separate.

Grimsby is by far the most important

centre, the landings there averaging

200,000 tons at a value of over 3,000,000

in normal years. Aberdeen and Hull

receive each about one-third this volume

of traffic, after which London, Lowestoft,

Yarmouth, Milford, and Fleetwood follow

with a value of about 500,000 each. As
106
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the landings vary greatly each year, it is

useless to endeavour to give more correct

figures. The number of men and boys

employed in the total fishery is about a

hundred thousand.

In Scotland the superintendence of the

fisheries is under the Fishery Board, who
administer their powers and extend their

protection very ably. Superintendence of

English fishing interests is tacked on to the

Board of Agriculture, from whom it is

impossible to expect any thorough in-

terest. The Board of Agriculture usually

have their hands too well occupied with the

wrongs, real or imaginary, of farmers and

landowners, to have any time or inclina-

tion for the prosecution of the fisheries :

the result is that the industry has received

very scanty attention from the country,
and little is therefore known of its magni-
tude.

The chief method of obtaining white fish,

that is, all kinds of sea fish, with the excep-
tion ofherrings and shellfish, is by trawling,

and this is now done almost entirely with

the aid of steam. The modern steam

trawler is a strongly built steel "vessel
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with a length of from 100 to 150 feet, with

an engine ranging from 50 to 90 horse-

power. The net is towed along the bottom
with the mouth open, often to a width of

90 or 100 feet
;

this is kept open by
the aid of two heavy iron-bound doors,

each about the size of the top of a large

billiard-table
;
these are towed in a vertical

position along the bottom and the mouth
of the net is between them. Along the

floor of the net at the entrance is a heavy

ground rope often carrying huge wooden
rollers which, as they roll along the sand,

stir up the flat fish lying or swimming on

the bottom (often in winter hibernating),
and as these fish rise, the ground-rope and

rollers sweep under them and the fish are

caught in the oncoming net. Every few

hours the net is weighed up on board by
the aid of the steam winch, and disgorges
the contents on the deck of the ship. The
fish are promptly sorted, gutted, and sent

below to be iced in different compartments.
As soon as the trawler has a sufficient

quantity, or has been away from port a

sufficient time to make a return imperative,
so that the catch may be landed in good
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condition, she steams for the market.

A North Sea voyage generally occupies a

week or ten days, but a journey to Iceland

and back often takes three weeks or a

month. Ice is always carried on board.

Upon arrival in port the landers com-

mence as early as possible in the morning
to get the fish ashore, where it is packed
and auctioned. The buyer, generally a

middleman or merchant, buys on behalf of

his customers who are as a rule the fish-

mongers whom we see in every town in

England. Many kinds are smoked or

salted at the fishing port to be sent

out afterwards as finnan-haddock or ex-

ported as salt- or stock -fish to those

Catholic countries which consume this

commodity.
The herring is fished in an entirely

different way ;
indeed the two fisheries

are almost wholly separate. Here the

joint-stock company generally gives place
to the private individual in ownership,
and often the crew all share in owning the

boat. The steam drifter, which is gradu-

ally displacing the old picturesque sailing

vessel, has a length averaging 80 feet
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and carries a crew of ten, who generally
all share in the profits, The nets of these

vessels are far more elaborate than those

of the steam trawler, costing often 600

to 800 per boat. The nets are hauled

up about midnight ;
this is a long and

often hazardous work, occupying several

hours, for they are several miles in length.

When the night's catch is all aboard the

steamer moves with all haste for the

fishing station off which she is working.
The herring drifter can brook no delay, for

there is no ice used aboard these boats
;
and

the herring is a fish which gives up life

very quickly, and if not salted or landed

at once the catch is worthless. As the

herrings move in shoals down the coast,

different fishing stations come into season

in turn, and it is no ' unusual sight to see

500 of these little steamers and sailing

vessels on the point of landing or leaving
a station. All is life and bustle, fisher-

men from all parts, but mostly Scots-

men and Norfolkmen, intermingling. The

inhabitants of the Orkneys and Shetlands

live almost wholly by this industry. The

landings at Fraserburgh, the chief herring
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station on the East Coast of Scotland,

reach three-quarters of a million pounds.
The herring is as important to the

North Scottish people as the pptato is

to Ireland.

Among fishing ports, Grimsby holds a

supreme and unassailable position, its

volume of traffic being three times as great as

that of any other fishing port in the world.

Unlike other stations there is no slack

season; every month, every week in the

year the activity is unceasing. A good

daily supply means a hundred ships lying
stem on to the quayside, landing each

30,000 to 40,000 Ib. of fresh fish. In the

autumn this quantity is doubled by the

arrival of the herring fleets, when, in

addition to supplying the requirements of

the home consumer, the trade sends ship-

loads to Altona and Hamburg. Where
the volume of traffic is greatest the oppor-
tunities are greatest, so that it is safe to

assume that future developments of the

British fisheries will continue to be great-
est at Grimsby. The future movement of

the British fishing industry is towards

amalgamation and concentration on a
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large scale and at fewer ports : it is fishing

centres like Grimsby, Hull, and Aberdeen,
that will, thanks to their unrivalled

position, be the scene of the greatest
efforts in the future adventuring of the

industry.

In 1884, when the steam trawler, then

of small size, was introduced to Aberdeen,
the annual landings of white fish were

only 10,000 : thirty years later, on the

outbreak of the present war, the landings
reached a total of over 1,000,000. Taking

Grimsby in the same period, the increase in

tonnage of fish landed is from 50,000 to

200,000. In Hull the increase is from

30,000 to 150,000 tons, if we include the

landings of Hull trawlers into London.

Fleetwood, now a steam trawling centre

of growing importance, deals with over

60,000 tons annually. These increases give

eloquent testimony, if needed, of the

value of the steam trawler. Compare
these figures with the landings of white

fish in the ports which have retained sail

and line fishing ;
there the amounts are

not only stationary, often they are retro-

grade, although with the advent of the
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motor boat, however, some improvement
in those methods has taken place.

In the early days of the steam trawler

industry one of the greatest factors in

retarding progress was the glut. In

winter time bad weather often hindered

fishing, but trawlermen were always will-

ing to hazard the risk, knowing that a

short supply, coupled with the increased

demand that cold weather always brought,

guaranteed high prices : whereas in

summer time, although the calm hot

weather gave them more success in getting
in a cargo, the demand was not nearly so

great. There is in the summer an abun-

dance of fruit, some of which is usually

preferred to fish by the housewife because

it is edible without cooking and needs no
fire. Also the warm weather makes fish a

perishing commodity, and the consumer is

very chary of the risk. A few years ago
these conditions often resulted in a glutted
market and a poor demand. In the early

days the surplus was occasionally so great
that huge quantities went on the land as

manure, or the fishermen threw overboard

the cheaper class and retained only the
8
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fish for which he could rely on obtaining
a remunerative price. This difficulty no

longer operates. In 1892 the Norwegians
manufactured from some of the surplus
a powder which was found to give good
results as a cattle food. The Germans
took up the idea, and with its introduction

into Germany a demand grew up which

soon exhausted the waste quantities of

the Norwegian fishing. Then, .with the

opening years of this century, the English
took up the manufacture, and exported
the whole of the product to Germany,
owing to the prejudice of the English

farmers, who thought it would do all kinds

of harm to their stock. Although this by-

product industry was only in its infancy
before the war, it is estimated that from

30,000 to 40,000 tons of this concentrated

food was exported by Britain annually to

Hamburg and Bremen. If Germany could

afford to pay the sea freight and railway

carriage in distributing it to the farmer,

surely the British farmer should recognize
that with the advantage of having this

valuable food practically at his farm gates,

it is well worth his consideration. With
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the outbreak of war the English manu-
facturers offered the product to the farmer

at ridiculously low prices, but at first

could find no sale and had to use the

product as guano. However, as other

feeding stuffs reached very high prices

the attention of agriculturists was eventu-

ally given to the matter, and fish-meal is

at last becoming recognized as one of the

feeding stuffs which every progressive
farmer requires. The war has broken

down many of the British farmers' pre-

judices, and the idea that fish-meal will

taint the meat or milk has been exploded.
If the meal is used in proper proportions

(in no case should over 10 per cent be

mixed with other foods, for one should

remember that fish-meal is highly con-

centrated), there is little cause for fear of

taint. Another prejudice was occasioned

by the fishy odour of the meal
;
but if the

meal is manufactured from fish in a fresh

condition the smell is by no means so

pronounced and disagreeable. The farmer

should recognize that fish-meal, mixed
with cereals, gives the balance of albumin-

oids and carbo-hydrates so much desired
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in a proper diet. A good fish-meal should

contain 55 per cent of albuminoids, and

its food unit value should be at least 150.

Sixty Ibs. of fish-meal are equivalent in

feeding value to 100 Ibs. of barley. It is

one of the richest cattle foods known,
hence it should be used sparingly, and with

cereals mainly composed of carbo-hydrates.

If it is given in too great a proportion with

other foods, it is not to be wondered at

that results should turn out unsatisfactory.

But if the requisite care is taken, the

use of fish-meal is well worth the extra

trouble.

Fish-meal is not made usually from the

offals or entrails of fish
;
this portion of the

anatomy is thrown overboard by the fisher-

man when he empties the trawl. When
the vessels are unloaded in port, the fish

are packed in boxes for rail or sent to

curing houses to be smoked or salted.

In all these operations parts of the fish,

such as the head and other less useful

portions, which have a smaller commercial

value, are cut away, and form the raw

material for concentration. In process of

making fish fillets more than half the fish
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is cut away. The discarded parts go to

the meal works, where the material is sub-

jected to great heat and completely steril-

ized, the result being a meally powder in

appearance something like sand. The ad-

vantage of utilizing the surplus of a glutted

market, and consequently making the

trawlermen's efforts more remunerative,
is obvious.

Iceland and Faroe. In the middle of

the North Atlantic, a stepping-stone be-

tween the Old and the New World, lies

Iceland, a land of ice-covered plateaux,
off whose .shores are some of the most

important fishing banks of the world..

When discovered in the ninth century by
the Norsemen, Iceland was found to be

inhabited by a few wanderers of Irish ex-

traction. The newcomers soon brought
in other hardy Viking followers, who con-

tinued their voyages to Greenland and parts
of North America, thusforestalling Columbus

by five hundred years. In the subse-

quent centuries Icelandic civilization was
in the forefront of progress, and the country,

being practically cut off from Europe, was
little influenced by the rise and fall of
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European Powers. Being of Scandinavian

origin, the inhabitants were mainly allied by
language, laws, and government with Nor-

way and Denmark, and eventually Iceland

became subject to the King of Denmark,
with Home Rule and a parliament in its

only town of importance, Reykjavic.
In the fifteenth century its foreign trade

was chiefly in the hands of the English

traders, mainly the adventurous merchants

of Bristol, who exported wood, iron, and

grain, and brought back sulphur, eider-

down, and salt-fish. To-day we export

coal and other supplies for its fishing boats,

but our main connection with the island is

the fishing industry.

Many Icelanders have never seen a

plough, a road, or a tree, for there is no

agriculture. There are only a few miles

of roadway near Reykjavic, and trees are

unknown. Sheep-rearing is the chief in-

dustry on land, where the sheep manage to

subsist on scanty patches of grass and

moss, The chief wealth of Iceland is not

in its soil, which is volcanic and barren,

but in the seas which encircle it. The

island, which is almost the same size as
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Ireland, contains only about 80,000 souls
;

but its indented coast-line is well suited to a

fishing population, who find ample harbour-

age for their small boats in the numberless

fjords, and have easy access to the prolific

fishing banks which entirely surround the

coast.

Experience shows us that off the bleak

inhospitable coasts of Northern Europe
and America we find conditions for fish

life much better than those prevailing in

tropical seas. In comparing land and
sea conditions we notice that density of life

is, unless there are exceptional circum-

stances, always greatest at sea-level. In

the lowland plains of the world there is a

density of animal and plant life which

dwindles as we ascend the different alti-

tudes. This applies in inverse way in the

sea. Life is greatest near the surface and
coast level, and dwindles as we descend into

the depths. This naturally brings land and
sea life in proximity. Conditions are rather

different, however, in high latitudes. In

the polar circle, animal and plant life are

almost absent on the laiyl, but in the

sea the mass of living jelly, the plankton,
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is enormous. As an indication of the

wealth of the Arctic seas we have the seals,

whales, gulls, petrels, etc., which subsist

entirely on the life in the ocean.

The fish make annual visits to the Ice-

landic grounds, just as the herrings come
down our coast in their proper season

;

thus the migration for spawning, which is

always shorewards, is one of the first condi-

tions for a successful fishery. It is as if

those fish which remained uncaptured one

season made appointment to a day when
and where the next meeting of fishermen

and fish should take place. Owing to the

constancy and regularity of these visits

the experienced fisherman knows exactly
when and where to find the different kinds

of fish in abundance. The entry of Grimsby
and Hull steam trawlers marked a new era

in the Iceland industry ; the fishing became
world-wide in importance, and English,

German, Dutch, and French trawlers were

before the war mingling in fleets above

the fishing grounds, the Icelanders using
smaller craft and drying the fish on

shore.

With the advent of the war, conditions
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have greatly changed. The German ships

are gone : most of the English and French

vessels are in home waters, trawling for

submarines and mines instead of fish.

The ground is almost free from British

trawlers
; consequently the fish are left

to breed without molestation. The Ice-

landers have not neglected their oppor-
tunities. Early in the war they exported
their catches at the very high prices caused

by the empty markets, and being able to

purchase steam trawlers with their pros-

perity, they soon succeeded in wresting a

lot of the trade from outside competitors.
Hitherto the English trawlers travelled

1000 miles with their catches to Grimsby
and Hull, where in peace time a good

proportion of the fish was salted and re-

exported to the Mediterranean and South

American ports. There is a tendency for

firms dealing in salt - fish to establish

stations on the coast of Iceland, where they
can salt and cure the fish better and export
direct to those countries, thus saving the

expense which a long voyage entails in

carrying the fresh cargo to England to be

cured. The war, however, has^ontinued
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so long that the difficulty in obtaining

necessary supplies for the business have

caused an almost complete cessation of

this trade. Coal in Iceland is now (1918)
about 15 per ton, and petrol unobtainable

;

thus the steam- and motor-boats have had
to husband their supplies by only fishing

when- the fish are exceptionally plentiful.

The markets are also restricted, since

freights to the Mediterranean are almost

prohibitive ; and, although the values of

salt-fish are, in spite of restrictions, much

higher, they do not at present compensate
the Icelander for the enormous increase

in the cost of fishing.

Situated midway between Scotland and

Iceland, the Faroe Isle^, a group of

picturesque and precipitous islands in.

formation similar to the Orkneys and

Shetlands, are the rendezvous for a number
of British trawlers which fish regularly
on the banks adjacent. The inhabitants,

who number about 17,000, of the fisherman-

crofter type of Scandinavians, are in-

dustrious and gifted with kindness and

hospitality. Discovered by the Vikings,
the archipelago originally owed allegiance
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to Norway, but at the peace of Kiel, Den-
mark retained possession, and modern
Danish is now the prevailing language.
The name Faroe is supposed to have been

derived from the number of sheep (faar)

which, after fish, are the chief product. As
with Iceland, the wealth is not in the land

but in the sea around it
; for, situated at

the summit of the Wyville-Thomson ridge,

the banks are the high ground in which

cod-fish and haddock swarm at certain

seasons. The fish are much finer and
fatter than the Icelandic varieties and gen-

erally fetch a higher price. The Iceland

season is in spring ;
it is in the autumn and

winter months, when Iceland grounds are

not so prolific, that the Grimsby and
Aberdeen fishermen make Faroe their

centre
;
but to a smaller extent the fishing

is continued throughout the year. There
is now a cable joining Iceland and the

Faroe Isles to the Shetlands. After the

war this will be of great advantage to

the British trawlers, many of which will

be fitted with small wireless apparatus,

enabling them to communicate with
one another and send messages to the
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shore for transmission to the English

markets, thus warning owners of their

movements.

Lying midway between Iceland and

Ireland, far out in the Atlantic, is the

submerged bank of Rockall. This range
of submarine mountains culminates in a

single point of rock, only 70 feet above

sea-level, of granitic formation, with a

circumference of 250 feet. It is, of course,

uninhabited, and landing is exceedingly
difficult. The rock is easily seen by
trawlers, for its sugar-loaf summit is made
white by birds, and the sea breaks over the

reefs around it with terrible force. When
discovered by fishermen the ground was a

fertile bank populated by cod-fish and

plaice of enormous size and very light

colour, the inference being that the banks

are composed mostly of quartz or felspar.

These banks have been little fished since

war broke up the trawling industry, and

should therefore be a valuable fishery

as soon as it is possible to recommence

operations.
Denmark. With recent fluctuations of

price, it is difficult to estimate the value
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of Danish fisheries. Probably 1,000,000

may be taken as an approximate figure for

peace time the industry employing about

20,000 men. Since the war began, how-

ever, the demand from Germany has been

very great, and has caused unprecedented

prices. The increases are as follows :

1914, 961,000; 1915, 1,473,000; and

1916, 3,210,000. About half the quantity
comes from the Skagerack, Cattegat, and
the Baltic

;
the other half from the North

Sea and the inland fjords. In four years
the increase in value is 300 per cent,

against which the cost of production cannot

be much greater than before, for the Danish

fishermen use little material beyond their

own labour.

In peace time the plaice is the chief pro-

duct; but, stimulated by the big demand
ior the haddock from Germany, .the Danes
have fished the eastern banks of the North

Sea, which are now full of these fish, owing to

the four years' absence of British trawlers.

In 1915 the value of haddocks landed by
the Danes from these waters was under

100,000, in 1916 nearly 900,000. The
minefields may have driven the Danes
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from the grounds on which they caught

plaice, but apparently this has been no

hardship, for the profits from the other

banks have greatly improved, and the pros-

pects for an abundance of fish are greater
than ever before. The Danish increases

should be a good indication to the British

industry of what conditions are likely to

be when the war is over.

After haddock the chief kinds of fish

landed are herring, mostly from the Baltic.

Last year 700,000 worth were sold, against

260,000 in 1915. Eels, fish greatly prized
in Germany, produced 400,000 mostly
from the inland waterways. The value of

the plaice landed was nearly up to the

figures for 1915, which were 400,000.

Cod-fish brought in 480,000, compared
with 222,000 in 1915.
Thus the fisheries of Denmark are ex-

tremely flourishing, and a good proportion
of the extra 2,000,000 which goes into

the pockets of the fishermen and merchants

will no doubt be employed to increase their

fishing fleets, and perhaps to attempt the

English methods. Also, this capital will

give them an opportunity of adopting the
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steam trawler and drifter, and becoming a

rival to the British in supplying the needs

of Germany. There is little doubt that

refusal by us to trade with Germany after

the war would materially assist the Danes.

The numerous small inlets on the Danish

coasts, often running inland for many miles,

are the nursery, but not the breeding-

ground, for immature fish. On both the

Baltic and the North Sea side there are

millions of small plaice, flounders, soles,

eels, and herrings, a large quantity of which

are exported to Germany and England.
There is plenty of evidence of the destruc-

tion of small valueless fish, although the

authorities are doing their best to reduce

the evil. An international arrangement

might be made whereby the Danish fisher-

men could be paid well to convey these

small fish to the North Sea banks, where

they might be transplanted, to be trawled

up again when of real edible value. In

the Danish waters the fish have no chance

of growing. Such vast quantities find

their way into these inland waterways and
cannot find their way out again, that the

food on which they subsist is totally in-
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adequate, and the fish never reach full

maturity. The cost of transplantation,
if properly carried out, might not be more
than a shilling per stone, each containing

many hundreds of individual plaice and

soles. If these immature fish had the

opportunity for living which the North

Sea banks would give them, and supposing

only a quarter of the same number were

trawled up later, the value of the fish would

be a hundredfold greater.

The chief fishing port of Denmark is

Esbjerg, where the motor boat is largely

used. Most of the flat fish are exported
to Hamburg, which is quite accessible.

The Baltic side supplies chiefly herrings.

Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands

belong to Denmark, but the magnificent

fishing grounds of these lands are not ex-

ploited much by the Danes themselves.

Iceland and the Faroe Islands are fished,

beyond the three-mile limit, mainly by the

British. The banks off the Greenland

coast are as yet untouched, except for seal

and whale fishing, an industry prosecuted

mainly by Norwegians.

Germany. Although during the last
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twenty years the development of the sea

fisheries of Germany has been constant,

the possibilities of its future extension are

very much greater. After the war the

great population of Germany will look to

the sea for improving its food supply.
Price will be an important consideration,

for although fish is one of the best foods

in use it is also one of the cheapest.
Great care has been given in the past to

equipping the docks of Geestemunde. The
Prussian Government built the port speci-

ally for the use of fishing vessels, and ,at

the same time reclaimed 180 acres of land

for markets and factories. The result is

one of the finest fishing ports on the North
Sea. In ten years its landings were

doubled. Centres have also been made
at Cuxhaven, Bremen, Bremerhaven, and
Altona. Still, although the lake and river

fisheries of Germany are far in advance of

ours, German deep-sea trawling has never

kept pace with the demand, and that

country annually imported about 3,000,000

of herrings from our drifting fishery, in

addition to being the best fish customer of

Norway and Denmark. Also the Germans
9
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are mainly responsible for the prosperity

of the Dutch port of Ymuiden. Neverthe-

less, large companies have been formed,

and the Germans fully intend making a

bold bid themselves for the inexhaustible

treasures of the deep sea as soon as peace
comes. If we refuse to trade with them

we shall compel them to push the industry

still further themselves, and thus make
them our rivals in exploiting the fishing

grounds. In the past they have been our

greatest customers for exported fish, and

the English herring fleets have often been

saved from the dangers of unremunerative

prices by supplying the continental demand.

Much of the prime fish which Germany

imported from England went to the Swiss

town of Basle, where, owing to the splendid

refrigerating accommodation, there is a

fine market for forwarding to the Swiss

hotels. This city alone imports annually

120,000 worth of fish, and so far has

received scanty consideration from the

English merchants, though the traffic, being
in the better priced varieties, should be

highly profitable.

Germany also takes toll of the Baltic,
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where, although fish is not so plentiful,

the close proximity of East Prussia with a

big demand for herrings affords opportunity
for profitable fishing. Konigsberg and

Stettin, besides being centres for import
from the Scottish and English fisheries,

take close on 300,000 worth out of the

Baltic.

Before the war the poorer people of

Germany consumed enormous quantities

of herrings, most of which came from the

Scottish and English fleets. If, when

peace comes, we follow the policy outlined

by the Paris Economic Conference, we
shall no doubt cause a lot of temporary
difficulties and hardships to Germany, arid

perhaps inflict quite as much harm on our

own industry. Let us see what is likely

to happen if we follow this policy.

In the absence of the huge quantities of

herrings which used to be imported from

Britain, the market price of the remaining

production coming from Norway, Sweden,
and Denmark will greatly rise and stimulate

those countries to increased activities in

fishing, and thus create rivalry with us on

the fishing grounds. Also the German
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fishing craft will be employed very pro-

fitably upon participation in these high

prices, the result of which will be an

increase in building and catching power
until the demand of the market is satisfied.

Allied countries may endeavour to isolate

German commerce, but they cannot inter-

fere with her attempt to fill her depleted
larder by exploiting the international

waterways. If we decline commerce in

these articles, the Germans can build

their own fishing fleets, and we shall find

that after causing ourselves an infinite

amount of harm we shall have assisted in

augmenting the fishing fleets of Germany
and creating a great rival in the fishing

banks. Thus, after limiting the expansion
of our own fishing industry in order to

damage Germany, we shall end up by
finding competition at the source of supply
created by our own short-sighted policy.

In addition, we should remember that by

supplying Germany with this article of

commerce we have given work to a large

body of men who thereby obtained a

splendid training in seamanship. During
the war those men have been of inestimable
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value in our Navy. If after the war

Germany catches these herrings herself we
shall lose in a great measure this training

ground for thousands of our best seamen.

In Germany the carp fisheries are ex-

tensively cultivated. Almost every village

has its carp pond, and the Germans do

not scruple about leading sewage into

these ponds. No one doubts the success

in getting an abundant crop of microscopic
flora and fauna by these methods and thus

quickly fattening the fish, but the prox-

imity of cause and effect is perhaps too

close for English people, and a knowledge
of the methods of cultivation would some-

what lessen the appetite. The eel is

another favourite
;

the little elvers were

obtained, before the war, as they came up
the Bristol Channel and were distributed

in millions in the lakes and rivers of

Germany, to be caught again in autumn
as they made their way towards the sea.

Norway and Sweden. Norway is a

vast elevated plateau, of which the highest

parts are snowfields forming enormous

glaciers often as much as 500 square miles

in extent. The middle heights are covered
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with forest, while the lower lands afford

pasturage for cattle. The arable land is

only about 2 per cent, while forests cover

one-quarter of the whole area. It has

more coast-line than any other European

country ;
and with a population of only

2,400,000, it has the third largest mer-

cantile marine. Thanks to high freights,

Norwegian shipowners have reaped great

profits during the war, in spite of the great

losses in shipping. This prosperity has

also touched the fisheries, which are very

large. In fact, in no other country are

the fisheries of so much importance to the

people. Their development has been so

rapid that the magnitude of the industry
is not yet appreciated by the outside

observer. In 1890 the value of fish landed

was 1,500,000 ; to-day the value must

be at least 7,000,000.

The whale fishery is still practised by
Norwegians, both in the Arctic and Ant-

arctic
;

the seal since the war has been

profitable on account of its oil. The edible

fisheries are of three kinds, the Lofoten

cod fishery in the north, where the chief

port is Aalesund, the herring fishery around
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the numerous inlets, and the sardine fishery

at Stavanger. The famous Lofoten Fishery
is carried on in

v
the spring, when the cod

come to the coast to spawn. It supports
about 100,000 souls, of whom about 50,000
are fishermen, most of them using small

boats each with a crew of four or five
;

these distribute themselves amongst about

forty fishing stations. The larger boats

use nets, but the smaller craft, of which

there are about 6000, fish with lines, each

boat using about 1500 hooks. A catch

of 200 to 500 cod-fish for a day,'s work is

considered a fair average. When caught
the fish are carried to the shore, split open,

salted, and laid on the rocks to dry in, the

sun. The heads are dried by heating and
converted into fish-meal and guano, while

the livers make the very valuable cod-

liver oil. All these commodities have in-

creased in value enormously through the

war.

The multitude of people who annually
flock to a region usually uninhabited, or

nearly so, are mostly housed in temporary
huts. Here they live usually very peace-

ably' for an army of men suddenly
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gathered in so wild a country for such

hazardous occupation, mainly because

drink is not procurable. It is astonishing
that such small boats are used, for the seas

are often very rough : the contrary winds

sometimes prevent whole flotillas from

returning to land and cause great loss of

life. It is also surprising that the British

steam trawler has not visited the fishing

ground, for it would doubtless be a great

improvement on the small boats.

The larger stations are linked up by
telegraph, which is very valuable to the

fishermen, especially those fishing for her-

rings. As soon as a shoal appears the

herring fleets are telegraphed for, and

quickly arrive, being towed by cargo ships

bringing empty barrels and salt. As opera-
tions proceed the smaller boats fill the ships

with the cargoes, and their crews salt the

herrings and pack them into barrels. These

are sent direct to Russia and Germany
without touching the mainland.

The sardine industry of the south is

quite different, for it demands infinite care

for detail. Stavanger, the centre, ilias now
a population of 40,000, and owes its quick
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growth entirely to the world-wide popular-

ity of the little tinned
"
bristling." These

millions of little tins of sardines are ex-

ported under hundreds of different brands,

principally to the United States and South

America. Earlier in the war Germany
imported great quantities.

With the difficulty of obtaining oil,

tins, coal, and salt the Norwegians have

lately had troubles of their own, and these

difficulties have no doubt lessened the

margin of profit; but on the whole the

Norwegian fisheries have received a great

impetus from the war, and the extra-

ordinary demands from Germany. Any-

thing like a
"
trade war after the war "

would no doubt divert German fish re-

quirements to Norway, where they can

obtain the supplies which in pre-war days

they got from England and Scotland.

This would be a loss to the British fishing

industry.
The administration of the fishing in-

dustry by the Norwegian Government is

the best organized and most intelligent of

all European countries. The Minister of

Commerce is official head of the fisheries,
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and he is assisted in an advisory capacity

by the Fisheries Council, which is composed
of sixteen representatives elected by the

different districts. All questions relating
to the catching, curing, and selling of fish

are considered by them more in the spirit

of a board of directors than as officials

of the Government. They also consider

the applications from fishermen for State

loans. Another great help they give is

by having agents at Hamburg, Hull, and

other large buying centres who look after

the interests of the exporters, and when

disputes occur between seller and buyer
these agents are generally able to get a

just settlement.

This Administration also often bears the

expense of experiments in new methods,
with a view to improving the curing and

transportation of fish. Again, in exploring
new fishing banks the fishermen can get

aid. Another great advantage in estab-

lishing the industry on a firm basis is their

employment of inspectors, who see that

the herrings are packed properly and that

the brands are stamped according to the

quality and date of curing, thus avoiding
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the infinite harm that a trader who sells

inferior articles often does to an industry.
This intelligent administration has contri-

buted very largely to the growth of the

Norwegian fishing industry, and has given

many proofs of the value of a commercial

bureau watching over the interests of the

people.
The fishing industry of Sweden is not of

very great importance. In 1908 the land-

ings were valued at 700,000, but the war
has since increased the values greatly ;

two-thirds of the supply come from the west

coast and one-third from the Baltic. So

inferior in supplies of fish is the Baltic to

the North Sea, that the great length of

the Swedish Baltic coast only produced
220,000 in 1908. There is no great

oceanic current, the presence of which is

almost essential to marine life. Also the

Baltic, being situated in northern latitudes,

gets very little evaporation by the 'sun's

rays, consequently the salinity is low
and the water with the influx of so'many
rivers becomes brackish. These factors

account for the smaller fishing value :

the fisheries of cod and flat fish are not
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remunerative except in the southern por-
tion. The inhabitants do not find it worth
while to spend the whole of their energies
on the sea, and in the coast villages the

crofter-fishermen often predominate. On
the west coast the fishermen spend all their

time in fishing, and the advantages of

confining all their energies to one occupa-
tion is soon perceived ;

the vessels are

better equipped, the motor being extens-

ively used. Their methods are up to date,

and altogether the fishermen are pros-

perous busy folk. The Skagerack is the

chief ground, and the herring takes pre-
cedence

;
but if prospects are good the

Bohuslanders, as they are called, will

venture to the Shetlands or work up the

Norwegian coast, or even to the banks of

North Russia. Thirty years ago, when the

steam trawler was introduced to Grimsby,
upward of 200 of the discarded smacks
found their way into the hands of these

fishermen.

France. The French take little part
in the North Sea fisheries. The small

extent of their coast-line on the Straits of

Dover should not, however, exclude the
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French from participation. Boulogne is

admirably situated, with a backing of a

large population in the industrial part of

Northern France, and it is the best channel

for transmission of fish from the North
Sea to Paris. Fish to the value of nearly
a million pounds, a great proportion of

which comes from Newfoundland, are

landed at this port, which is by far the chief

centre. The French population engaged in

fisheries is about the same as that of Great

Britain 100,000, most of whom work the

small inshore fishing and are continuously

employed. Every creek and inlet has its

small fishing population, endeavouring to

obtain a precarious livelihood by anti-

quated methods, while the ocean outside

offers great possibilities to the more pro-

gressive. Trawling in the early days was

consistently opposed ; consequently to-day
the quantity of fish landed and its com-
mercial value are' altogether dispropor-
tionate to the possibilities. The Govern-

ment, by indirect taxation, octroi duties,
and bad railway transportation, have also

done their best to stifle the industry.
The land charges on the product, are so
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excessive that in many parts of France

the people never see salt-water fish in

fresh condition. The value of the catch

per head of population engaged in the

industry is a little more than one-third

that of the British worker. The advan-

tages are equal, for the sea is open to all,

and we can only put the poor results down
to the unprogressive spirit of the workers,

antiquated methods of fishing, and bad

legislation. Over 90,000 men are engaged
in the small inshore boat fishing, and this

of all kinds of fishing is the most unpro-

gressive, unprofitable to the workers, and

destructive to marine life. Immature fish

are killed off in millions with every tide,

and yet these are the same people who

strenuously fought against the introduc-

tion of the steam trawler on the ground
that that method of fishing would exhaust

the supplies.

The French trawlers work the New-
foundland and Icelandic fishery, and this

employs over 10,000 men, landing close on

1,000,000, or one-fifth of the total of the

annual French fishery catch. These ships

are of larger size, like the British trawler,
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and bring in cod-fish, usually salted, and

herrings. Of the home fishing, sardines

and anchovies are by far the most valuable

product, followed by mackerel, tunny,

oysters, and the different crustaceans so

loved by the Parisian. Seaweed is also

landed for manure, and is greatly valued

by the intensive land cultivator
; 24 tons

of seaweed when burnt will make I ton of

kelp. The constituent parts of seaweed

are the same as those of land grasses,

so that its manurial value is easily ob-

tained. The product is particularly useful

to potato growers, and over 200,000 is

annually obtained by the sale of the weed.

More than any other country, France

protects and subsidizes the fishing industry
in order to provide a naval reserve.

Bounties, on the one hand, are given to the

fishermen on their landings, but taxation

and octroi duties on the product when
landed negative this advantage to such an

extent that the constant interference of

the Government may be said to be the chief

cause of the unprogressive spirit among the

workers. Land taxes and railway charges
are so high that the consumer is discouraged
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from purchasing fish, whereas the fisher-

man, constantly protected by the State,

loses his independence and opposes all

progressive measures.

Marseilles for thousands of years has

been a centre of fishery on a small scale.

Arcachon, on the Bay of Biscay, is chiefly

concerned in the sardine fishery, but the

constant disputes among employers and

employees and the unprogressive spirit

of the workers, has allowed much of the

sardine tinning industry to pass to the

Norwegian firms of Stavanger. Boulogne,

Fecamp, and Havre send trawlers of large

size, chiefly manned by the Bretons, to the

Newfoundland banks. Of late years their

ships have had a preliminary fishing at

Iceland before crossing the Atlantic
;
but

the French adopt different methods of

working the Iceland grounds, are never in

such haste as the British, and consequently
do not make such successful voyages.

Strange to say, the French participate
little in the North Sea white fishing. They
work down our East Coast, however, and

work with the British boats following the

migrating herring, which they salt and
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barrel as soon as the fish are caught. This

fishery has good following among the

French, who start at the North of Scotland

in early summer and by Christmas have

followed the fish close to the north coast

of France.

Holland. In the Middle Ages the

fisheries of the Dutch were the most im-

portant in the world. Herrings were then

a great staple food, and the whole industry
was practically in their hands. With the

diminution of the Dutch prestige on the

water the trade suffered greatly from the

interference caused by the continental wars

of the surrounding powers. In the past

half-century they have revived the in-

dustry, participating with the British in

pursuit of the herring. Also they have
within recent years built up a steam

trawling fleet of over 100 vessels, which

supply the clean little port of Ymuideri.

Holland is singularly deficient in good
harbours

;
but this port, constructed by

the Government specially to encourage

fishing, and admirably situated at the

North Sea end of the Amsterdam canal,

has been a great success, and has often
10
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attracted British trawlers by its vicinity

to the fishing grounds and the keen demand
of buyers. The port is also well provided
with railway accommodation, and a great

proportion of the catch goes through to

Germany.
The herring fishery ports are mostly in

South Holland, and the fishermen still

adhere to sailing vessels. These carry a

large crew, for the curing is done on the

ship, generally with a view to export.

Germany is the chief customer, but quanti-
ties are sent to North and South America.

The boats, usually owned by the crew, join

the British herring fleets at the North of

Scotland and work down with the season.

The '

bommen," the beamy boat so

familiar to students of Dutch paintings, is

fast dying out, and many of the sailing

vessels are now equipped with auxiliary

oil engines.

The herring fishery is valued at over

1,000,000, and this, with the trawling

industry which, as usual, is generally quite

separate, employs 15,000 men. The ex-

tremely shallow Zuyder Zee and the coast

inlets are worked by the small boats, and
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employ 8000 or 10,000 men, who are mainly

occupied in fishing for anchovies and

herrings, which they cure in the small

fishing villages, mainly for export into

Prussia. They also catch the smelts, eels,

and shrimps which go to the London
market. London also imports great quan-
tities of oysters from the Scheldt, all the

banks of the river being leased by the

Dutch Government, who took up over

40,000,000 oysters in 1910. Mussel culture

is also a great feature of the district.

Russia. The demand for fish in Russia

is enormous. Nearly half the days of the

year are holy days, on which the Greek

Church forbids the use of animal food
;

consequently fish is highly in favour.

Although there are thousands of square
miles of fishing banks on the North coast,

very little use is made of them, and Russia

annually imported herrings to the value

of 2,000,000 from Britain and Norway,
a great quantity of which came through

Germany. Although they have attempted
to develop the White Sea from Archangel,
the exploitation has been very slow, and
a host of small traders prefer to take goods
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to the Norwegian fisheries off the Lofoten

Islands and, instead of fishing themselves,
to wait for the Norwegians to bring in the

catch, for which they exchange Russian

goods. Although at present the inland

waterways of Russia are the most important
for fishing the rivers of Siberia abound
in salmon the possibilities of the Arctic

are far greater. The wealth of cod, had-

dock, and plaice is inexhaustible, and with

proper encouragement the industry is cap-
able of vast expansion. When the Hull and

Grimsby trawlers started operations on

those banks the fish were so thick that 'the

fertility of the seabed was insufficient

for them and they were half-starved. A
trawler could catch 100 tons in two or three

days, and, after the ground had been

trawled over, the fish improved wonder-

fully in a short time. Instead of encourag-

ing the landing of these huge quantities at

Archangel the Russian Government trebled

the international three-mile limit, and did

their utmost to stop operations.

The value of the fisheries of Russia

before the war was about 8,000,000, in-

cluding the river fisheries of sturgeon and
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salmon
;
but with the huge population and

prolific nature of her fishing grounds this

amount could with proper organization
and development be increased enormously
without any fear of depletion of the waters.



CHAPTER VIII

FISHERIES OF AMERICA
A COMPARISON

FOR
purposes of illustration it would

be interesting to compare the

Canadian fisheries with those of the

North Sea. The seas on the east and

west coast of Canada, being situated in

a zone ranging from temperate to frigid,

should (according to the argument out-

lined in another chapter) be highly suit-

able for propagation of large quantities of

fish. Ranging over those countries border-

ing the seas of the North Hemisphere, with

an average temperature like that of the

North Sea, we should expect the waters

adjacent to Japan and British Columbia

in the Pacific, together with those adjacent
to Newfoundland and the New England
States in the Atlantic, to have the same

admirable conditions for fish life, pro-
150
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vided the depth of water is not too great.

What do we find ? In Japan, over three

million people subsist on the fisheries

that is, thirty times the number engaged
in those of Great Britain. Their methods
of fishing are extremely varied, and range
from the employment of the modern steam

trawler as copied from the British, down
to the use of tame cormorants and night

lights.
1

The variety of ways in which the Japan-
ese prepare the products of their fisheries

for the consumer is also astonishing. In

addition to the European methods, they
retain many of the ways which have been

in vogue for centuries; and preserve in oil,

spice, and the dregs of sake, a Japanese
wine. The fact that -such a huge popula-
tion is able to find employment in their

fisheries, should awaken us to the possi-

1 There is a tale of the Japanese fisherman who, hearing
that pearls were made by oysters in order to cover over an

irritating speck of sand, thought of the idea of inserting a

grain into each of the population of his oyster-bed and thus

manufacturing pearls by the thousand. As a necklace of

pearls made over ^5000 at Christie's the other day, an average
of 100 a pearl (in war-time too !), one must conclude that

this enterprising gentleman has not yet found his oyster
amenable to his desires.
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bilities of the North Sea. Let us now turn

to Canada.

The Gulf Stream and the Labrador Cur-

rent meet near to the coast of Newfound-

land, each bringing vast quantities of sedi-

ment which, in the mixing of the waters,

becomes deposited : in the same region
the St. Lawrence pours out detritus, and

the river ice floating down melts and drops
all kinds of particles ;

the icebergs coming
down from the north contribute their quota
of suspended material. This ice action,

combined with the conflicting currents,

for countless ages has been moulding high
banks of sand right out in the Atlantic.

Here again are ideal conditions of tem-

perature, salinity, movement, and plankton,
in fact, all the favourable agents which

we have in the North European waters,

and the result is one of the most produc-
tive fishing grounds in the world. One-

third of the population of Newfoundland
is engaged in the fisheries, which for three

hundred years have been famous. The
wealth of the sea was originally the great
attraction to the early immigrants who
settled on the coast, and it is only in recent
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years that the interior of the island has

been properly explored. One might say

that, to the European, the Newfoundland

fishery is the oldest industry in the New
World. And it has the imprint of age-

long methods. The large steam trawling

company is almost unknown
;

centralized

effort is absent
; every man fishes for him-

self, arid generally his ideas ,of fishing are

the same as those in vogue in Britain a

hundred years ago. The enmity caused

between the French and British by con-

flicting interests has been in the past almost

a casus belli, until in 1904 the differences

were amicably settled by treaty. To-day
the value of the fisheries to Newfoundland
is 3,000,000 per annum. All this product
was before the war salted and exported,

chiefly to the Mediterranean countries

through French agencies. The natives of

Brittany and Normandy are greatly

occupied in this work, and much of their

simple life is in evidence. The coast vil-

lages retain many of the picturesque
features of the Old World fishing craft, and
often Sicilian barques can be seen in the

different ports bringing salt from Southern
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Italy and Spain. Sails and lines are still

predominantly used, and, although the fish-

ing methods are not equal to those in vogue

among the English North Sea fishermen,

the French are beginning to take to the

steam trawler. In recent years, too, some
of the English ships have crossed the

Atlantic, and their improved methods have

resulted in such success that the New

England and Newfoundland fishermen will

no doubt take to the advantages of the

otter-trawl.

The men employed in the fisheries "of

Nova Scotia, who number over 30,000,

land fish to the annual value of nearly

2,000,000 sterling, Lunenburg, the chief

fishing port, being responsible for 500,000
in 1917. The mode of fishing is the same
as that in use among the Newfoundland
men. Seeing that the fishing grounds

adjacent to both provinces cover over

5000 miles, improved methods should

result in enormous development.
It is, however, on the Pacific coast that

the greatest progress has been made in the

last few years. British Columbia, with a

coast-line so indented by fjords and bays
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that the length runs to over 15,000 miles,

presents a veritable fisherman's paradise.
With scenery equal, if not/ superior, to

that of Norway, with beautiful wooded
shores and lofty mountains, with calm

inland seas protected from the ocean

storms by countless isles, these waters,

which until a few years ago were virgin

seas, sustain teeming millions of fish of the

most valuable kind, whilst outside the

coast belt are fishing banks running right

up to the Behring Sea. The wealth of

this sea region is far greater than ever

will come out of Klondyke. So far the

annual landings have already reached over

3,000,000 sterling. Halibut and herrings
are caught in abundance, the former,

however, in decreasing quantities ;
but

it is to the queen of fishes that most of the

efforts are directed. The salmon of British

Columbia make up 80 per cent of the total

production of the fisheries, and the canned

product penetrates to all parts of the world.

The breeding grounds are in the lower

reaches of the Fraser and Skeena rivers,

where the quantities caught in the early

stages of the industry were so great that
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only the best species were used and the

rest destroyed. The United States fisher-

men also caught them when the fish were

migrating to the rivers through Puget
Sound and Juan de Fuca Strait, and rivalry
has somewhat reduced quantities until the

productivity now runs in cycles of four

years with lean years interspersed : the

salmon when four years old have the

irresistible instinct calling them to return

from the sea to the river of their birth,

and they move through the sounds into the

estuaries of the Fraser and Skeena to

spawn.- Every one knows that this beauti-

ful fish descends to the sea periodically,

but the distance covered by the migration
is not very great and the fish are generally
able to find their way back to the same
river from which they came. The salmon

feeds in the sea and spawns in the river,

and, although it will sometimes oblige
an angler by accepting the bait offered,

generally its one object, when in fresh

water, is to deposit its eggs and, if it does

not die soon after, return to the sea where,

like many other species, it finds its favourite

food in the vast quantities of herrings.
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We may conclude that its only object

in entering the rivers is to give its eggs
more protection than would be afforded

by a seabed filled with demersal fish.

The fish begin to run up the rivers in

June, when rapids, waterfalls, and other

obstacles are overcome : it is interesting

to watch the fish ascending artificial stair-

cases erected by the fishermen. The eggs
are laid in autumn, when the fish selects

a bed of clean gravel where the current

brings a constant supply of oxygen. A
trough is hollowed out of the gravelly bed

by several quick movements of the fish's

tail. The eggs are left in this hollow to be

fertilized by the male fish
;
and they soon

become covered up with sand and gravel,

otherwise they would soon disappear into

the stomachs of trout or other predatory
fish. In a year when the numbers of

breeding fish were somewhat reduced the

fishermen continued to catch the usual

quantities. Still fewer, therefore, escaped
to breed, and, of course, there was a still

smaller quantity of that year's progeny
to return after four years. Thus auto-

matically, unless the State legislates to
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protect the fish, a lean season as the result

of overfishing will recur every four years.

If the British Columbian Government suc-

ceed in agreeing with the United States

on joint action in closing fishing operations
when the next lean year occurs, which will

be in 1920, the breeding grounds will

again be abundantly spawned, and instead

of the lean year recurring again in 1924
the fishing will then be as successful as in

the great years. The Government warned
the fishermen that owing to the shortage
of fish left to spawn in 1912 the season of

1916 would be again a lean one, and this

prophecy was well justified ;
for 1916

would have been a failure were it not for

the great increase in values occasioned by
the war. The output of the United States

packers has in an average lean season

totalled only 300,000, whereas in an

average season of plenty the value was

2,250,000. Thus, if in the next lean

season the fisheries will close down they
will lose 300,000 in landings, but they
will save, by transferring say the next four

lean seasons into a successful fishing, fish

to the value of 6,000,000, and the
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Canadians will make a similar profit.

That is just another illustration of what a

little legislation on the sea fisheries will

do. Later, we will learn what cultivation

of the Pacific salmon by hatcheries will

do, for a calamity happened in 1913 which

still further depleted supplies.

With the high prices ruling in 1917 the

Pacific fishermen of Canada and the State

of Washington would, had the fish run as

abundantly as in former years of plenty,

have netted by their industry an extra

5,000,000. The building of the Canadian

Northern Railway was responsible for the

loss, for by blasting the rock and allowing
it to fill up part of the Fraser River,

millions of salmon could not reach the

spawning grounds and died below the

barrier. As, following this catastrophe,
a further deficiency will recur every
fourth year. unless something is done, the

Canadians mean to repair the loss without

delay by hatching out the number required
to fill the gap.
In comparing the fishing industries of

Canada with those of the North Sea and
Icelandic regions, one is perhaps justified
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in describing the fisheries of Canada as

being almost as extensive
;
and if Canada

had a population as great as that of Great

Britain, its fisheries would far outstrip ours

in value and quantity, for, with the ex-

ception of the French on the Newfoundland

banks, the industry is almost entirely in

the hands of Canada
; whereas, in the com-

ing years, Great Britain will have very

great rivals to compete with her in the

North Sea. Although Canadian methods

of trawling have not reached the high pro-

ficiency of the Grimsby and Hull trawler-

men, Canadian shore methods are far

advanced. The Railway Companies will

do almost everything necessary to en-

courage the traffic, the methods of trans-

port and rates of freightage are models

which the British would do well to study.
The fishermen of the Pacific can send

consignments by express train of refriger-

ated car.; to Montreal and the Eastern

United States, a distance of 3000 miles,

whilst in England one never sees a re-

frigerated train, and bad transport halves

the demand for our products.

Again, the United States and Canada
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are the only countries which take an

intelligent interest in fish culture as a

commercial undertaking. While the British

do nothing in this direction, America

hatches fish by thousands of millions. In

1917 the Dominion fish hatcheries dis-

tributed the following fry : 115 million

salmon and trout
; 500 million white fish

;

240 million herrings and pickerel ;
600

million lobsters. The great lakes of Canada
are cultivated

;
the propagation of trout,

bass, and other freshwater fish is a State

undertaking. The white fish of the ocean

are carefully protected. The lobster fishery,

which was threatened by over-fishing, is

again an active industry ;
the Government

collects the eggs attached to the swim-

merets of the female fish, which are of no

value to the catcher, and these are carefully

hatched out. Why cannot the British

copy these methods and re-stock the rocky
western coast of Scotland with these much-

prized crustaceans ? The ground is ideal,

and consequently the result of a little care

would be extremely profitable to the

natives of those regions. Before the war
the average price of lobsters when landed

ii
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in Canada was only five cents, and most of

the output went to Germany.
Canada hatches annually very large

quantities of fish fry, whilst the output of

the hatcheries of the United States in 1917
was over 5,000,000,000. Many years ago
the American Government introduced fish

from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Some

species, such as the shad, which was for-

merly unknown in the Pacific, are now so

prolific as to maintain canneries by their

increase. The opinion of the authorities

on the subject is that hatcheries are of

greater value in restoring and maintaining
sea fisheries than closing down the industry
and preventing fishing during the breeding
season. Both methods have been tried,

and hatcheries are proved to be, with most

species, far more efficacious. It is the old

story over again ;
in America research

helps the industry, in England everybody
is -pursuing old methods, and science is

considered unnecessary. Thus the ultimate

welfare of the industry is neglected. State

assistance in installing hatcheries is of

great interest to the British fisheries, but

it will be impossible unless the other
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nations bordering the North Sea are pre-

pared to contribute their share of the

cost, and to assist in eliminating wasteful

methods.

The study of marine life is actively pur-
sued by the Americans. In most of the

large cities there are aquaria where the

people are quick to recognize the educa-

tional advantage and pleasurable interest

in observing the habits and characteristics

of fish life, and one might say that it is

considered quite as necessary an institu-

tion as a picture gallery. In view of the

number of people who visit these palatial

halls, one must admit that they seem to

be far more popular with the average
citizen. In the tessellated pavement of

some of these exhibitions are circular pools
where some of the largest fish, such as sea-

cows and sea-lions disport themselves for

the benefit of the interested spectator.

Detroit and Boston have each an aquarium,
visited by over a million people per annum,
and enjoying a popularity which perhaps
is only exceeded by the attractions of the

magnificent institution in New York. We
have scores of English coast cities with
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as great a population as Detroit, but, with

the exception of Brighton, no municipality

appears to have thought of the value and
interest that such an institution would

have for its citizens. America has spent
well over a million sterling on such institu-

tions. In them the field of education is

enlarged, and people, especially children,

find pleasure as well as profit to their minds.

Moreover, the study of fish life which they

promote has taught valuable lessons to

those in charge of propagating the fisheries.

The United States will find the Alaskan

fisheries increasingly important when the

territories bordering the Sitkan coast are

opened out. Purchased in 1867 from Russia

for the sum of 7,250,000 dollars, Alaska is

no doubt a valuable addition to the United

States, for in 1917 the canned salmon alone

from this region produced 40,000,000

dollars, and great increases in the traffic

are expected, for new canneries are con-

tinually being erected.

The Americans, following the example
set by the Japanese, are taking up the

possibilities of whale meat as a food. It is

favourably received, and is likely, as soon
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as the prejudice is overcome, to become
an important augmentation to the canning

industry. Properly prepared it is said to

be quite equal to beef, and, in view of

scarcity of foods in the next few years, it

should receive a good demand from Euro-

pean countries. Dog-fish, sold under the

name of gray-fish, is increasingly used on

the east coast (it would greatly assist the

sale if some of our good edible fish, such as

the cat-fish and dog-fish were renamed, for

there is no reason why they should con-

tinue under such unsavoury titles). Tile-

fish, a variety of cod-fish unknown in

European waters, are again an article

of commerce in the New England States.

This fish has a curious history, which it

would perhaps be worth while to relate here,

as it well illustrates the theory of migration.
The following is taken from the Canadian

Fisherman :

One day in May 1879 a Captain Kirby of the

schooner Hutchings, out of Gloucester, Mass., was

trawling for cod on the outer edge of the banks

southward of Nantucket, in about 60 fathoms of

water, but without finding many cod. Suddenly
he began hauling in large fish of a kind totally un-

known to him and, as it proved later, entirely un-
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known to science. In a short time he had boated

over 5000 Ibs. of them. He caught nothing else.

The new fish was unusually beautiful. Not unlike

the cod in outline, its body was thickly covered with

large yellow spots, and the body itself had iridescent

tints similar to the weak fish. On its back was a

fleshy fin very like that of the salmon, but located

in front of instead of behind the dorsal. On the

cheeks were vari-coloured tile-shaped marks.

Knowing nothing of the fish, Captain Kirby threw

overboard most of his catch. He regretted it, however,

for on his return and testing the fish, it was found to

be of the highest food quality and a good keeper.

Specimens were sent to Washington, where it was

found that the fish was not only a new species, but of

an entirely new family. It was given the family

name of Latilidse and the generic or tribal name of

Lopholatilus and the specific name of chamaleonti-

ceps. The popular name of tile-fish was also be-

stowed by Washington on account of the tile-like

markings on the head.

The tile-fish achieved immediate popularity with the

public. Huge quantities were brought into the

market and promptly sold. It became one of the

most important and most sought for food fish in

the Boston and New York markets. The supply

continued abundant for nearly three years, then one

day early in the spring of 1882 the boats that went

out to the fishing grounds failed to catch a single

tile-fish. This was the more mysterious, since on the

previous trip the boats had returned heavily laden

with them.
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A few days later vessels arriving at the ports of

Philadelphia, New York, and Boston reported

passing through miles of dead or dying tile-fish.

Investigation showed that the area covered

by these dead fish was between 5000 and 7000

square miles, and that the number exceeded

1,000,000,000.

From 1882 until 1915 not a trace of tile-fish was

found anywhere in the world, although another genus
of -the family and a couple of species of little or

no value were discovered. Scientific men became

convinced that the valuable food fish had become

suddenly exterminated by some sudden submarine

disturbance, or by some poisonous gas, or by a sudden

fatal malady.

Early in the season of 1915, while the Government
was engaged in marine work off Nantucket, without

any warning, tile -fish were caught. The location

was on the old grounds in almost the same spot
where Captain Kirby made his first catch in 1879.
A hurried investigation showed that the fish were

present in vast abundance. Later, not only were the

other old grounds found to be occupied, but new ones

were located along the New Jersey coast and north of

Nantucket. Boats were immediately chartered, and
in a few weeks the Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
and Baltimore markets were well supplied, and since

then without interruption the tile-fish have been

held in high popular favour. It was evident that all

the tile-fish had not been exterminated by the

mysterious catastrophe in 1882, and that whatever

the disaster was, it was of such a nature as to drive
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the survivors far away into much deeper water

beyond the reach of the apparatus of fishermen.

There is little doubt but that excessive

cold caused the shoals to move away
suddenly. Tile-fish prefer warmer currents

than the other varieties of cod-fish, and

evidently had their habitat in a lower

stratum of water which, owing to the ex-

cessively cold winter storms of that year,

was suddenly invaded by ice. The quick

change of temperature, to which tile-fish

are very susceptible, would kill off a

great quantity, while others, taking fright,

would make a wholesale migration, just

as certain species of birds would do if our

climate were suddenly to change. -Such

a catastrophic interference with their

normal conditions of life had perhaps
caused them to keep away from such an

area for many years.



CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION

THE
British nation spends three

times as much on consumption of

tobacco as it does on fish, and twelve

times as much on alcoholic drink. When
one considers that only a section of the

people smoke and drink, whereas almost

everybody eats, or, to be more correct,

should eat, fish, these figures are made
still more disproportionate. The British

fisheries have perhaps not always deserved

the attention of the public. That the

industry has been shackled by the tyranny
of custom, and that the organization has

been inefficient, goes without saying ;
but

by awakening to the great possibilities of

development by the use of steam and
other improved machinery, the industry
no longer merits the contempt of the

public. The steam trawler is one of the
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most economical and efficient means of

enlarging our food supply, and the food

shortage is going to give our fisheries the

attention which they now so much need.

The development of the fishing grounds
of the North Sea and North Atlantic

should in future come from the interior

of Britain, The demand for an article is

the stimulus to its production. When
people find that a plentiful supply of fish

is a much greater necessity than a plentiful

supply of "drink or tobacco, they will be

prepared to spend more on what will be

an important food in times of reduced

harvests. Europe has the wolf at the

door. The people of England must ac-

custom themselves to a greater use of fish,

not as an occasional luxury, but as a

daily diet. Since the outbreak of war
the quantity of fish landed has greatly
diminished

;
the reduction amounts to

four million tons. This quantity and its

increase is left on the ocean fishing banks

and is as safe there as the cattle in our

pastures. When peace comes and the

trawlers resume their peace-time occupation ,

they will immediately commence to fish up
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this reserve. Consequently enormous quan-
tities offood will be flung on the market.

It is by the increase in use that the

product will come better in quality and

cheaper in price to the consumer
;

the

expense of distribution will lessen as the

quantities become larger and the channels

more efficient. Adequate harbour and rail-

way accommodation, two of the first

conditions of a successful fishery, should

receive the closest attention. It is a well-

known fact that at present the price of

fish when landed makes it the cheapest
food in the country. As the industry
becomes larger and more systematized the

land charges will lessen and the arrange-
ments for conserving the quality will become
much improved.
The most valuable fish around these

isles in their order of importance are the

herring, cod-fish, haddock, and plaice : the

rate of increase in the first three is very

great, and these are likely to become, by
maintenance of quantity, the great staple
food fishes. The plaice has a tendency to

lessen in importance. The people of this

country, by no means realize the value of
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the herring. In normal times by far the

greater proportion of the catch is exported
as soon as caught, although the food is

as valuable as meat and is landed at a

cost of about one penny per pound. There

is a great demand for tinned herrings for

home consumption and for export, yet we
have hardly touched this branch of the

industry. Although we import millions of

tins of herrings, sardines, and anchovies,

we have these fish in abundance on our

own coasts. There is scientific investiga-

tion of our fisheries, but there is no alliance

between the science and the industry ;
col-

laboration is essential if we wish to hold our

position. Applied science would bring great

improvements in marketing the produce.
If Britain is going to maintain its

supremacy in this industry, the people
of this country must decide at once to

encourage by every means in their power
the use of fish. The destiny of the industry
is now in our hands. If we do not avail

ourselves of the opportunities, of which

we have at present more than continental

nations, we shall find others in the field

endeavouring to wrest our supremacy and
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prestige away from us. A starving Europe
is not going to leave the fisheries to our

exploitation alone. We shall have neigh-

bours and rivals in a field open to all, and

the successful competitiors will be those

who are best equipped with brains, energy,

and material. Can we in full confidence

say that we can rest on our oars and

despise this continental competition ? In

judging this question we must remember

that pre-war conditions no longer operate.

The future will be quite different, since

demand, the greatest factor in production,
is vastly increased. Before the war, luck

and our favoured position were on our

side, in future there must be no luck ;

if the ocean is to be fully exploited it will

be the most intelligent and energetic people
who will succeed

;
the best man will win.

If our methods are not equal to the methods

of other European nations, as soon as

peace comes the industry will have its

supremacy menaced. The importance of

this question cannot be exaggerated. A
great deal depends on the methods employed

by those workers engaged in the industries

and the intensity of their effort
;
we must
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remember that we want to catch as much,
use as much, export as much fish as we

possibly can. Our success will be sure if

the British public realize the importance of

the question, and that by using they are sup-

porting an industry that is vital to an island

nation, which depends in a great measure

on seamen and the sea for its security.

The greatest fishing nations of the world

are Great Britain, Norway ,
and Japan.

Together these three countries land over

3,000,000 tons of fish per annum, or more

than half the world's supply. As a close

corollary we find that these countries are

also great in their mercantile marine.

Britain and Norway have a wonderful

shipping record. Japan has made very

great progress in recent years, and now
holds a predominant position on the

Pacific. This sufficiently shows the vital

need for encouraging fisheries, and it is

further emphasized by the fact that many
of the merchant and naval service workers

are recruited from the fishing vessels. The

war has vindicated the value of this

training ground.
In peace time Britain and Norway land
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over 70 per cent of the produce of the

North Sea. The efficiency of the British

trawler is almost perfect, and it is the

ambition of other nations to emulate our

methods of fishing. Our chief need is to

improve the means employed in placing
the food on the table of the consumer in

the most appetizing and convenient form.

There is room for a great advance in the

methods of preserving fish. The greatest

adverse factor in the industry is the

perishable nature of the commodity. A
big percentage of the food often becomes

unpalatable and unsaleable owing to

unavoidable delays. If better methods

can be invented for preserving the quality
and flavour of the food, our fisheries will

be revolutionized. Cold storage and the

use of ice do not preserve fish as well as

they do other foods. On this subject the

following very interesting letter appeared
in the columns of the Times a short while

ago over the signatures of Professor

Gardiner and Professor Nuttall of Cam-

bridge, advocating a new method of brine

freezing which might materially improve
and regularize supplies. The idea is well
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worth the study of those who are interested

in the question.

May we be allowed, in this time of meat scarcity,

to draw attention to the necessity of the systematic
conservation of fish and its equal distribution as

food ? The total quantity of fish landed in Great

Britain in 1913 was 23,980,724 cwt., of which about

one-half consisted of herring and mackerel. The
actual herring catch was 11,845,578 cwt. This is im-

portant ; for, while the catch of all fish has decreased,

that of herring is relatively least affected by the war,

for it is a fishery pursued near our coasts and by
comparatively small vessels. Further, it is a fishery

which is carried on all the year round, that of Storno-

way commencing in January, different areas around

the North of Scotland and the East Coasts coming

successively into season, the Lowestoft fishing

ending with November.

Of the herring landed in the United Kingdom in

1913, no less than 9,961,830 cwt. was exported,
88 per cent thereof being either cured or salted.

Of other fish, less than one million cwt. was exported.
Of the 4J million cwt. of herring landed in Scotland,

95 per cent were cured, the value being estimated

at about 145. per cwt. The fresh herring could not

be put wholesale on the market at id. per lb., or

Jd. each, and there was no alternative but to cure

and export them. A glut of herring regularly

occurs at each fishing post in the season, and in summer
there is no method but that of pickling for dealing
with the excess of fish.
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Of a good herring 70 per cent is edible, and it

contains 13 per cent of protein and 5-6 per cent of

fat, its energy value representing 498 calories per Ib.

The amount exported in 1913 would be enough to

supply each member of the population with about

25 Ib. of fish per annum. This quantity of fish

represents the equivalent of about two months' meat

supply for every person in the United Kingdom.
It is necessary, however, that the fish should be

preserved in a form palatable to our population,

and the only method, the cheapest and the best, is

by freezing. Two methods of freezing may be

employed (a) dry freezing, and (6) freezing in brine.

In the former the fish are simply frozen in the air of

a cold chamber at some temperature below 25 F. ;

the time required properly to freeze a herring is at

least 12 hours, and the resulting product shows a

market loss in weight and flavour, the flesh further

becoming pulpy with loss of juice in thawing. In

brine freezing the fish are plunged into a bath of

ordinary salt brine at a temperature below 16 F.,

a fish being completely frozen through in two hours.

The pipes by which the chamber is cooled can be

passed through the brine bath, which is open to the

air, or, experimentally, the whole process can be

carried out, as we have done it, by using an ice-and-

salt freezing mixture in a large tub.

By the brine-freezing process 17 to 12 relays of

fish can be frozen in the same bath in 24 hours.

The fish, when removed, can be simply packed in

barrels, which can stand, as we have proved, for

months in a cold-storage chamber at 28 to 32 F.

12
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The herrings, when thawed out gradually in cold

water, are practically in the same condition as when

first placed in the brine. At such low temperatures
no salt penetrates their tissues. There is no appreci-

able loss in weight or in flavour ; the muscle cells do

.n ot break up in any way, and there is hence no pulping
of the flesh nor loss of juice.

We venture to suggest that the matter is one

which requires to be taken in hand at once. Many
vessels are already provided with freezing apparatus,
and the extra cost of a brine-freezing installation

would be inconsiderable. The simplest method

would be to put up one or two such vessels with the

requisite apparatus for brine-freezing. These vessels

could follow the glut of the herring fishery from port
to port, commencing at Stornoway. The herrings

when frozen could be packed in barrels and dispatched
to co!4 stores in different towns all over Great Britain,

being takenfout andfused as required.
"
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Baring-OonSd (8.). THE LIFE OF
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Second and Cheaper Edition. Royal Ivo.
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THE TRAGEDY OF THE CySARS:
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Third Edition. Cr. few*. 6j.

A BOOK OF DARTMOOR. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr. #<. <u.

A BOOK OF DEVON. Illustrated. Tkird
Editum. Cr. far*, tr.
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A GARLAND OF COUNTRY SONG.
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Bastable (C. f .). THE COMMERCE OF
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Ftaj. to*. 5J. **t

Becfeford (Peter). THOUGHTS ON
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Hhistrated. Third Edition. Dt**yte. &/.
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Bennett (W. H,). A PRIMER OF THE
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BIBLICAL INTRODUCTION. Wkk *
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lUwmtML
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Edition. Demy too.
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not.
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THE LETTERS AND SPEECHES OF
OLIVER CROMWELL. With aa In-
troduction by C. H. FIRTH, and Notes
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Volnmts. Dtmy 8z>o. i&j. not.

Chambers (Mrs. Lambert). LAWN
TENNIS FOR LADIES. Illustrated.
Swtmd Edition. Cr. %vo. a*. 6J. ntt.
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Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Bv*.
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Henley (W. B.). ENGLISH LYRICS:
CHAUCER TO POL. Second Edition.
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Hill (Georg* FrncU). ONE HUNDRED
MASTERPIECES OF SCULPTURE.
Illustrated. Demy 800. toj. &t. net.
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TRADE: AN APPLICATION OF ECONOMIC
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UMBRIA. Illustrated. Fifth Edition.
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Rmined.

COMPLETE RCGBV FOOTBALLER, ON THE NKW
ZEALAND SYSTKM, THE. D. Gallaher and
W. J. Siead. LOJ. 6d. ntt. Stccnd Edition.

COMPLETE SHOT, THB. G. T. Teasdale-
Buckell. iw. (>d. ntt. Third Edition.

COMPLETE SWIMMER, THK. F. Sachs. 74. 6d.

net.

COMPLKTK YACHTSMAN, THE. B. KeckstaH-
Smith and E. du Boulay. Stcond Edition,
Revised. 154. net.

The Connoisseur's Library

With numerous Illustrations.

ENGLISH COLODREB BOOKS. Martin Hardte.

ENGLISH FURNITURE. F. S. Robinson.

ETCHINGS. Sir F. Wedmore. Stcond Edition.

EUROPEAN ENAMELS. Henry H. Cuuyag-
hame.

FINE BOOKS. A. W. Pollard.

GLASS. Edward Dillon.

GOLDSMITHS' AND SILVERSMITHS' WORK.
Nelson Dawson. Second Edition.

lci.0MiNA.TBD MANUSCRIPTS. J. A. Herbert.
Stcoxui Edition

Wide Royal Zvo.

IVORIES.

2SJ

Alfred Ma-jkell

H. Clifford

net each volume

Smith. StcondJHWELLKRY.
Edition.

MEZZOTINTS. Cyril Davenport.

MINJATUKES. Dudley Heath.

PORCELAIN. Edward Dillon.

SEALS. Walter de Gray Birch.

WOOD SCULPTORS. Alfred MaskclL Second
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Handbooks of English Church History

Edited by J. H. BURN. Crcum 80. 2*. (td. tut each volume

FOUNDATIONS OF THE ENGLISH CHURCH, THE. RxruxMATioN PERIOD, THR. Henry G.
J. H. Maude.

SAXON CHURCH AND THE NORMAN CONQUEST,
THE. C. T. CruttwelL

MEDIEVAL CHURCH AND THE PAPACY, THE.
A. C. Jennings.

STRUGGLE WITH PURITANISM, THE. Bruce
Biaxland.

CHURCH or ENGLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH
CKWTURV, THE. Alfred Piummcr.

Handbooks of Theology

DOCTRINE or THE INCARNATION, 1 HR. R. L.

Ottley. Fifth Edition. Demy Bvo. iss. 6d.

tut.

HISTORY or EARLV CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE, A.

J. F. Betfaunc-Baker. Dtmy Boo. ioj. M.
net.

INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY or RELIGION,
AN. F. B. Jevons. SixtA Edition. Dttny
8t?#. lot. 6cf. mt.

TO THE HlSTORV Or TH*
CKKEJDS, AN. A. E. Burn. Dewy Sro.

IOJT. 6d, tut.

or RKMGJON IN ENGLAND AND
AMERICA, THB. Alfred Caldecott. Demy
800. los. 6d. tut.

XXXIX ARTICLES or THE CKURCH or ENG-
LAND, THK. Ediissd by E. C. S. Gibson.

Ediiitn. Dtmy 8*. j. 6J. tut.

Ha&lth Seriss

Fcap. net

CARB or THE BODY, THK. F. Cavanagh.
|

How TO LIVR LONG. W. Cart.

CARS or THK TEKTH, THE. A. T. Pitts. I HVGIENK OF THR SKIN, THB. G. Penset

EYES OF OUR CHILDREN, THE. N. Bishop
' PB-EV?*. ' it COMMON COLD,

"-

Harmac.
THROAT
Yearsley

HEALTH TOR THZ MIDDLE-AGKD. Seymour
Taylor.

*HF,ALTH or * WOMAN, THB. H. J. F
Simpson.

O. K. Williamson.

EAR TROUBLE*. Mac'eod

HEALTH or THE CHILL., THK. O. Kildes
beta.

The 'Home Life
1

Series

Illustrated. Demy &vo. 6s, te los. 6d. net

HOME Lire IN AMV.KICA. Kathcrine G.

Busbey. Stcond Edition.

HOME Lire IN CHINA. I. Taylor Headland.

HOME LirE IN FRANCE. Miss Bethain-
Edwards. Sixth Edition.

HOME LIFE IN GERMANY. Mrs. A. Sidgwick.
Third Edition.

HOME LIFE m HOLLAND. D, S. Meldnnt..

HOMK Lira IN ITALY. Lina Duff Gordon.

Third Edition.

HOME LIFE IN NORWAY. H. K. Daniels.

Second Edition.

Hotitt LifK IN RUSSIA. A. S. Rappoport.

HOMC LirF iw SVAZH. S. L.



MCTHUEN AKD COMPANY LIMITED

Leaders of R*ligi<m

Edited by H. C. BEECHING. With Portrait*

Crown 8*v. 2s. net each volume

CAKSINAL NEWMAN. R. H. Hattoc. Stcond

JOHN WESLEY. J. H. Overton.

Burner WILBKRFORCE. G. W. Darnell.

CARDINAL MANNING. A. W. Hutton. Stcond
Edition.

CHARLWS SIMKOM H. C. G. Motile.

JOKW KNOX. F MacCunn. Second Edition

JOHN HOWK, R. F. Horton.

.THOMAS, KRN. F. A. Clarke.

Fox, TKF QUAKER. T. Hodfkin.

JOHNKBBLX. Walter Lock. Seventh Sdttitm.

Mrs. Oliphant StconA

R. L. Ottley. Stcond

THOMAS CHALMERS.
Edition,

LANCELOT ANDRRWES.
Edition.

AOGOTINE OF CANTERBURY. E. L. Cotts.

WILLIAM LA0 W H. Hutton. Fourth
Edition.

JOHN DONNE. Augustus Jessop.

THOMAS CRANMKK. A. J. Masoa.

LATIMER. R. M. and A. J. Carlyle.

Bisuor BVTI.BK. W. A. Spooner

Tb Library of Deyotion

With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes

Small Pott 8zv, clotk, 2s.; leather; 2s. 6d. net e&k volume

ST. AUGOSTINB, THE.CONFESSIONS OF
Ninth Editic*.

IMITATION OF CHRIST, THK. Eighth Edition,

CHKWTIAM YRAR, THK. Fifth Edition.

Lv*A IKKOCEXTJCM. Third Edition.

TffwtrtK, THK. Stctttt? Edition.

B."o* or DKWTJONS, A. Stctnd Edition,

Swmous CAJ :, TO A DBVOUT AND HOLT
Ltvx, A, fifth

(fVivtyt TO ETXUMITT, A.

IKWER WAY, THK. Third Edition.

OK THE Lorn OK GOD.

PSALMS ov DAVID, THK.

LYRA APOJ.TOLICA.

SONG OF SONGS, THE.

THOUGHTS OF PASCAL, THE- Second Edition.

MANUAL OF CONSOLATION FROM THB SAINTS
ANP FATHK-XS, A.

DEVOTIONS OF ST. ANSELM, THE.

BISHOP WILSON'S SACRA PRIVATA.

GRACB ABOUNDING TO THE CHIEF OF SSN-

MKKS.

Boolf of Sacred Verse-LYXA SACRA. A
Sac*** Edition.

DAY BOOK FROM THB SATXTS AKO FATHERS,
A.

LJTTLK BOOK OF HKAYBHLY WISDOM, A. A
Selection from th* ngltb Wy^tic*

LIGHT, LIFE, and LOVE. A Stl*ction from
tb* German Mystics,

INTRODCCTIOK TO THE DEVOUT Ur^. Aw.

LITTLE FLOWERS OF THK GLORIOUS MKSSER
ST. FRANCIS AND or HIS FRIARS, THE

DBATH AND IMMORTALITY.

SPIRITUAL GUIDE, THK. Third Edition,

DKVOTIONS FOR EVERY DAY IN THB WEEK
AND THE GREAT FESTIVALS.

PRBCKS PRIVATAB.

H..XAR MytTicAib A Day Book frare t\w
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Little Books on Art

W\th many Illustrations. Dtmy 2$. 6d. mt each velume

Each volune consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations,

including a Frontispiece in Photogravure

DtRBR. L. J Allen.

E. Dillon. ThirdAKTS or JAN, TUB.
Edition.

ROOKPLATBS. E. Almack.

BOTTICELU. Kary L. Bonoor.

BURNS-JON BS. F. de Lisle. Third Edition.

CKLLINI. R. H.H. Cust.

CHRISTIAN SYMIOUSM. Mrs. H. Jcunor,

CHRIST iw ART. Mrs. H. Jennor.

CLAUOR. E. Dillm.

CONSTABLE. H. W. Torapkins. Stcond
Edition. \

COROT. A. Pollaniand E. Btrnstingl.

EARLY ENGLISH YATER-COLOUR. C E.
Hughes.

ENAMBLS. Mrs. N. >awxon. Second Edition.

FREDERIC LEIGHTOW A. Corkran.

GKORG? ROMNKT. (4 Paston.

GRKBK ART. H. B. Voters. Fifth Edition.

GRBDZB AND BOUCHER. . F. Pollard.

HOLBEIN. Mrs. G. Fortescue.

II.LOMINATKO MANUSCRirTS. J. W. Bradley.

JEWELLERY. C. Davenport. Stamd Edition,

JOHM HOI'PNER. H. P. K. SktptOO.

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS. J. Sime. Stctmd
Edition.

MH.LKT. N. Pesicock. Sco*d Edition.

MIMIATDRK.S. C. Davenport, V.D., F.S.A,
SecfnJ Edition.

OUR LADT IN ART. Mrs. H. Jenner.

RAPHAEL. A. R. Dryhurst. Second Edititn.

RODIN. Marie! Ciotkowska.

TORNBR. F. Tyrrell-Gill.

VAMDYCK. M. G. Smaliwood.

VELAZQUEZ. W. Wilberforc* and A. R.
Gilbert.

WATTS, R. E. D. Sketchley. StctndEdition.

With naauy

The Little Guide*

by E. H. NEW and other artists, and from photographs

,!**// Pott &. aa. W, ur/ ack vobtws

The m*in fanie f these Guides are ( 1 ) a bandy and charming form ; (a) Ulu*-

tr&tions from
photographs and by well-known arrists ; (3) good plan* and maps ;

(4) an ade<juate bat ctfnpact presentation of everything that is interesting in the
oaturd fen-tures, historyjarclweology, and archkectureof the town or district treated.

CAMRIIX;II ANP ITS CdiLBGBS. A. H.
Thompson. Third Editi*,, Revised.

CHANNEL I.AMOS., THB. 1. E. Bickuell.

ENGUSH LAKE^, TMB. F. t BrabaaC

ILK or WKJHT, THB. G. Cinch.

LOKEK.VM. G. Clinch.

AND ITS COLLBCBS.
r/^A Editin,

J. . Wells,

ST. PAUL'S CATHRDRAL. G. Clinch.

SHAKXCPEARB'S COUNTRY. Sir B. C. A,

Windk. Fifth Mdititn.

SOUTH W.LBS. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

TRMKLX, TMB. H. H, L. BI!ot.

WKSTMIMSTKB AiwuT. G. E. Trovtbock.
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The Little Guidei-continued

BERKSHIRE. F. G. Brabant

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. E. S. Roscoe. Second
Edition, Revised.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE, J. C. Cor. ^
CHKSHIRF, W. M. Gallichan.

*

CORNWALL. A. L. Salmon. Second Edition.

DERBYSHIRE. J. C. Cox. Stcond Edition.

DEVON. S. Baring-Gould. Third Edition.

DORSET. F. R. Heath. Fourth Edition.

DURHAM. J. E. Hodgkin.

ESSEX. J. C. Cos. Second Edition.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE. J. C Cox.

HAMPSHIRE. J. C. Cox. Second Edition.

HERTFORDSHIRE. H. W. Tompldns.
KENT. J. C. Cox. Stcond Edition, Rt-

written.

KERRY. C. P. Crane. Stcond Edition.

LEICESTERSHIRE AND RUTLAND. A. Harvey
and V. B. Crowther-Beynon.

LINCOLNSHIRE. J. C. Cox.

MIDDLESEX. J. B. Firth.

MONMOUTHSHIRE. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

NORFOLK. W. A. Dutt. Third Edition,
Revised.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. W. Dry. Stcond
SJition, Rnited.

NOKTHOMBERLAHB. J. E.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE. L. Guilfori.

OXFORDSHIRE. F. G. Brabant StandEdition.

SHROPSHIRE. J. E. Auden.

SOMERSET. G. W. and J. H. Vade. Third
Edition.

STAFFORDSHIRE. C. Masefielt.

SUFFOLK. W. A. Dutt.

SURREY. J. C Cox. Second Edition, Re-
written.

SUSSEX. F. G. Brabant. Furtk Edition.

WARWICKSHIRE. J. C. Cox

WILTSHIRE. F. R. Heath. Stcond Edition,

THE EAST RIDING. J. E.YORKSHIRE,
Morris.

YORKSHIRE,
Morris.

YORKSHIRE,

THE NORTV RIDINO. J. E.

THE WES- RIDING. J. E.

Moms. y. 6d. ntt.

BRITTANY. S. Baring-Could. Secend Edition.

NORMANDY. C. Scudaiore. Second Edition.

ROME. C. G. Ellaby.

SICILY. F. H. Jacksm.

The Little Library

With Introduction, Nor.es, and Photogravure

Small Pott$vc,. Ea<K Vdumt, cloth, is. 5^. tut

A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS. Second Edition.

JLRgtan (Jan) PRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Two Votttmtt.

NORTHANGER ABBEY.

Baeon (Prancla). THE ESSAYS OF
LORD BACON.

Barbara (R. B.). THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Two

Burnett (Annie), A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH PROSE. Third Edition.

BocKfard (William). THE HISTORY OF
THB CAtlPH VATHEK.

Blak (Wtlliaw) SELECTIONS FROM
THE WORXSOF WILLIAM BLAKE.

Borrow (Oaorp). LAVENGRO.
Vofattuu.

THE ROMANr RYE.

Two

). SELECTIONS FROM
THE EAR3Y POEMS OF ROBERT
BROWNING

Canning (Geffgo). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANT-JACOBIN: With some latei

Poems by GJORGE CANNING.

Gowtoy (Afraham). THE ESSAYS OF
A-BRAHA4 COWLRY.
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fho Littli Library continued

Crabbn (Geflrga). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE CRABBE.

Gv&shawr (Hichard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS 01 RICHARD CRASHAW.

Daat Alfghhri. PURGATORY.
PARADISE

Dftfldy (Gfioria). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

(Sfrs.), CRANFOKD. Second
Edition.

Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER.

EOTHEN. SecondSKSnglake (A. W,).
Edition.

Locker (F.). LONDON LYRICS.
MarveU (Andrew}, THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL.

Milton (John). THS MINOR POEMS OF
JOHN MILTON.

Moir (D. M.). MANSIE WAtfCH.
HIchoU (Bowyer). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

imith (Horace and Jarats). REJECTED
ADDRESSES.

Bte?K6 (Laurence), A SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY.

launyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON.

IN MEMORIAM.
THE PRINCESS.
MAUD.

Yaughfcn (Haary). THE POEMS OF
HENRY VAUGHAN.

Waterhoy.3 (SHz^beth), A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH.
Seventeenth Edition.

Wordsworth (W,). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF WILLIAM WORDS-
WORTH.

Wordsworth (W.) and Colarfdga (S. T.>,
LYRICAL BALLADS. Third Edition

The Little Quarto Shakespeare
Edited ty W, J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

Pott \$mo. 40 Volumes. Leather, price is. net each volume

Mahogany Retaking Book Case. lew. net

\ Miniature Library

Dettij 321710. Leather, as. net each volume

EDPHKANOR: A Diaiogae on Youth. Edward I Pocomus; or, Wi Saws and Modem In-
FitzGerald. stauces. Edward FitzGerald.

TKB RuuAwAr OF OMJK KHAVTAM. Edward FuzGerald. Fifth Edition, is. tut

The New Library of Msdictne

Edited by C. W. SALEEBY. Derny %

AIR AND HEALTH. Ronald C. Bjlacfie. jt. &t.

net. Second Edition.

CAKE OF THE BODY, THK. F. Cavanagh.
Second Edition, js. &(. net.

CHILDREN OF THE NATION, THS; The Right
Hon. Sir John Gorst. Second Edition.

js. 6d. net.

DISEASES OF OCCDPATION. Sir Ihos. Oliver.
ioj. 6t/. net. Second Edition.

DRUGS AND THIS DKUG HABIT.
bury. 7*. 6d. nt.

A. Sains-

FUNCTIONAL NKRVB DISEASES. A. I. Scho-
field. is. 6d. net.

HVGIENEOF MIWD, THE. Sir T. S. Cloustoo.

Sixth Edition. 71. 6d, net.

Sir George Newman.INFANT MORTALITY.

7*. &/. net.

PREVKMTION OF TUBERCULOSIS (CONSUM?-
TJON), THE. Arthur Newsholrne. TOJ. 6at.

tut. Second Edition.



MBTHUEN AND COMPANY LIMITED

The Naw Library of Music
Edited by ERNEST NEWMAN. Illustrated. 2>emy Zvo. ys. M. net

BRAHMS. J. A. Fuller-Maitland. Second I HANDEL. R. A. Streatfeild. Second Edition

I HOGO WOJ.F. Ernest Newman.

Oxford Biographies
Illustrated, Fcap. %vo. Each volume , cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; leather, 3*. 6rf. net

DANTE ALIGHIERI.
Edition.

Paget Toynbee. Fifth

O SAVONAROLA. E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Sixth Edition.

JOHN HOWARD. E, C S. Gibson.

Stx WALTBH RALEIGH. I. A Taylor.

ERASMUS. E. F. H. Capey.
CHATHAM. A. S. McDowall
CANNING. W. Alison Phillifs.

FRANCOIS DB FENBLON. V4scount St Cyres,

Seven Plays
Fcap. &vo. 2s. net

HONBVMOON, THB. A Comedy in Three Acts.
Arnold Bennett. Third Edition.

GRKAT ADVENTURE, THR, A Play of Fancy in

Four Acts. Arnold Bennett. Fourth Edition.

MILESTONES. Arnold Bennett and Edward
Knoblauch. Sisvtnt.k Edition.

Gcar Wilde. Acting

Third Edi-

IDEAL HUSBAND, AM.
Edition,

KISMET. Edward Knoblauch.
Horn,

TYPHOON. A Play in Tour Acts. Melchior
LengyeL English Version by Laurenct
Irving. Second Edit**.

WARS CASK, THB. George Playdell.

Sport Series
Illustrated. Fcap. Bvo. is. net

FLYING, ALL ABOUT. Gertrude Bacon.

GOLFING SWING, THB. Bornham Kara.
Fourth Edition.

GYMNASTICS. D. Scott.

*SKATING. A. E. Cawley.

SWIM, How TO. E. R. Anstla.

WRESTLING. P. Linghnrst.

The States of Italy
Edited by E. ARMSTRONG and R. LANGTON DOUGLAS

Illustrated. Demy 8tw
MILAN UNDER THE SFOKZA, A HISTORY or. I VBRONA, A HSTORY or. A. M. Allen.

Cecilia M. Ady. TOJ. 6rf. net. \ 121. &/. net.

PERUGIA, A HISTORY op. W. Heywood. IU. 6at. net.

The Westminster Commentaries
General Editor, WALTER LCCK

Demy 8w
ACTS or THB APOSTLES, THE. Edited by R.

B. Rackham. Seventh Edition. 10*. M.
net.

FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL THB APOSTLE TO
THE CORINTHIANS, THE. Edited by H. L.

Goudge. Fourth Edition. 6*. net.

BOOK OF AMOS, THE. Edited by E. A.
Edgbill. With an Introduction by G. A.
Cooke. 6s. net.

BOOK OF EXODUS, THB. Edited by A. H.
M'Neile. With a Map and 3 Plans. IM. &&
net.

BOOK OF EZEKIEL, THE. Edited by H. A.

Rcdpath, noj. Hd. tut.

BOOK OF GaiKsis, THK. Ed'ted, with Intro-
ductton and Notes, by S. R. Driver. Tenth
Edition. 20*. &/. net.

ADDITIONS ANO CORRECTIONS IN THE
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH EDITIONS OF THS
BOOK w SENESIS. S. R. Driver, i*. net.

BOOK OF THE PROPHET ISAIAH, THE.
Edited by G. W. Wade. xar. 6d. net.

BOOK OF JOB, THB. Edited by E. C. S.

Gibson. Second Edition. tf. net.

EPISTLE a? ST. JAMKS, THB. Edited, witb
Introducton and Notes, Vy R. J. Koowtiag.
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The *

Young
1

Series

Illustrated. Crown 8ro

YOUNG BOTANIST, THE. W. P. Westell and
C. S. Cooper. 3*. 6d. net.

YOUNG CARPENTER, THE. Cyril Hall. 5*.

YOUNG ELECTRICIAN, THE. Hammond Hall.

S*co*4 Edition. 5*.

YOUNG ENGIWBKR, THE. Hammond Hall
Third Edition. $s.

YOUNG NATURALIST, THE. W. P. Westell
6s.

YOUNO ORNITHOLOGIST, THB. W. P. Weste

Methuen's Shilling Library

Ff.ap. 8v0. is. net

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED. G. K. Chesterton.

BEST OF LAMB, THB. Edited by E. V. Lucas.

BLUE BIRD, THE. Maurice Maeterlinck.

CHARLES DICKENS. G. K. Chesterton.

CHARMIDBS, AND OTHER POEMS. Oscar
Wilde.

CSITRXL : The Story of a Minor Siege. Sir

G. S. Robertson.

CONDITION OF ENGLAND, THK. G. F. G.
Masterman.

Ds PROFUNDIS. Oscar Wilde.

FAMOUS WITS, A BOOK OF. W. Jerrold.

FROM MIDSHIPMAN TO FIELD-MARSHAL,
Sir Evelyn Wood, F.M., V.C.

HARVEST HOME. E. V. Lucas.

HILLS AND THE SEA. Hilaire Belloc.

HOME LIFE JN FRANCE. M. Betham-
Edwards.

HUXLEY, THOMAS HENRY. P. Chalmers-
Mitchell.

IDEAL HUSBAND, AN. Oscar Wilde.

IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST, THB
Oscar Wilde.

INTENTIONS. Oscar Wilde.

JOHN BOVKS, KING OF THE WA-KIKUTU.
John Boyes.

LADV WINDERMFRE'S FAN. Oscar Wilde.

LETTERS FROM A SKLF-MADS MERCHANT
TO HIS SON. George Horace Lorimer.

LIFE OF JOHN RUSKIN, THE. W. G. Colling-
wood.

LIFE OF ROBERT Louis STEVENSON, THE.
Graham Baifour.

LITTLE OF EVERYTHING, A. E. V. Lucas.

LORD ARTHUR SAVILE'S CRIME. Oscar Wilde.

J.ORK OF THC HONBV-BKR, THB. Tickner

MAN AND THE UNIVERSE. Sir Oliver Lodge.

MARY MAGDALENE. Maurice Maeterlinck.

MIRROR OF THE SEA, THE. J. Conrad.

OLD COUNTRY LIFE. S. Baring-Gould.

OSCAR WILDE: A Critical Study. Arthur
Ransome.

PARISH CLERK, THE. P. H. Ditchfield.

PICKED COMPANY, A. Hilaire Belloc.

REASON AND BELIEF. Sir Oliver Lodge.
SCIENCK FROM AN EASY CHAIR. Sir Ray

Lankftster.

SELECTED POEMS. Oscar Wilde.

SELECTED PROSE. Oscar Wilde.

AND OTHER STORIES. LeoSEVASTOPOL,
Tolstoy.

SHEPHERD'S LIFK, A. W. H. Hudson.

SHILLING FOR MY THOUGHTS, A. G. K.
Chesterton.

SOCIAL EVILS AND THEIR REMEDY. Leo
Tslstoy.

SOME LETTERS OF R. L. STEVENSON. Selected

by Lloyd Osbourne.

SUBSTANCE OF FAITH, THB. Sir Oliver

Lodge.

SURVIVAL OF MAN, THE. Sir Oliver Lodge.
TENNYSON. A. C. Benson.

TOWER OF LONDON, THE. R. Davey.

Two ADMIRALS. Admiral John Moresby.

UNDER FIVE REIGNS. Lady Dorothy NeviiL

VAILIMA LETTERS. Robert Louis Stevenson.

VARIETY LANE. E, V. Lacas.

VICAR OF MORWENSTOW, THX. S. Baring-
Gould.

WOMAN oy NO IMPORTANCE, A. Oeu*
Wilde.



METHUHN AND COMPANY LIMITED

Books for Travellers

Crown 800. 6*. net each

Each volume contains a number of Illustrations in Colour

Avow AND SHAKESPEARE'S COUNTRY, THE.
A. G. Bradley

BLACK FOREST, A BOOK o? THE. C. E.
Hughes.

8KOTOWS AT HOME, THE. F. M. Gostling.

CITIKS OF LOMBARD?, THE. Edward Hutton.

CITIES OF ROMAGNA AMD THB MARCHES,
THB. Edward Ration.

CITIES OF SPAIN, THE. Edward Hutton.

CITIUS OF UMBRIA, THE. Edward Hutton.

DAYS IN CORNWALL. C. Lewis Hind.

EGYPT, BY THK WATERS OF. N. Lorimer.

FLORENCE AND NORTHERN TUSCANY, WITH
GENOA. Edward Hutton.

LAND OF PARDONS, THK (Brittany), Anatolc
Le Baz.

NAFLKS. Arthur H. Norway.

NAPLES RIVIBRA, THE. H. M. Vaaghan.

NEW FOREST, TUB. Hornet G. Huccbinson.

NORFOLK BROADS, THE. W. A. Dutt.

NORWAY AND ITS FJOROS. M. A. Wyllie.

RHINS, A BOOK OF THE. S. Baring-Gould-

ROME. Edward Hutton.

ROUND ABOUT WILTSHIRE. A, G. Bradley.

SCOTLAND OK TO-DAY. T. F. Henderson and
Francis Watt.

SIENA AND SOUTHERN
Hutton.

SKIRTS OK THE GRRAT CITY, THE.
G. Bell.

TUSCANY. Edward

Mrs. A

MOTOR CAR.THROUGH EAST ANGLIA IN

J. E. Vincent.

VENICE AND VENETIA. Edward Hutton.

WANDERER IN FLORENCE, A. E. V. Lucas.

WANDBRBW IN PARIS, A. E. V. Lucas.

WANDKKKR IN HOLLAND, A. E. V. Lucas.

WANDERER JN LONDON, A. E. V. Lucas.

WAMDBK IN VKMICB, A. E. V. Lucas.

Some Books on Art

AKMOURER AND HIS CRAFT, THE. Charles
ffoulkes. Illustrated. Royal 4/4. a M.
net.

ART, ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL. M. H.
Bulky. Illustrated. Crcnvn toe. 5;. net.

BRITISH SCHOOL, THE. An Anecdotal Guide
to the British Painters and Paintings in the
National Gallery. E. V. Lucas. Illus-

trated. Fcap. 8?0. &r. &/. *ttt.

DBCORATIVB IKOK WORK. From the xnk
to the xvinth Century. Cuarls ffoulkes.

Royal +t<>. 2 2J. net.

FRANCESCO GUARD'., ifi^-x/gs. G. A.
Simonsoa. Illustrated. ImpenaJ, 4/0.
* as. net.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF TH BOOK OF JOB.
William Blake. Qu*rt*. 1 . rut.

ITALIAN SCULFTORS. W. G. Waters. Illus-

trated. Crown S0. 71. & net.

OLO PASTE. A. Beresford Ryley. Illustrated.

JHfynl 4/0. ffi as. net.

ONE HUNDRED MASTBRMWCKS OK PAIMTIWG.
With aa Introauction by R. C. Witt, lilus-

ONE HUNDRED MASTERPIECES OF SCULPTURE.
With an Introduction by G. F. Hill. Illus-

trated. Dtmy 8ztt. IOJT. 6rf. net.

ROMNBY FOLIO, A. With an Essay by A. B.
Chamberlain. Imperial Folit. 1$ 15;.
tut.

ROYAL ACADBMY LXCTURES ON PAINTING.
George Clauses. Illustrutfid. C

SAINTS i ART, THE. Margaret E. Tabor.
Illustrated. Third Edition, fcaj. Szv.

3f. &/. ntt.

SCHOOLS OF FAINTING. Mary I ones. Illus-

trated. t>. &v*. sj. net.

CELTIC ART IN PAGAN AMD CHRISTIAN TIMES.

J. R. Allen. Illustrated. Second Editi**.

Demy lv*. js.

' CLASSICS OF ART.' See page 13.

THB CONNOISSEUR'S LIBRARY. See page 14



GENERAL LITERATURE

Some Books on Italy

CTRORIA AND MODERN TUSCANY, OLD.

Mary L. Cameron. Illustrated. Second
Edition, Cr. 3e?. 6s. tut.

FLORENCE : Her History and Art to the Fall

of the Republic. F. A. Hyett. Demy 8*.

?s. 6d. tut.

FLORENCE, A WANDERER m. E. V. Lacas.

Illustrated Sixth Edition. Cr. Saw. 6s.

tut.

FLORENCE AND HKR TREASURES. H. M.

Vaugban. Illustrated. Fcap. &x. 5*. net.

FLORENCE, COUNTRY WALKS ABOST. Edward
Hutton. Illustrated. Stcond Edition.

Fcap. Ivo. s-r. tut.

FLORENCE AND THB CITIKS or NORTHRXN
TUSCANY, WITH GENOA. Edward Huttou.

Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. SEX*. &r.

net.

LOMBARDY, THE CITIBS OF. Edward Hctton.

Illustrated. Cr. 8w. 6s. net.

MILAN UNDER THE SFOXZA, A HISTORY OF.

Cecilia M. Ady. Illustrated. Demy *vo.

lot. 6a, net.

NAPLES : Past and Present. A. H. Norway.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8zw. 6s.

tut.

NAPLES RIVIRFA, THE/ H. M. Vangban.
Illustrated. Stcond Edition. Cr. 8ew. 6s.

net.

NATT-B* AND SOUTHERN ITALY. E. Hntton.
Illustrated. Cr. 80*. 6s. ntt.

PKRUGIA, A HISTORY or. William Huywood.
Ifliutratad. Demy &tv. i?.s. bd. net.

ROMS. Edwxrd Huttoo. Illustrated, Thirl
&&&*. Cr. fcwr. <w. net.

ROMAGMA AKD THS MARCHES, THK C/TIBS
9V. Edward Hutton, '. &w. &F. wr^.

OP THK PU.CXIMS AND MAKVYKS.
Ro Barker. Z?tfwy 8ro. iax. W.

ROMK. C. G. Ellaby, Illnst rated. SmeUl
Pott 8w. Ctetk, M. 64. **t ; leaiktr, 3*, bii,

net.

SICILY. F. H. Jackson. Illustrated. Sittttli

Pott tv. Clsth, as. kd. net
', leather^ 31. fsd.

net.

SICILY : The New Winter Resort. Douglas
Siaden. Illustrated. Stctnd Editit*. Cr.

ts. vt. ntt.

SIENA AMD SOUTHERN TUSCANS. Edwan!
Hutton. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.
Bvc. 6s. ntt.

UMBRIA, THB CITIES or. Edward Hnttoo,
IllnstratJd. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

tut.

VENICR AND VBNCTIA. Edward Button
Illustrated. Cr. &z*. 6s. net.

VBMICB ON FOOT. H. A. Douglas. Illus-

trtd. Second Edition. Fr.ap.lvo. $t.net.

VENICE AND HER TREASURES. H. A.

Douglas. Illustrated. Fcap. SEW. 5*. net.

VERONA, A HISTORY OF. A. M. Allen.

Illustrated. Demy 8cx. 12*. 6d. net.

DANTE AND HIS ITALY. Lonsdale Ragg.
Illustrated. Demy $vo. its. 64. net.

DANTE ALIGHIERI : HU Life and Works.
Paget Toynbee. Illustrated. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. fa>#. $s. net.

HOME LIF-R IN ITALY. Llna DufT Gordon.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Demy Svo.

io/. 6d. net.

LAKRF OF NORTKEKN ITALY, THE. Richard
Bagoi. Illustrated. Sec&nd Edition. Fcap.
%vc. s/. mt.

LORENZO THE MAGNIFICENT. E. L. S.

Horsburgh. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Demy 8*>0- x&r. net.

MKDICI PorES, THHU H. M. Vaoghao. Illns-

uv.ted. Dewy v*. 155. net.

ST. CATHERINE o*' SJENA ANB HER TIMES.
By tiw Author of

' Mdlie. Mori.' Illustrated.

SsrjKvt' Edition, Demy lev. 7*. 6d. net.

S. FRANCIS OF Assis;, THE Livxs OF.
r-roth*r Thomas of Cclano. Cr. 8to. 5;.
net.

SAVOMAKOX.A, GIROLAMO. E. L. S. Horsburgb.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Or. SP*>.

SKIES ITALIAN : A Little Breviary for Tra-
vcllws t Italy. Ruth S. Phelps. Fcap. &va.

5-t. net.

UNIVEE ITALY. F. l&. Uiaderwcod. Demy
tv$. sfef. &2. net.
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PART III. A SELECTION OF WORKS OF FICTION

Alba,i6*I (B. Maria), SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition, Cr.

few. fa.

I KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition
Cr. 8t*. 6s.

THE INVINCIBLE AMELIA; OK, THE
POLITE ADVENTURESS. Third Edition.

Cr. too. 3.f. 6d.

THE GLAD HEART. Fifth Edition, Cr.

Sv*. 6f.

OLIVIA MARY. Fourth Edition. Cr.

&vo. fa.

THE BELOVED ENEMY. Stcond Edition.

Cr few. 6*.

Anmonicr (SUoey), OLGA BARDEL.
Cr toe. $s. n*t.

Bagel (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Third Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

ANTHONY CUTHBERT. Fourth Edition.
Cr. 800. 6*.

LOVE'S PROXY. Cr. to*. 6*.

THE HOUSE OF SERRAVALLE. Third
Edition. Cr. 800. 6s.

DARNELEY PLACE. Stcond Edition.
Cr. to*, fa.

B&Jlef (H. 0.). THE SEA CAPTAIN.
Third Edition. Cr. 8z>*. 6i.

THE GENTLEMAN ADVENTURER.
Third Edition Cr. 8*. fa.

THE HIGHWAYMAN. Third Edition.
Cr. few. fa.

THE GAMESTERS- Stcond Edition. Cr.
8z>0. 5^. net.

Baring - Gould (.), THE BROOM-
SQUIRE. Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Szx>. 6i.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. 8z*. 6*.

WINEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. boo. fa.

8a (Robert). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr. 8w. 6*.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fifth EdUUn.
Cr. b>f . 6s.

THE MUTABLE MANY. JVuW

fiegbie (Harold). THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW, BART.; OK, THE
FKOGRKSS OK AN OPEN MIND. Stcond
Edition. Cr. &su>. (a.

Be2!o<v (H.). EMMANUEL BURDEN,
MERCHANT. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. 8o. fa.

A CHANGE IN THE CABINET. Third
Edition. Cr. 8m>. fa.

Bennett (Arnold). CLAYHANGER.
Twelfth Edition. Cr. too. fa.

HILDA LESSWAYS. Eighth Edition.
Cr. 8*. fa.

THESE TWAIN. Fourth Edition. Cr.

THE CARD. Thirtttnth Edition. Cr. 8*.
fa.

THE REGENT : A FIVE TOWNS STORY OF
ADVKNTURE IK LONDON. Fourth Edition.
Cr. 8/w. fa.

THE PRICE OF LOVE. Fourth Edition.
Cr. fa*. 6s.

BURIED ALIVE. Sixth Edition. Cr.
8o. fa.

A MAN FROM THE NORTH. Third
Edition, Cr. Bvo. fa.

THK MATADOR OF THE FIVE TOWNS,
Second Edition. Cr. tvo. fa,

WHOM GOD HATH JOINED. A JVew
Edition. Cr. 9vo. 6s.

A GREAT MAN : A FROLIC. Seventh
Edition. Cr. 8zx>. fa.

Benson (E. ?.>. DODO : A DETAIL OP THK
DAV. Stventeenth Edition. Cr. 8t>o. fa.

Birmingham (Oorgc A.). SPANISH
GOLD. Seventeenth Edition. Cr. 8tw. fa.

THE SEARCH PARTY. Tenth Edition.
Cr. Sotf. 6,1.

LALAGE'S LOVERS. Third Edition. Cr.

8tw. fa.

THK ADVENTURES OF DR. WHITTY.
Fourth Edition. Cr. &vo, fe>.

GO'-iSAMEK. fourth Edition. Cr. too. S*.
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Sewen (tfarjorle). 1 WILL MAINTAIN.
Ninth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WILLIAM, BY THE GRACE OF GOD.
Cr. 8*0. $s. net.

GOD AND THE KING*/ Sixth Edition.

Cr. 800. 6t.

PRINCE AND HERETIC. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A KNIGHT OF SPAIN. Third Edition.

Cr. Ivo. 6s.

THE QUEST OF GLORY. Third Edition.

Cr. 9vo. 6s.

THE GOVERNOR OF ENGLAND. Third
Bdition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CARNIVAL OF FLORENCE. Fifth
Edition. Cr. 3vo. 6s.

M R. WASH INGTON. Third Edition. Cr.

800. 6*.

BECAUSE OF THESE THINGS. . . ."

Third Edition. Cr. 800. 6s.

C&sti* (Atfimi and Etferton). THE
GOLDEN BARRIER. Third Edition.

Cr. 800. 6s.

FORLORN ADVENTURERS. Second
Edition. Cr. 800. 6s.

Conrad (Joseph). A SET OF SIX. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zoo. 6s.

UNDER WESTERN EYES. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. 8<7. 6s.

VICTORY : AN ISLAND TALK. Fifth
Edition, Cr. too. 6s.

CHANCE. Ninth Edition. Cr. 8#. 6*.

Conyers (Dorothea). SALLY. F<mrth
Edition. Cr. 8w. 6s.

SANDY MARRIED. Fifth Edition. Cr.

800. 6s.

OLD ANDY. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8*0. 6*.

Corelli (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. Thirty-third Edition. Cr.

8*0. 6s.

VENDETTA ; OR, THE STORY or ONE FOR-
GOTTEN. Thirty-third Edition. Cr. 800.

fa,

THELMAl A NCWIIAM PRINCES*
Rditi**. Cr. w. 6t.

ARDATH: THE STORY ft? A DEAD SEI.P

Twenty-third Editwn. Cr. 8p. 6s.

THE SOUL OF I.IL1TH. Nintfetntk
Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

WORMWOOD: A DRAMA OF PARIS.

Twtniy-jfirst Edition. Cr. Zve. 6s.

BARABBAS: A DREAM OK THE WORLD'S
TRAOKOV. Forty-eighth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

6s.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Sixtieth

Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE MASTER -CHRISTIAN. Sixteenth
Edition, ibis* Tkcttsand. Cr. too. 6j.

TEMPORAL POWER: A STODY IN

SOFREMACY. Second Edition. 150^*
Thousand. Cr. 8o. 6s.

GOD'S GOOD MAN: A SIMPLE LOVE
STORY. Eifhtenf:h Edition. \uth Thou-
tixnd. Cr. 8v0. 6s.

HOLY ORDERS : THK TRAGEDY or A

QUIET LIFE. Second Edition. iaoM
rk*usHd. Cr.lvo. 6s.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Tkirty-sgcond
Edition. Cr. 8t*. 6s.

BOY : A SKETCH. Thirteenth Edition. Cr.

CAMEOS. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. 800.

6s.

THE LIFE EVERLASTING. Seventh Edi-

tion. Cr. too. 6s.

Croctott (S. g.) LOCHINVAR. Illu-

trated. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8r0. 6*.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Second
Edition. Cr. Ivo. 6*.

Doyte (Sir A. Con&n). ROUND THE RED
LAMP. Twelfth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

Drafes (51aartce). WOj(. Sixth Edition.

Cr. lt>*. 6*.

Dadewey (Mn. H.). THE SECRET SON.
Second Edition. Cr. Zoo. 6s.

Fry (. *nd 0. S.). A MOTHER'S SON.
fifth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

(Bcatrloe). THE GUIDING
THREAD. Second Edition. Cr. too.

53. net.

Robert). THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Set**4 Edition*
O. S*- 8-t.
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TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Fourth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

FELIX : THREE YEARS IN A LIFZ. Seventh
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Rishth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

BYEWAYS. Cr. tee. 6s.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Twtnty
sixth Edition. Illustrated. Cr. too. 6s.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Ninth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

BARBARY SHEEP. Second Edition. Cr.
too. y. 6d.

THE DWELLERON THE THRESHOLD.
Cr. too. 6*.

THE WAY OF AMBITION. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. SEW. 6s.

Hope (Anthony). A CHANGE OF AIR.
Sixth Edition. Cr. too. 6j.

A MAN OF MARK. Snenih Edition. Cr.
too. 6s.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr. 8t*. 6s.

PHROSO. Illustrated. Ninth Edition. Cr.
to. 6s.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. too. 6*.

THE KING'S MIRROR. Fifth Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

QUISANTE. Fourth Edition, Cr. too. 6*.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. too. 6x.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. too. 6s.

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC. Illus-

trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bt-o. 6s.

THE GREAT MISS DRIVER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zoo. 6s.

MRS. MAXON PROTESTS. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. 800. 6*.

A YOUNG MAN'S YEAR. Secfnd Edition.
Cr. Zoo. 6s.

Hyae (C, J. Cutciiffa). MR. HORROCKS,
PURSER. Fifth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

FIREMEN HOI. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zoo. 6s.

CAPTAIN KETTLE ON THE WAR- I

PATH. Third Edition. Cr. too. 61.

Jacobs (W. W.). MANY CARGOES.
Thirty-third Edition. Cr. too. 3.1. 6d.

SEA URCHINS. Eighteenth Edition. Cr.
too. 3J. fid.

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated.
Ttxth Editia*. Cr. 8t*. 3* . M.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Eleventh
Edition. Cr. too. 3.1. 6d.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Twelfth
Edition. Cr. too. y. 6d.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated. Eleventh
Edition. Cr. too. 35. 6d.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition. Cr. too. y. 6d.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Fifth Edition.
Cr. too. y. 6d.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Illustrated.
Tenth Edition. Cr. too. y. 6d.

SALTHAVEN. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Cr. too. y. 6d.

SAILORS' KNOTS. Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. too. y. 6d.

SHORT CRUISES. Third Edition. Cr.
to*. y.6d.

King (Basil). THE WILD OLIVE. Third
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE STREET CALLED STRAIGHT.
fourth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE WAY HOME. Second Edition. Cr
By*. 6s.

THE LETTER OF THE CONTRACT.
Cr. too. 6s.

THE SIDE OF THE ANGELS. Cr. 3z.
Si. net.

Lethbrtdg* (Sybil G.). LET BE. Cr. too.

6s.

London (Jack). WHITE FANG. Ninth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

Luwndes (Mrs. Belloc). MARY PECHELL.
Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

STUDIES IN LOVE AND IN TERROR.
Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE END OF HER HONEYMOON.
Third Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE LODGER. Third Edition. Crown
too. 6s.

LUCAS (B. V.). LISTENER'S LURE: AN
OBLIQUE NARRATION. Eleventh Edition.

Fcap. too. is. 6d. net.

OVER BEMERTON'S: AN EASY-GOING
CHUONICUK. Thirteenth Edition. Fcap.
too. es. 6r/. net.

MR. INGLESLDE. Tenth Edition. Fcaj.
too. aj. bd. net

LONDON LAVENDER. Eleventh Edition.

Fcaf. &vo. zs. d. net.

LANDMARKS. Fourth Edition. Cr. too.
6s.

THE VERMILION BOX. Second Kditio*.
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(EdBft). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. 44th Thousand. Cr. la*.

3*. M.

KftCBftujfhtan (8.V THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA M'HAB. Fifth Rditit*.

PETER. AND JANE. Fwth Kditi**.

Cr. few. 6s.

\

Mfcit (La&). A COUNSEL OF PER* i

FECTION. Se*nd Edition. Cr. Sw\ &.

COLONEL KNDKRBY'S WIFE.
Cr. fa*. 6*.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMADY : A ROMANCE.
tip*. Cr. %e. 6*.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Sixttftttt

Cr. Saw. 6*.

THE CARISSIMA. Fifth diii*. Cr.

&**. f.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. /Y/VA <#>

item. Cr. bw. 6j.

(A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
. Ninth Rdiiio*. Cr. 8zx. 6j.

MAXW11 (W. 8.). VIVIEN. ThirUtntk
. Cr. Rw. 6f .

THE GUARDED FLAME.
tion. Cr. Itw. 6s.

ODD LENGTHS. Sc*nd Edition. Cr. to*.

6s.

HILL RISE. Fourth Edition. Cr. few. 6s.

THE REST CURE. Fourth Edition. Cr.

%*, 6s.

Mllnt (A. A.). THE DAY'S FLAY. Sixth
KUtion. Cr. *sw. fa.

THE HOLIDAY ROUND. Stc*nd Editien.

Cr. *a*. 6t.

ONCE A WEEK. Cr. 8. 4*.

Hontagae(C. K.). A HIND LET LOOSE.
Third Edition. Cr. $*. W.

THE MORNING'S WAR. 5
Cr. CM. 6*-.

Mrrison (Arthar). TALES OF MEAN
STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr.&vt. (a.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Sixth &*i*n.
Cr. too. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Ftvrtk
. Cr. SM. it.

Oppenhcim (B. PhiHSps). MASTER OF
MEN. Fifth Edition. Cr. loo. 6s.

THE MISSING DELORA. Illustrated-

Fourth Edition. Cr. to*. 6s.

THE DOUBLE LIFE OF MR. ALFRED
BURTON. Second Edition. Cr. Sw. 6*.

A PEOPLE'S MAN. Third RdititH. Cr.
fav. 6s.

MR. GREX OF MONTE CARLO. Third
Edition. Cr. Sw. 6x.

THF VANISHED MESSENGER. Sce&&
itttum. Cr. 8tx, 6*.

Qxeri?*iD (John). A WEAVER OF
WEBS. IHustrated. /"^A Editittt. Cr.
1st. fa.

PROFIT AND LOSS. Si**Jk Rdltif*.
Cr. C*. fa.

THE LONG ROAD. Hmrtk JKA'titn.

Cr. Sw. 6vr.

THE SONG OF HYACINTH, AN* OTHER
Sroxihs. Second Edition. Cr. fcw. fa.

MY LADY OF SHADOWS. Ftvrtk
Editten. Cr. IT*. 6s.

LAURISTONS. F^sr-th Kd&i**. Cr. &*.
6s.

THE COM. OF CARN3. Jirf* &difit*.
Cr. tec. 6t.

THE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN ROSE.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Saw. 6*.

MARY ALL-ALONE. Tki*-d Edition. Cr.
e*w. e*.

BROKEN SHACK.LES. J?MYA .ff^/iW.
Cr. to*. *.

"J!4." Cr. >*. 5* . ***.

Parser (Gil&ert). PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE. Seventh Edition. Cr. 8w. 61.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr.
8s?*. fo.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Saw. 6*.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Tenth Edititm. Cr. few. 6s.

WHEN VALMONDCAlfE TO PONTIAC r

THF. STORY ar A LOST NAPOLBOM. Seventb-

Editiw. Cr. **. 6*.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH:
THK LAST ADVKNTOKS or ' PKETT?
PiBXKS.' Fifth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. lilns-

ti aired. &i?ust*enth Ea'ititm. Cr. Ssw. dr.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: A
R<7*?AKtis or Two KINGDOMS. Illustrated.

Sraw/A Editifn. Cr. ftc*. 6j.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Sditien. Cr. lye. y. f>d.

NORTHERN LIGHTS. Fttrth Editif*.
Cr. w. fc.

THE JUDGMENT HOUSE, Feurtk
, Cr. **#. it.
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Pemberton (TSaxX THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Fourth.
Edition. Cr. too. d*.

I CROWN THEE KING. Illastrated. Cr.
tee. 6s.

Pencil (Alice). THE CHARM. Fifth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE ANGLO-INDIANS, Fifth Edition.
Cr. too. 6*.

THE HAPPY HUNTING GROUND.
Third Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

(Eden). LYING PROPHETS.
Third Edition. Cr. toe. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Sixth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.
Seventh Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. too. 6s.

THE RIVER. Fourth Edition. Cr.too. 6s.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE STRIKING HOURS. StctmJ Edition,
Cr. too. 6s.

DEMETER'S DAUGHTER. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. toe. 6s.

THE HUMAN BOY AND THE WAR.
Cr. too. 6s.

Plckthftl! (MarmadHke). SAlD, THE
FISHERMAN. Tenth Edition. Cr. too.

6s.

PIayd*n (eeorga). THE WARE CASE.
Cr. Jto*. 6s.

P*ye(R.). DAVID PENSTEPHEN. Cr.
too. 6s.

Q' (A. T. Quillcr- Couch). MERRY-
GARDEN AN1> OTHER STORIES. Cr.
too. 6j.

MAJOR VIGOUREUX. Third Edition.
Cr.toc. 6s.

(W. Pott). A SON OF THE
STATE. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. y.6d.

SPLENDID BROTHER. Fourth Edition.
Cr. &oc. 6s.

tHANKS TO SANDERSON. S*co*ji
Edition. Cr. St*>. 6s.

THE REMINGTON SENTENCE. Tiird
Cr. &rr *,:.

THE HAPPY RECRUIT. Second Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

THE KENNEDY PEOPLE. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. too. 6s.

MADAME PRINCE. Cr. too. 5*. ntt.

Kohmor (Bx). THE YELLOW CLAW.
Cr. too. 6s.

THE DEVIL DOCTOR. Cr. too. 6s.

BIdgwicfc (Mm. Alfred), THE LANTERN -

BEARERS. Third Edition. Cr. too. &j.

ANTHEA'S GUEST. Fourth Ediiit
toe. 6s.

Cr.

LAMORNA. Third Edition. Cr. too. 6*.

BELOW STAIRS. 3cond Edition. Cr.
too. 6s.

IN OTHER DAYS. Third Edition. Cr,
too. 6s.

SALT AND SAVOUR. Cr. too. 51. ntt.

Somr*ill6 (K. OS.) and Rcaa (Martin).
DAN RUSSEL THE FOX. Illustrated.
Stotnth Editicn. Cr. toe. 6s.

Swinntrton (F.). ON THE STAIRCASE
Steond Edition. Cr. too. 6t.

WftliK (H. 0.). BEALBY. Third Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

WeyraAn (Ht&nloyX UNDER THE RED
ROBE. Illustrated. Thirtitth Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

Williaroiion (C. B. and A. W.}. THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR: TH*
STRANGE ADVENTURES OF A MOTOR CAK.
Illustrated. T-sutntystcond Edition. Cr.
too. 6s.

THE PRINCESS PASSES: A ROMANCE
or A MOTOR. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. too. 6s.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER,
Elfotnth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON. Illustrated.
Tenth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE CAR OF DESTINY. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. Illus-

trated. Thirteenth Edition. Cr. toe. 6s.

SCARLET RUNNER. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

SET IN SILVER. Ilhwfarated.

Cr.t*. .



FlCTIOM

LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS
AMERICA. Illustrated. Stcond Edition.
Cr. fcw. 6t.

THE GOLDEN SILENCK. Illustrated.

Sevtntk Edition. Cr. to*. 6s.

THE GUESTS Of HERCULES. Illus-

trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. &vt. 6s.

THE HEATHER MOON. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. Cr. 8t>*. dr.

IT HAPPENED IN EGYPT. Illustrated.

Sentnth Edition. Cr. 8v0. 6s.

A SOLDIER OF THE LEGION. Stcend
Editifn. Cr. 8xx>. 6*.

THE SHOP GIRL. Cr. to*. 6s.

THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTRESS.
Cr. tv. 5*. int.

SECRET HISTORY. Cr. few. 6*.

THE LOVE PIRATE. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. tor. 6s.

THE WAR WEDDING. Cr.te*. ts.6d.net.

THIS WOMAN TO THIS MAN. O
800. . 6d. ntt.

Wodehonte (P. 0.). SOMETHING
FRESH. Cr. 8w. 6s.

Books for Boys and Girls

Illustrated. Crovm 8w. 35. 6rf.

GRTTIHG WELL or DOROTHY, THE. Mrs.
W. K. Clifford.

GIRL or TKS PROPLJK, A, L. T. Meade.

HONQDRABUK Miss, THB. L. T. Meadc.

MASTER RCXTKA? ELI.AR'S VOYAGE. W. Clark
RasMll.

OMLY A GUARD-ROOM DOG. Edith E.
Cuthdl.

RBD GRANGE, THK. Mrs. Molesworth.

SVD BKLTON: The Boy who would not go
to Sa. G. Manville Fenn.

THBKJR WAS ONCB A PRINCE. Mrs. M. E.
Mann.

Methuea's Shilling Noyels

reap. Svo. is. net

ADVKMTVRKS OF DR. WKITTT, THE. G. A.

Birmingham.

ANGLO-INDIANS, THE. Alice Perrin.

AWHA OF THE FIVE TOWNS. Arnold Bennett.

BABES IM THK WOOD. B. M. Croker.

BAD TIMB.S, THE. G. A. Birmingham.

BARBARY SHEEF. Robert Hichens.

BELOVED ENEMY, THE. E. Maria Albanesi.

BOTOR CHAPERON, THE, C N. and A, M.
Williamson.

Bov. Marie CorellL

BURIED ALIVK. Arnold Bennett.

CALL OF THE BLOOD, THE. Robert Hichens.

CARD, THK. Arnold Bennett.

CKAHCS. J. Conrad.

CHANGE IN THE CABINET, A Hilaire Belloc.

CHINK IN THE ARMOUR, THE. Mrs. Belloc

Lowndes.

CHRONICLES OF A GERMAN TOWN. The
Author of " Mercia in Germany."

COIL OF CARNK, THE. John Oxenham.

COONSBL or PERFECTION, A. Lucas Malet.

DAM RUSSEL THK Fox. E. CE. Somervillc

and Martin Ross.

DEMON, THE. C. N. and A. M. Williamson

DOUBLE LIFE OF MR. ALFRED BURTON,
THE. E. Phillips Oppenheim.

DUKE'S MOTTO, THE. J. H. McCarthy.

FIRE IN STUBBLE. Baroness Orczy.

FLOWFR OF TK DUSK. Myrtle Reed.



MSTHDEN AND COMPANY LIMITED

Hethaen'i Shilling

GATX OP THK DESERT, THK. John Oxeahara.

GATKS OF WRATH, Txx. Arnold Bennett.

GKHTIJSUAH ADYKNTBRER, Twa. H. C.

Bwky.
GOLDBN CKWTIFKDX, THK. Inraise Gerard.

CF ENGLAND, TKB. Marjorie

GUAKBSD FLAM*, THE. W. B. MaxwelL

HALO, THK. Baronets voa Hntttn,

KKAJRT o? THK ANCIBNT WOOD, THX.
Charles G. D. Roberts

HBATHKR MOOK, THE. C. N. and A. 1C.

HILL RISK W. B. Maxwell.

HOUJNR ? SERRATAI.LK, THK. Richard
Bagot.

HYENA OF KALLU, Txx. Loaise Gerard.

JAJJR. Marie Corrili.

JOSKFH. FraBk Danby.

LADY BJBTTY ACROSS THK WATKK. C. N.
and A, M. Williamson.

LALAGS'S LOVEKS. G. A. Birmingham.

LANTEKK BEARERS, THE. Mrs. Alfred Sidg-
wkk.

LAVKXDX* ANB OLD LACK. Myrtle Reed.

LMSHT FREIGHTS. W. W. Jacobs.

LODGKX, THE. Mrs. Belioc Lowndes.

LOMG ROAD, THE. John Oxenham.

LOYK PIRATE, THB. C. N. and A. M.
Williamsoa.

MAYOR or TROY, THE. "Q."

Mnxs DECK, THE. W. F. Shannon.

MIGHTY ATOM, THE. Marie Corelli.

MIRAGE. . Temple Thurstoa.

MISSING DELOKA, THE. E. Phillips Oppen.
kcun.

MR. WASHINGTON. Marjot it Bowen.

MKS. MAXON PROTESTS. Anthony Hope.

Mv DANISH SWEETHEART. W. Clark
Russell.

MY HUSSAKD ANP I. Leo Tolstoy.

MYSTERY OF DR. FU-MANCHU, THE. Sax
Rohmer.

MYSTERY OF THB GREEK HEART, THK.
Max Pemberton.

NINK DAYS' WONOKR, A. B. M. Croker.

OCEAN SLEUTH, THK. Maurice Drake.

OLD Rosa ANP SU.VBSR. Myrtle Reed,

PATHWAY or THE PIONXER, THJB. DM
Wyllarde.

PBGGY or THK BARTONS. B. M. Croker.

PETKR AND JANE. S. Macna*ghtan.

QUBST OF THE GOLDEN RoSK, THK. Jofen
Oxenham.

RECKNT, THE. Arnold Beaaett.

RKMINGTOK SXNTKNCK, THC. W. Pett

Ridg.
ROOND THK RRS LAMF. Sir A. Cona* Doyk.

SA!X>, THE FISNKRMAM. Marmadukt Pick*
tkall.

SALLY. Dorothea Conyers.

SANDY MARRIED. Dorothea Convert.

SEA CAPTAIN, THE. H. C. Bailey.

SEA LADY, THK. H. G. Welle.

SEARCH PARTY, THE. G. A. Birmingham.

SKCRKT WOMAN, THE. Edea Phillpotts.

SBT IN SILYKR. C. N. and A. U. William-
son.

SHORT CRCISBC. W. W. Jacobs.

SPANISH GOLD. G. A. Birmingham.

SPINHZR IN THB SON, A. Myrtle Re*d.

STRKBT CALLED STRAIGHT, THK. Basil

King.

TALKS or MKAN STRKSTS. Artaar Morrison.

TERESA 07 WATI.ING STKKKT. AraoU
Bennett.

THE SECKBT AGKMT. John Conrad.

THERE WAS A CROOKED MAN. DolfWyllarde.

TYRANT, THE. Mrs. Henry de la Pasture.

UNDER TKB RED ROBB. Stanley J. Weymaa.
UNOFFICIAL HONEYMOON, THE. Dolf

Wyllarde.

VIRGINIA PERFECT. Peggy WebJing.

WALLET or KAI LUNG. Ernest Bramak
WARE CASE, THB. George Pleydell.

WAY HOME, THK. BasH King.

WAY OF THESE WOMEN, THK. E. Phillips

Oppenheim.

WEAVKR or WKBS, A. Joha Oxenham.

WEDDING DAY, THK. C. N. and A. It.

Williamson.

WHITE FANG. Jack London.

WILD OLIYE, THK. Basil King.

WOMAN WITH THK FAN, THK. Robert
Hichens.

WO?. Maurice Drake.



FICTION

Methuen's Sevenpenny Novels

Fcap. 8t

&NGBi_ B. M. Croker

BARBARA R SHELL. Mrs. Belloc Lowndes.

BLUNDER OF AN INNOCENT, THE. E.

Maria Albanesi.

BROOM SQUIRE, THE. S. Baring-Gould.

Bv STROKE OF SWORD. Andrew Balfonr.

COUNT'S CHAUFFEUR, THIC. William le

Queux.

DERRICK VAUGHAN, NOVELIST. Edna

Lyall.

DODO. E. F. Benson.

DRAMA IN SUNSHINE, A. H. A. Vachell.

DRIFT. L. T. Meade.

GREEN GRAVES OF BALGOWRIE, THE. Jane
H. Findlater.

HEART OF His HEART. E. M. Albanesi.

HOUSE OF WHISPERS, THE. William le

Quenx.

HUMAN BOY, THE. Eden Phillpotts.

I CROWN 'i'Kiitt KING. Max Pemberton.

INCA'S TREASURE, THE. E. GlanvSlle.

IN THE ROAR OF THE SEA. S. Baring-Gould.

INTO TFMFTATION. Alice Perria.

Id. net

THE ARROGANT. Mrs. B. M.KATHERINB
Croker.

LADY IN THE CAR, THE. William le Queux.

LATE IN LIFE. Alice Perrin.

LONE PINE. R. B. Townshend.

MASTER OF MEN. E. Phillips Oppeahelm.

MISE HOADLEY'S SECRET. A. W. March-
moat.

MIXED MARRIAGE, A. Mrs. F. E. Penny.

MOMENT'S ERROR, A. A. W. Marchmont.

MOTHER'S SON, A. B. and C. B. Fry.

PETER, A PARASITE. E. Maria Albanesi.

POMP OF THE LAVILKTTES, THE. Sir Gilbert

Parker.

PRINCE RUPERT THE BUCCANEER. C. J.

Cutcliffe Hyne.

PRINCESS VIRGINIA, THE. C. N. and A. M.
Williamson.

PROFIT AND Loss. John Oxetiham.

RED DERELICT, THE. Bertram Mitford.

RED HOUSE, THE. E. Nesbit.

SIGN OF THE SPIDER, THB. Bertram Mitford.

SON OF THS STATE, A. W. Pett Ridge.

WO Mnorice Dk.

Printed bv Butlef & Tanner, From* and Lottaot.
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